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The News Has Been

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872
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HEINZ CO. TO BANQUET
AT MASONIC TEMPLE
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J. Heinz Co. will give
I their annual banquet to their Holland employes on Friday evening.
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Works To Spend
Quarter Million

At least 250 guest* will gather at

the Masonic Temple tonight, Fri-
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“DICK” KAYS HE HAS NOT
BEEN "ROTTEN -EGG ED"

RAILROAD CATERS TO POULTRY TRANSPORTATION

WAS CARRIED LAST YEAR BY;
ALMOST A UNANIMOUS VOTE

Really

Wktn

Board Of Public

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BANQUET TONIGHT; HERE
IS THE PROGRAM

January Is Like
Michigan Spring

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
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Zeeland “Chick”
Get Special Car
For Baby Peeps
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OUTLAY WILL NOT BE A TAX
BURDEN— WILL BB PAID

cruroj— In\ocitiuni Thun. W»
Holland plant manager, will give
FROM LIGHT PLANT
G. J. Diekema left for Rochester
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
! Davidson, D.D.. minister Hope Rethe welcome address and Henry
New York in the interestof the A letter from Mister Diekema ! L'nned church; Toastmaster, Dick
KARNING8
Holland Township will in the fu- Geerlings will give one of his enThe poultry business from southBay View Furniture company. This to the News is interestingand fol- B'der. president .ham bar of com
ture name its officers by Primaries joyable talks.At 8 o clock the em ern Ottawa is beginning to attract, The Holland City Quadrille Band local plant is now making telephone
Holland Cra*Mi Council Appro**
lows
j merce; PiincipalSpeaker, Lachlan
will furnish music for the masquerboxes as well as furniture.
instead of through the caucus sys- ployees will put on a play that will railroad interests for the Pere
American Legation Madcay, secretary the Missisiippi Action of the l^cal Board for
ade party on Tuesday evening next,
be
interesting.
Marquette is making special contern. So many voters attempt to
Neetftsary ExpansionFunds
The Hague. I Valley Association,St. Louis, Mo.,
and will appear in full uniform. It
cessions in the way of transportaMrs. H. Van Wieren, Central
take part in the caucus in this big
Junuarv 11
discuss in detail the Misis hoped that some of these men
tion. Zeeland “chick” hatchers arc
Avenue, died at 81 years.
township in the past that there
My Dear Ben
| sissippi vnllev-Gulfto Lake and St.
At Wednesday night’a City
masqueradersrather temper their
well pleased with the shipping outMrs. G. Slot, East 18th street, ‘ Thanks for your wonderful write- 1 Uwrence-Ukesto Sea Waterways: Council meeting the 1930-31 prowas no room in the town hall to HOLLAND AND ZEELAND
appetite for something stronger
MEN
DRAWN
ONlook and they believe their probhold the crowd. The vote on this
died at 34 years.
up of the Diekema’s in the Nether- i DuesU Harry Meyering, freight gram of expansionfor the local
—
oquestion last spring stood as folGRAND JURY lems along these lines have been than water, which by the way never
lands. Mrs. D. joins me in thankmanager Goodr ch Transit board of public worka was apseems to be so prevalentat a reguFIFTEEN YEARS AGO
solved through Mr. Grigware,the
lows: for primaries, 554, against
We are very comfortableand °'j {|' Bowman, first Mce-presi- proved. The details and advanlar dance. The mask covers many
new
transportation
manager
on
primaries,117.
| dent Pere Marquette railroad; A. E.
Notices of jury duty for the
tages of the fore- sighted plan were
sins and that holds good at a
Holland merchantshave decided
It is evident that the vote was March term of federal court, both this division of the Pere Marquette
:y h,,re. No snow— no frost—
fro«l•uMrlntendont; outlined to the council by former
happ;
masked
dance as well.
to close their places of business on
quite unanimous at that time.
1 special entertainment features, Van
grand jury and traverse jury, arc Railroad.
mayor and president of the board,
e still grazing in the pastures
Tuesday night and remain open cattle
This means that candidates for being mailed out of the office of
Several of the Zeeland hatcheries
Duron's Orchestra with novelty James De Young, James McLean
C. Blom, Sr., died at Zeeland at only on Saturday night instead of — occasionalrains and for the rest
musical numbers; Miss Ruth Kep- and Supt. of the Board, R. B.
the differentoffices must file peti- United States Marshall Martin got together and organized a ship- the age of 64 years. He was buried
sunshine ami clouds. My speaking
two evenings each week.
pel in special violin numbers. Ban- Champion. It was approved by the
tions at the proper time with the i Brown. The grand jury will report ping board to route through the
engagementsare increasingin numunder the auspices of the Holland
quet served by Star of Bethlehem council to Invest the entire sum of
township clerk and the clerk will March 4 in the Federal building at "chicks" so that they will reach
ber
and
thus
far there have not
I. 0. O. F. Rev. Shumate of Hol-i
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Van
chapter, O.K.S. The full report of $290,000 in materials which will
place those applyingin time on Grand Rapids, and the traverse their destinationssafely and
land preached an eloquent sermon
been any rotten eggs Hung at me.
Oort — a son; to Rev. and Mrs.
Secretary Charles Gross, telling of fully provide Holland with adethe primary ballot.
jury on the same day or soon af- promptly. After completingtheir
The Second Hague Conference, the
the departed. Note:
J. W. F.sveld, of the M. E. church,
accomplishments of the chumThose winning at the primaries, terward. The term is expected to organization,this board called on relating to
which is in session here brought ber and future plans is found else- quate light and power for several
The man in questionwas the grand- a son.
Mr. Grigware for the purpose of
their names will be placed on the have a large grist.
years to come. The rapid expansion
the most distinguished statesmen where.
ballot that is to be voted for at
In the long list the names of
of the city has caused an overloadB,"m
,amily »" Ri'of
Europe,
and
we
have
had
the
er avenue.
Boy Scout work was just begin
ing of the power and light system,
the April election, the same as in George Pelgrim has been drawn than has been available in the past,
pleasure of meeting them at dinning to get a foothold in Holland.
Holland and elsewhere where the for the grand jury, also M. C. Ver- and their hopes have been comwith the result that the fine store
ners and receptions. I attended the HOLLAND THEATRE TAKES
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
primary elections are held. No hage of Zeeland, NathanielRob- pletelyrealized.
of financialprofit gained by the
i Chief Van Ry states that there opening meeting. Since then, howON KEITH -ORPHEUM
doubt several candidates will be bins, Sr., and John £luyter, both
To facilitatethis sendee, Mr.
(city on the plant will be turned
TODAY
ever,
all meetings have been held
were 7 doors of Holland business
elected at the primaries. The pri- of Grand Haven. In the traverseor Grigwarehas stipulated a few conback into the local power plant.
VAUDEVILLE
behind closed doors. On Monday
places found open during the night,
maries and election will be held for trial jury, the name of John Van- ditionsthat must be met in order
This
plan of utilizing eity ownerA farmer in Laketown this year covering a period of a week. Police Mrs. Diekema and 1 gave a Lunch
ship so as to relieve the taxpayer*
the first time in the large new town der Sluis of Holland, also Andrew to give the complete sendee promproduced
an
average
of
$02.50
eon
to
about
a
dozen
American ' Saturday the Holland Theatre
watched these places and notified
of the burden of improvement*la
house, located about a mile north on Larsen of Fennville are listed to ised. When facilities are required
worth of sugar beets per acre the proprietors,who seemed sur- newspapermen who are attending will start its vaudeville program
the North Holland road. This new serve Uncle Sam in that capacity. it is necessary for him to know
unique to cities using the belt systhe
;
with
the
Radio
Keith
Orpheum.
planted. The entire expense was
o
structure costing in the neighbortenCof administration.
exactly how many chicks will be $40 00 per acre, hence he cleared prised.
Evening receptions!>egin here at ; This is the highest class circuit
hood of $10,000 is more suitable for HOPE GIRLS TO BROADCAST shipped at any one time. When the
With the anticipationof a con10:00 or 10:30 P. M. A little late to he secured and no doubt will be
over
$50.00 per acre from land,
election purposes and is said to be
tinuance of Holland's present
FROM MILWAUKEE TODAY number reaches 25,000 he will fur- which two years ago cost him
reflected in the nets that are to be
more centrallylocatedin the townnish a special car at any time; when
staged. Saturday there will be steady growth, the council feels
$60.00 per acre.
ship than the old one at the east
that immediate action now will
:
Hope College Girls’ Glee Club, 15,000 or over are shipped at one
three features.
lesion the chance* of seriousoverHolland limits.
est run was a complete rack of 15 ! me a r*|f’ '‘“’f- . . ,
which is staging a concert tour time a passage permit for an at-|
K.n
Sincerely your friend,
taxing of the power plant In year*
Dwight Wadsworth of Fillmore
through Wisconsin and Illinois, will tendant will be granted. The new
G.J. Diekema. GR A AFS( HAAP BARN RAZED
to come. The plan for 1930-81 in
_ o .................
MANY FROM SOUTH OTTAWA broadcast a concert program over organization
must in turn report was granted a patent on an imBY
FIRE;
LOCATED
IN
VILNote: Ben has sent the "kick."
the additionof a new 5,000
ATTEND TEACHERS’ INSTI- WTMJ at Milwaukeetoday, Friday, the exact quantity for which they proved roller window screen upon Wm. Dykstra, East 15th street,
LAGE ON HILL eludes
kilowatt turbine, and the changing
! from 11:35 A. M.
until noon. Most | require accommodations
each time. ! which he hopes to realize consider- ' (jjC(j
age
of 10 years. The
TUTE AT HIGH SCHOOL
the system from two-phaa#to
of the concerts are being given in In case the amount is less than a
A large barn in Graafschaap of
m™.
nsii
the more modern and adequate
Reformed churches. The club ex car, space will be reserved on the
owned
by John Klomparensburned
County commissioner of schools. poets to return to Holland in two
three-phase.The largestturblntf at
outgoing train, which space will
Miss Susanna Mokema, daughter appendicitis. She Was a stenographto the ground at midnight WednosMaurice Kuite, game warden of
Gerrit Groenewoud of Holland, had weeks.
the local plant is now carrying a
be available for members of this of Mr. and Mrs. Germ Mokema.' er at the De Pree Chemicalcom-|
day. A large number of chickens
arranged an excellentprogram for
Holland, has been instructed by the
organizationonly. Non-members of Holland, died at Butterworthpany. The parents are Mr. and Mrs.
were destroyed and also the small loud in excess of it* atated capacthe South Ottawa County Institute
conservation department at Lanwooden shoe factoryand machinery ity. If a mishap should cause a
will not be accommodated unless hospital, Grand
|F. Bell.
sing to arrest all ice fishers who
held at Holland High School audi- Ice
which occupied the second floor. A break ifl Holland’s flow of power
there is availablespace left or untorium and u large delegationfrom
take more than the limit of 25 fish
and light, the percentage of dotruck was driven out of the strueless they make reservationsin adu day— this also includes perch us
this vicinity from the rural as well
discomfort and busineaa
vance; and all trains will be stopI been a real menace to public safety.
well u# other pun fish. Mr. Kuite
as the Zeeland schools were present.
ped
upon
request, provided the
“
rTJfoTIn
the
olden
days
the
farmer
All schools were closed in South
will obey orders.
land flrr department*were called
I nOUSdllCte size of shipment warrants it. These
brought his wheat and wood to
Ottawa, allowing the teachers to
forestalledby the council'spresout and Chief Blom sent one truck
are certainly agreeable conditions
town with the first snow, but today THREE BOB-SLEIGH FARlisten to the followingprogram this
ent action.
to
prevent
the
spreading
of
the
a bobsled would have hard going
Thursday given in this city:— 9:00, SKATER OF 70 YEARS ( UTS and no hatcher can afford to go it
The present duties of the power
TIES TO
b'ulwTn,
over the concrete plowed bare. Tomusic: The Holland High School QUITE A FIGURE ON BLACK independently.
plant include: lighting of homes,
ed
in
the
center
of
the
village
of
day the farmer hauls his produce
Orchestra,directed by Eugene
The fourth graders of Van Rualte
LAKE
factories, stores, all industrial
THREE SERVICES IN FOURTH
to market in double-quick time by school, Holland, enjoyed an old Graafschapand no doubt the Hol- power for machinery, the removal
Heeter, directorof the high school
land
fire
"laddiea"
did
excellent
TODAY SNOW IS A NUISANCE truck, making several trips a day fashioned sleighrideparty to
REFORMED CHURCH
band and orchestra.Address: Fred- Carnival Officials Meet With Mayor
j of sewage, telephone system, heatEXCEPT IN FEW INSTANCES instead of one. The milk peddler Gniafschap last week. The pupils of work.
erick Snyder, New York newspaper Brooks to Plan Future Ice Events
ing for homes, and varied other
races to and from milk stationsin Washington school "bob-sleighed”
man, and secretary of the Press
Youthful times in the Old Netheveryday nccessitie*. The Board of
Prof. S. C. Nettinga of the WestZEELAND
STUDENT
SUFa hurry with his "gas wagon."
Congress of the World; subject, erlands returned to many folks who ern Theological Seminary will ocPublic Works estimate* that the
to the same place. The village on
FERS
FROM
EXPLOSION
This surely has been a tremen“The Lie About Tomorrow.” 10:15, were fortunate enough to have at- cupy the pulpit of the Fourth Reload required for Holland in 1937
To all motor car users, deep the hill must have attraction*for
recess.10:30, pWim011 meetings
tended the Holland City Ice Carni- formed church all day Sunday, giv- dous winter and the cause of some snow is a handicap,which city and the youngsters And now it apExperimentswith flash powder will be 6,000 kilowatts,which is
rural, G. G. Groenewould, presiding. val on Black lake last Saturday af- ing three services with a Dutch continuous grumbling about the big country folks can easily do with- pears that the Rroebclersalso load*
used
In photography resulted in double the present highest possible
10:30, Carolyn Hawes, supervisorof ternoon. Parked cars lined the sermon at the usual .time in the pack of snow. Snow has been with out, at least in a great many ways. ed a large bobj Irawn
drawn by a “spank- injuries to Gerald Boelens and output.The Holland plant serve* a
us since the first week in Novemgrade work of the Holland city streets for blocks in the vicinity afternoon.
. . ..... __
da visited the home Harold Hoilsman, high school pu- total of 17,000 people now, whll*
We are reminded that
not so ing” team anm,
ber and is destined to linger a litschools. 11:15, C. A. De Jongh, of Kollen’s Memorial park, and a
Holland merchants of Beatrice Klim* where Mrs. Kline, pils. The boys had built a small the per capita revenue to $17.10.
many years
s ago
a
Itle
longer.
Mr.
Ground
Hog
failed
xSupt. of Zeeland Schools: subject, huge crowd of people scattered in
_________
yond measure when the mother, welcomed them to her fire and were experimenting upon The fact that Holland’s citizen*
SERVICES TO BEGIN AT
were pleased
be*
to see his shadow Sunday, in Hol"Practical Hints for Grade Teach- droves over the ice creatinga
there was a snow fall a few weeks I Graafschaphome. A fine evening the suddenness of the explosion of have n lower light rate than other
7:15
SUNDAY
EVENING
land at least, and some hopes are
ers.” 11:45, G. G. Groenewoud, Supt. scene of unusual activity. It has
before Christams,for they held «nd warm refreshments were fea- the powder. After two successful cities is here proven, since most
held out, if we are skeptical enough
of Ottawa County Rural Schools; been stated by the Ice Club officials.
that the snow immediately pepped j tu red.
attempts with small charges a in Holland’* vicinity pay $20 per
"What Shall It Profit a Man if to believe and now possibly there
subject, "PracticalHelps in Teach- Mr. John Van Dyke and Mr. John
capita for light and power.
up
holiday
business,
for
it
brought
larger charge was tried, and the
ing Penmanship.”City. E. E. Fell, De Bly, that more than 4,000 peo- He Gain the Whole World and Lose will be a let-up in the snow proAt this time bids for the new
HOLLAND MAN IS
to
town
the
farmer
with
his
rutter
bottle
containing
the
powder
held
His Own Soul?” will be the Sunday
Supt. of Holland City Schools pre- ple visitedthe day’s races.
*
GRANTED NEW PATENT over the fire. The contents ignited, turbine are being submitted, and
and
sleigh bells. But now the farsiding. Dr. H. M. Crooks. President
P r i zes \v e £e" d o n a t e d * by ‘variousI ‘‘wning sermon topic of Rev. J.
the councillooks forward to laying
Anyway, the "beautiful." as snow mer is more easily tempted to make
causing the bottle to break in
of Alma college; subject, "The merchants and by the city
definite plans for their installation.
church' was called by yesteryear'spoet, is
Eleven
patents
were
granted
by
the trip when the highway is free
Boelen’s hand. His thumb muscles
Teacher’sReading.” 1:30, music. The races were in charge of John P/l fve1n,n?
Surely Holland has been taking^
u'!1 hefr.inat beautifulno longer. The verse writhe U. S. patent office in western
Kindergartenband. Address, Dr. Van Dyke and R. Sybesma, aided 7:15 instead of 7:30 with an inspi- ter of a score of years ago would from deep snow, so from that Michiganduring the week. In the were cut and the palm of his hand lending steps in following the sugstandpoint,
at
least
the
1930
holiand
arm
lacerated.
He
was
taken
Snyder; subject, "Fact Finding Ad- by many willing helpers. The first rational song service and special go in rhapsodies the morning after
gested program of public improvelist are Francis Karr, East Sixventure of a Young American." prize in both events,men and wom- music. In the morning Mr. Anting a night of still falling snow flakes day season without snow, it would teenth street, Holland, Spring as- to the local hospital for treatment. ment as outlined by President
appear, would be more desirable.
Holleman’s face was cut by flying
2:30, Social time; games and stunts, en’s race and speed races for men, will speak on the subject, “Sitting
which covered trees and shrubs in
sembly for mattresses. Mr. Karr, it glass and his garments and face Hoover. Were not the city finanin charge of Leon N. Moody, in- were first prize, $20; second prize, at the Feet of Jesus.”The regular a mantle of white. Today the man- Snow, however, is always associaces so sound, this move could not
ted with the Yuletidc season and will be remembered,is the inven- were burned.
structor of physical education of the $10, and third prize, $5. The events midweek prayer meeting and the
he possible. As it is, the local peotle of white has become a speckled
.
.......
......
tor
of
the
Air-Spring
now
being
Holland City Schools. 3:15, Social started at 1:30 P. M. and were Moody Bible Institute class will be and an unsightly mass long before man's mind works strangely somr
ple will not bare a single addition
by the Charles Karr USE AMBULANCE TO
Hour continued, directionof Hol- completed as dusk fell at about 5:00 conducted by the pastor at 20 W. we get up, caused by the belching times and snow may still benefit manufactured
of taxes to accomplish the very
Co., a product having a national
the
merchants’
volume
of
business
COME
TO
HOLLAND
PARTY
8th
street
(third
floor).
land Teachers’ club. A similar pro- o’clock. The day’s temperature was
necessary move.
of thousands of smoking coal chimbecause of the snow back-ground. reputation.
gram is given Friday at Grand Ha- exceedingly well fitted to the pur
neys spouting forth coal soot with
Another
name
mentioned
in
ErAllegan Gazette. — Wednesday MANY IMPORTANT
•Snow has brought many probven for North Ottawa.
pose, there being a mild breeze and EDUCATIONAL WORK BY WO- every belch— -dirty mess. When the
lems to many cities since the ad- nest II. Shaff, Grand Haven, in- evening of this week Mrs. Clyde
MATTERS COME UP AT
a hazy sunshine. A course of 160 MAN’S LITERARY IS WON- wood pile was still evident in the vent of paved streetsand the lay- ventor of the “Impact machine.”
Frost was commander of the amHOLLAND MAN RESUMES
DERFUL: EVENT CELECOMMON COUNCIL
yards was marked off on the ice,
back yard and frisky steeds in- ing of the concrete through the
bulance
and
used
it
for
a
pleasurPROGRAM AT ZEELAND and aside from some handicapping
BRATED
| stead of smoking sputtering "iron
HOLLAND
TEAMS
HAVE
able purpose, conveying a party of
rural districts.
cracks in the surface, the condii horses" held sway, the "beautiful"
BUSY TIME TODAY ladies to Holland where they wit-; Detailed Report la Found in the
At the next Literary Club meet- tions were encouraging.
Proceeding* in Thla Column
Allegan is complainingthat a
The Woman's LiteraryClub cele- remained beautiful for several days.
nessed ritualisticwork by the Raining at Zeeland on Tuesday, Feb. 11,
* • *
r i •
,• isnow campaign cost them better
brated its Educational Aid Fund's
Local
basketball teams will be bow Girls, a branch of the Eastern,
Snow
was
useful
in
the
earlier
I than
Grand
Rapidg
has
Prof. B. Raymond of Hope College,
The Holland Common Council
Peter Kole, well known skater of origin at its meeting last Tuesday days in this vicinity when logging
seen in action Friday night on their Star. Miss Thelma Vrieling, a niece
met in regular session with all
Holland, will continue with the sec
„7aKe,' won ihe p'riae when Mrs. Durfee of Hone College,
paid thus far $110,000 and judging home courts.
was done in the forest. Hauling
of Mrs. Ray Haas, held the promof.th? 8eri.“ 1S,E™- for his aKe. He look home a pair of a member of tin' Fund’s commit- logs was nut of the question with- from the thorough job done in HolThe undefeatedHolland Chris- inent position, correspondingto members present with Alderman
Kleis leading in the devotions,afland,
which
has
been
commendable
tee.
told
how
Mrs.
Kate
Garrod
a nve dollar bill. As a
tian High school quintet will clash worthy matron. Miss Edith Markle,
out snow. Later snow was necessary
ter which the Aldermen saluted
»"' »
i
r.i So1 , mitt™
lad he was a champion skater in Post first aided girls in the finan- for the w-ood-cutU*r in order that he and much appreciated,the bill by with Hart in the second game of
Mrs. Claude Gibson. Mrs. Glenn the flag. The proceedings of the
Van Peuraem and Alva Elcnbaaa|thcNetherlMMls. He has lived in cing of their education.It was an
next spring, on the other hand, the winter schedule.
might haul his stove wood, from the
Gordon, Mrs. J. H. VanNess, Mrs. Common Council were indeed lnwill sing a duet Mrs. Gerrit P.
will foot up to be a "pretty penthis city all his American days, a urge on the part of the club to enHope collegewill take the court J. A. Rickert,Mrs. Ray Haas, and
Rooks will be hostess.. The Book period of forty years. He never gage in some philanthropic work brush to town. The time for this ny."
tereating, since the aldermen unaniagainst Hillsdale.
Mrs. H. A. Ncx made up the party. mously approved the building proReview Club will meet at 2:15 pre- fails to visit Black Lake in the that inspiredMrs. Post to start the was when there was plenty of snow,
Snow as the "beautiful’’ has beCoach Bud Hinga’s Holland High
but
the
forests
and
wood-lots
are.
ceding the regular club meeting,
gram for the board of public works
winter to try out his old Dutch Literarv Club group in this worthy
mis-nomer and the editor ! school quintet will meet Grand
LOOMIS FOR UPLIFT
to $290,000.00for plant expansion,|
when Mrs. Fred Klumper will re- skates.Visitorsto the ice were al- cause. The amount of money used no more and snow has lost its use- 1 c°me a
for one will lx- much pleased if the. Rapids South in the second game
I new machinery, etc., to be paid for
view The Uncertain Trumpet, by ways impressedby the wonderful by the girls at collegehas grown fulness here.
Mr. M. C. Loomis from Grand | 0f course out of the earnings of.
Oh yes, snow is essentially used Ground Hog’s lost shadow and the of the season. South took the openA. S. M. Hutchinson.
grace of this old skater. In fact, on from $150 to $2,100 today. This
flock of geese he saw Saturday, ! er at Grand Rapids and Holland Rapids addressed the Exchange the plant, which will mean no addfor
sleigh-rideparties, we believe,
the ice Mr. Kole looked anything money is loaned to the girls with
flying north, will have a materialj hopes to even the series.
club today on the subjectof
tax burdens, but on the other]
£InlETE| but old. It was his youthful execu-i I*° interest charge, an specialfea but this method of recreation is bearing on an early
«
Folks Go Wrong." A good atten hanft n ^roat deal of extra labor,
too slow for our "flaming youth,"
.i
i
turn of
nf whirh
nnrmtfa of
e\( more
rar.**.
HOLDS TRUE TO ICODE
hire
which
permits
lion of the fancy skating figures
o
Mrs. Cora Bliss Taylor, artist of dance was out to hear Mr. Loomis, j Thc official proceedings of the
although it has had a spasm this
that marked him as a Dutch trained girls paying their debt without inDr. A. Leenhouts of the Board of Saugntuck who had an exhibit of who claims to he an expert on mor Holland Common Council as of
Several times recently the «th-! .l..,
curring undue worry and outside winter of reviving. In a few instances the old bob-sledand team, Education has visited the differentof paintings at the Chicago Art al standard survey work. He stated I February 5, follow below:—
letes of the local high school have 1
'i
organizations,aiding the work alone with their school activigrado schools giving health talks ! institute, was awarded a $200 p rize that in his survey work that 85 her; Alderman present were:— Mayc
had conflicts with the national rulties. It is now urged by the educa- buffalorobes, and other necessities
club by donations were, as has been
to
the young
for her painting "The Yellow S
| cent of the people are gJng
, Brooks, Aids. Westing, Kiel
ing on amateur athletics. This rule
tional committeeof the club to in- were resurrected even to stones
stated, the local banks, Lokkerphony.”
1 straightand that our jails are fflled , Woltman. Brieve. Vandenberg, Hy-j
states that in no way, shape, or
crease the total of donations,since and blocks of wood heated to keep
Rutgers ClothingStore, and the
1 and crime came from the remain- ma, Mcl/ean, Steffen*, Jonkmi
feet warm, like in "ye olden days.”
The eight boys and girls of Miss
form shall an athlete receive comSuperior Ice Co. The Ice Club the club’s birthday, dating from
Fennville lodge, I. O. O. F., will, jnj, p,.r cent. Mr. Loomis in a Postma. Vissers,Veltman and tl
pensation for his skill and talents
1898, might be fittingly observed in However it is only an evening’s Bond’s room in Froebel school who
heads met with Mayor Brooks to this way.
hold a father and son banquet for , most earnest manner spoke of the Clerk. Minutes read and appro*
lark and its the auto again after are carrying their noon lunches
during his school days. Disobedidiscuss further possibilitiesof
lodge members and their sons in|caiirKi),Ht have come to his attenence to this rule means non-partiMrs. Arthur Wrieden presided one night of sleighing.
PetitionK and Account*
keeping the pond in skating-shape.
About
all
snow
is
good
for
these
cipation in inter-scholastic contests.
nt the meetine ns vice-president. A
It is the intention of the club to
Mr. Don To Roller,member of
play. "The Trials of a Hostess,"
Clerk presented operating repo
further as much as they can the
the local schools’ squad, won a
was given bv the past-presidentsof
of the Holland Gas Co. for t!
,iven let me tell you this is real imporcash prize in the recent Black lake local interest in this old Dutch
room. The children wish to thank '
mmheT* | |;7Vki«i'rfor1'
such1* up^rt^fn/m month of Dec., 1929.
tant; and snow is a Godsend,if the Lions club for their kindness.
Ice Carnival. But to accept it, and
Referred to B.P.W. for filing.
0
Holland that he could get in order
for that purpose only. It has also —Holland Sentinel.
use it, would mean his leaving his
Clerk presented request from
If the next great was is to be to carry on his work among delinbeen useful to keep men without
school’s athletic squad. Evidently
Kardux, comer 7th and River Ai
against insects, it's high time to quents.
Edna Ruth Diekema of the
• „
i
the choice was not hard to make peoplej from far and wide. Last much-bedecked’80’s. The cast in- work busy in Holland and elsefor permissionto connect
At
this
meeting
Andrew
KlomMrs. Chas. McBride, Mrs. where. Otherwise it has been a Eighth Street school, who has
«“>"* *a> to sa,ut* w,th a
for the lad, for he promptly turned Saturdays event was an equal
drain from wash rack to at
parens
made
a
brief
but
interesting
down the chance of having the it in drawing powers, for folks, George Kollen. Mrs. Joseph Rhea. nuisance on the highways, on the seriously ill for six weeks is im- J wlu,rt can>
report of the convention proceed- sewer.
,„ouC> xu,
x ins attitude is
£[?nd RaP,d.8 and
Mrs. Wm. Olive. Mrs. S. R. MeLean. railroads,on the city streets and proving nicely and hops to resume
money
for ,u0
his umi.
own. This
Granted.
Completely baffling efforts of the ings held in Saginaw the past week.
another complimentto the
Mrs. J. P. Oggcl. Mrs. C. J. Dreg- on the sidewalks, in fact it has her classes next week.
Clerk presented communi
------- ovisitorsto gain possession of the
from
Manufacturer’s For
and esteem in which the school boys
' ™n\amL Mrs- Georpe Pe,KrimCharles
Benson,
80-year-old
ball, Grand Haven rampaged
hold their athleticprojects.When Jroin tha "lllhn?I thron8s about tha A birthday ten closed the afterfarmer residing near Dunningville, Company claiming damages in the]
: through the Lowell quintet to hang
youth turns down money for tho r,ae course; Hockey games and , noon’< activities.The hostesses HOLLAND’S FIRST DEPOT AND WOOD BURNING ENGINE
amount of $234.75 on account
a
! up a 51 to 10 victory Friday nieht Allegan County, was awarded
mere chance of participating in other events were run off m im-| were the Board of Directorsand the
certain City employees moving tu
The
Cohrsmen
exhibited ability verdict of $2,902.16 by a circuit
sporting events, then sportsman-I,romPtJ1f<»rm. there being much j EducationalCommittee.The teadamaging flasks belonging to saU]
both
defensively
and
offensively, the court jury Saturday in his $5,000
sent, The lad is fu.n and P6? d,sPtoyed by the par-, room had been well decorated with
Manufacturer’.?Foundry Co.
ship is truly present,
former being so effective that Low- damage suit against John Tucker,
I green ferns.
Filed.
a junior at the Holland High.
ell scored only a single field goal. Ganges township fruit farmer. The
The awards runs as follows:
- o
suit
was
the
outcome
of
an
autoReports of Committees
Twenty-twoentries were made in ' Carp fishing operations in Black
Last Monday evening Dr. AlberJohn F. YanAnrooy, of Grand mobile accident south of Fennville
tus Pieters of the Western Theo- the men’s races, which was won by lake received another jolt Friday
Committee on Ways and Meal
Haven, l"ft on Friday for Crystal Aug. 11. 1928.
logical Seminary gave his first lec- Jacob Dekker of Grand Rapids, in; when the lift showed about 200
o
.
gave notice that they will int
River, Fla., where h*- will visit hi.s
ture on the book of Revelation in the good time of 14 and two-thirds pounds. Thus far about 11 tons
brother, Fred Van Roy, who has
Funeral service*for Grover Mil- duce an ordinance termed the At
Trinity church before a large class seconds, with Qerrit Hoving and have been lifted. Officialsof the
been an attorney there for many ler of Allegan, who met death nual AppropriationBill, at t!
Don
Te
Roller
of
Holland
coming'
Holland
Fish
and
Game
club
are
composed of people from the vnriyears. The brothers spell their when his car collided with a Penn- regular meeting of the Comt
our churches of the city. The in second and third respectively.! undecided whether operations will
l name.- differently however, which h
sylvania train in Grand Rapids Fri- Council to be held on March 5t
The
distance
of
the
course
was
160 1 he continued,
class will not meet Monday evea mere matter of choice declared day, was held at Benson’s chapel 1930.
ning because of the congregational yards.
Committee on Claims and
in that city yesterday.
the Grand Haven city assessor.
In the man and woman’s race
A girl’s double quartette from
meeting which will be held but afcounts reported having exami
over
the
same
course
Don
Te
Roller
Coopersville
will
furnish
the
music
ter that the class will meet reguHollis Moore, 11, son of Mr. and claims in the amount of $12,
An Allegan circuit court iurv udlarly' every Monday "ev'enin'g.' The! and Mi** Irene Overbeek of Hol- at the afternoonsession of the
Mrs. Walter Moore of Allegan, is and recommendedpayment thi
held
a
lower
court
award
of
$30
meetings are held in the basement . 'and took first place. They were North Ottawa Teachers Institute
! damages
in an anneal case insti- in Emergency hospitalwith a bro- (Said claims on file in Clerk's
and are open to anyone. Dr. Pie- ' followed by Heime Vander Hill and which will be held at Ferry School
tuted bv Charles Remington. Wal- ken right knee cap and tom liga- flee for public inspection.)
ters is a scholarand an able teach- Mrs- Don Zwemer, and Bert Oost- at Grand Haven today, Friday,
Allowed.
ter Shafer, another Cheshire town- ments, sufferedwhile skiing.
er of the Bible. He has given three »»'P and Mrs. Elsie
i Several
__________
Holland speakersare on
Committee on Welfare repot
o
Now that the Pere Marquette I coin avenue. The roundhouse j ship farmer, alleged that loss to
courses in Trinity church in previ- H is not definitely known by the i the program
Wesley Van Ti! of Holland paid poor order. in the sum of ~
ou* years and all were much ap- Ice Club whether another event will
officials will be here tonight for burned 35 years ago together with i his sheep by reason of depredations
$3.(K) in Grand Rapids traffic court for regular aid. and $408.94
three
engines.
The
road
was
then
of
Remington’S
dog.
Remington
Joshua
LaFrance
of
Grand
the
C.
of
C.
banquet,
it
might
be
predated. Visitorsare always wel- j be staged or not
temporaryaid, total $673.94.
o
Rapids, arrested in Gary, Ind., was well to show them Holland’s first the C. and W.M. Notice the old also was ordered to pay court costs. for pinning through the red light,
conic.
Accepted and filed.
o
Dora Strowenjans, Alice White! sentenced to 60 days in the county; depot of fifty years ago. This rail- wood burner with spark catcher,
Attorney
and
Mrs.
Jay
Den
Her-'
Marriage licenseshave been isMiss Cristine Spykhoven,book-, and Geneva Church, public school jail when arraigned before Justice road station was located between the type of engines used in those
Report* of Select C’ommitt
keeper at the Holland City News, teachers, attended the Wednesday John H. Crane of Fennville Thurs- ; 9th and 10th street* and a large days. The railroad yards were in sued to Claud Pleet, 51, of Grand der have returned from a visit inj
The special committ
was called to Ann Arbor because evening’s performance of "Jour-! day on a charge of stealing clothing]roundhouse was across the track Holland along Lincoln avenue un- Rapi<K and Laura Bost, 2!J. Hoi- Miami, Florida, where he went with
(Continued on last
‘ his parents.
of the illness of her
ney’s End," in Grand Rapids. I from Fennville High school. 1 directlywest of what is now Lin- til moved to Waverly.
tiii*'
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To Death Barefoot
A Dwarf Can Kill
Miut Sea GulU Die?
Safer Flying
Los Angelos, Calif.— In Orleans,
Augustine Agogue, twenty-seven
years old, who killed her mother
to get the mother's farm, was sentenced to death. In accordance
with Napoleonic code, seeking to
humiliateand punish more severely
those that murder their parents,
Augustine will walk barefootto the

Six Cylinder Sentences

O
?

Heaven

HOLLAND

CITY

NEWS

HOLLAND

Is not reached

by

a

single "bounder."
The ability to create an alllii
will curse any man.
If you have common sense
you have sufficientcapital.
Go on!
Take account of your shortcoming!!, and you will not
come short lu your accounts!
This Is a wonderful world
only so long ns we keep
alive our sense of wonder.
An American with a dead
mind once saw Yellow-

stone canyon. He said,
“Some „ ditch." Seeing
nothlnff he spat on the
ground and drove away.

guillotine.
Interesting historical contrastbetween her death and that of Joan
ol Arc, the mnld of Orleans. One
walks to the guillotine barefoot for
murdering her mother. The other

DR. JOHN W.

by

Wcatcrn Newipaptr Union)

....

a..,

CORONER VANDE WATER
WILL HOLD NO INQUEST
OVER REMAINS OF
FROZEN WOMAN

The Su-no-wa Campfire group
held a regular meeting last night
at the home of Miss Sarah Lacey,
a guardian.

The Ladies’ Athleticclub held a
“No inquest,"were the words of
A benefit card party will be given meeting Tuesday night in the JunCoroner Gilbert Vande Water In on February 12th in the Parish ior High school gym. The club has
the case of Mrs. Nicholas Mulder, hall of Grace Episcopal church.
decided to hold a Valentine party
recent cold weather victim. DurThe Star of Bethlehem chapter on next week Tuesday evening.
ing the freezing cold temperatures
No. 40 O.EA will give a St. Val- Mrs. J. Riemersma was appointed
of the week, Mrs. Mulder had atentine’s day party on February 14 on the program committee. Miss H.
tempted to aid her husband in an
Boerman and Miss F. Van Iwaarin the Masonic Temple.
errand, and so doing the two old
den on the refreshment committee.
people both became so exhausted
The Eunice Aid society will meet A pot-luckluncheon will be served.
that neither could move. Mr. Mul- on Friday afternoon in the FourJanies S. Hawkins, 75, died
der Was finally warned by hia wife, teenth Street Christian Reformed
Wednesday at his home in Spring
who had fallen in the snow, too church.
Lake after an illnessof several
weak to rise, that he had better
The American Legion Auxiliary weeks. He at one time was city
seek shelterin the house. He was
to have returned when he got his will hold a benefit bridge party on ' treasurer'ofGrand Rapids’
Friday afternoon at the home of
strength back, and then to aid his
City and rural schools were
Mrs. Wm. Westrate.
wife in regaining the doorstep. He
closed because of the Ottawa Coun-

Sum/

Union

mUTH

-Here's

-Here's VALUE

‘

-Here's

|

,

did so, bringing blankets and other
Dr. F redenck F. Shannon, pastor ty Teachers institute being held at
covering, only to find his aged wife of the Central Church in Chicago. the Holland High auditorium,
partiallyfrozen, and too weak to who is heard over the radio Sunday
v,,
make any sign of life. His wild mornings from Orchestra Hall will1 Minor J. Walcott, age 81 years,
calls for heln were unheard by mo- be the commencement speaker at °t Grand Haven, .succumbed to a
torists In the vicinity, and so he Grand Haven on June
heart attack while eating dinner

i

17.

freshmenta.

Price!

UNDERWEAR

for the
remainder of this winter
and Underwear for future

cool weather.

i

age.
a

SALE

At a

could do nothing to relieve the
The Worn.,,',Missionary society :lt his hom<! in that cit*
walked barefoot to the stake, MERCHANTS SERVICE
sufferings of the old lady. Mrs.
B. A. MULDER, Editor
of Hope church met Wednesday af- Special evangelisticservices are
hurued alive for saving her country.
Mulder's age was fifty years.
BUREAU IS INTENDED
The funeral was held on Mon- ternoon in the church parlors.Dr. planned for the last week in FebFOR HOME STORES ONLY
32 W. 8th St
In New York a dwarf only four
day afternoon from the home of a Thomas W. Davidson gave a talk on ruary in the First Reformedchurch
Holland, Michigan
ASSOCIATION HOLDS sister, Mrs. S. Kosten at 429 Julia "The Future of Missions.’’ Mrs. C. at Zeeland. Rev. Harry Hager of
feet high. I'cter Aratu, is sentenced
(Established 1872)
J. Dregman gave the devotions and Chicago will bo among the speaklo death for murder.
Street, Grand Rapids. Interment
The modern “automatic" pistol
At a specialmeeting of the Hol- took place at Fairplains cemetery Mrs. Anna Van Zanten and her ers.
committeewere in charge of re- It has becn at ,ast (|cci(lpd b
ty.
Published every Thursday evening makes It easy for Peter to kill In land MerchantsAssociationheld in
undent days when men fought with the city hall Saturday afternoon
Washington that the Star SpanThe Mulders had been living a
Entered as Second Class Matter clubs, maces and swords, he would attended by some 80 members it mile southeast of Lakewood Farm
Mrs. S. W. Miller left for Mon- gled Banner will bo considered the
at the post office at Holland, Mich., only have been u Jester, too small was decided that the Credit Bu- at the time of the tragedy. It was terery, where she is visiting her national hymn. Surely it
to murder.
reau should be exclusively for while Mr. Mulder was getting the grandmother, Mrs. Eliza Patterson, took some time to decide and Scott
under the act of Congress, March,
home owned stores. There was con- mail that he fell, and not returning who is past 90 years of
Key, the author, won’t know it for
1897.
Similarity a small nation, ns siderable discussionfrom a score or for an hour, his wife became
William
L.
Eaton
has
received
hp is de"'1 the'F
Terms $1.50 per year with a dis- Hungary, or Holland, or Switzer- more of merchantsand by far the troubled.When she sought to drag
Mrs. Gcrrit Alofs of Noordeloos
count of 50c to those paying in land. in these days of (lying mn- largestmajority spoke against ad- him in from where he had fallen, five Nubian-Anglo goats from
ehlnes and poison gas might he mitting the so-called “chain store.’’ the tragic death resulted. What special strain in Arkansas for his spent the week-end at the home
advance.
the most efficientInternational The present organization has a lead to discovery of the plight of growing collectionof animals at of her sister, Miss Hattie Bishop at
TELEPHONE
, Holland.
killer In the murder game of war.
membership of more than 200 and the aged couple was when Roy Ro- his barnyard at
Business Office
5050
Conditionschange. A live-pound Zeeland home merchants have also' meyn. a roomer at the house, reMayor Earneat Brook, has re- A ..pancakc..suppe, ,, to be
baby taken up In an airplanemight come under the wing of the Hol- turned from Holland where he had turned from a busmeas trip to Chi- Kjven at the Wo^„,s Lit(,rary
release h poison gas bomb that land organization and has repre- been shopping and found Mr. MulLOST DOLLARS
club rooms next week Wednesday
would kill oUO.OOOIn a big city.
sentation on the executive board. der in a suffering condition. Mulder
Attorneys Orien R. Cross and from 5 to 8 o'clockp.m. Prices 35
Secretary Norman Cobb in his haltingtlytold where Mrs. Mulder Daniel Ten Cate of the firm of cents.
The most rudimentary intelliIt. O. Fernuld. member of Cull
weekly bulletin states that at a re- could he found. Romeyn did find Oiekema. Crosa and Ten Cate, | prof. Henry Hoepera of Wcatcrn
gence should be able to grasp the
fornlu's game commission and own- cent board meeting it was settled the old lady, pillowed in the drivespent the day m Lansing on bus.- Theologicalseminary conducted the
fact that every fire represents an er of the Santa Harbura Morning once and for all that the bureau
way. apparently asleep,caused by ne”'
,
J services at Trinity Reformed
irretrievable and unnecessary eco- Press, says sea gulls are the worst should be for home merchants only the freezing of the body.
The Benefit societyof the First church, Grand Rapids. Sunday. He
enemies of wild ducks and other and to do otherwise would be very
o
nomic and social waste.
Reformed church will hold a board also preached at the afternoon
wild life.
unjust to the merchantswho had
BALLOT FOR C OF C VOTE meeting Friday night at the home, Holland services at Third church
A dollar spent in purchasing a
Congress,says he. should author- collecteddata and general inforREADY
of the secretary.Peter Ver Schure, jn that city.
commodity multipliesitself mani- ize and tinance extermination ot mation on thousands of customers
Jr., at 55 East 21st street A memthe
millions
of
seu
gulls
in
Alaska.
Stanley Kleinheksel,who is takfold. It is never inactiveand the
which cost thousands of dollars to
The nominating committee of the
A small bounty and the Esquimaux secure this information. He con- Holland Chamber of Commerce on bership drive Is in progress.
ing graduate work at the Univerentire nation is benefited by its
would kill them off quickly.
sity of Illinois,returned to Chamtinues by saying that memberships Friday evening during the banquet
The F'ederationof Women's Biservice. A dollar lost because
are quickly sought by "chain will submit the following names to ble Classes held their regular paign yesterday after spendinga
fire can never be replaced.It has
Sea gulls destroy the eggs and stores" when they open up and be voted on as directors for the
few days at the home of his wife’s
quarterlymeeting in the Methodist
gone out of circulation and a black young of wild ducks in their north- these new arrivals are willing to coming two years. Five directors church Friday evening. Mrs. Dick parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Dykstra.
ern breeding grounds, millionsof pay a good price for memberships are to be chosen from this list:
mark is placed against our record
them. They dive and devour the not alone but for information as Dick Boter, H. S. Covell, Frank Boter presided at the meeting. AfThe joint committee of the Michter
singing
a
hymn,
Mrs.
Willets
of prosperity.
eggs of the salmon. Adult fish near well. The bureau holds that the Dyke, Cecil Huntley, J. H. Hooker,
read
several selectionsfrom the igan classis in the Reformed
the
spawning
grounds
are
seen
It is a common fallacy to believe
best means to meet “chain store’’ Andrew Klomparens,Lsaac Kouw, 119th Psalm and offered prayer. Churches of America has disconfloundering aimlesslyIn shallowwacompetition is by having this credit Thomas N. Robinson and Dr. R. H. Mrs. Fred T. Miles welcomed the tinued the work at Beechwood for
that insurance “pays” for a fire.
ter. Easily caught, they are found
Pre8enL **ymg that the reAs a matter of fact, insurance can to be blind, both eyes picked out by information which the new arrival Nichols and V. L. Dibbel. The hold- Federation after which the secredoes not have and is not available. overs are Mayor Earnest C. Brooks, tary’s and treasurer’sreports were spo"8e ®nd promise did not wardo nothing to offset the loss. It can gulls not strong enough to lift the
The action of the Holland Mer- Frank Lievense, A. W. Wrieden. read. The male quartet of the rj!nt .th® exlPen8e' Th«; sectional
merely recompensethe few with heavy salmon.
chants’ Association was simply an Milo De Vries. Vaudie VandenBerg
Methodistchurch rendered three church has been movcd 10 KaIa‘
approval of what the Merchants’ and Wynand Wichers. Dick Boter,
funds collected from the nation at
Congress should do something ServiceBureau executive committee who is to be renominated again has selections, "The Prayer of Thankslarge. For every dollar paid in about thaiv with two “1FS
giving," "The F’olk Song of the * he forty-ninthbirthday anniverif th*
had already passed upon.
made an able presidentfor the past Netherlands.” and ‘‘Morning’’by 8ary of the Christian Endeavor
losses an insurance company must gulls can be spared from their work
year and Frank Dyke and H. S. Olie Spicka. Mrs. Tuttle, newly Unj°n waa celebratedat the Third
take in at least a dollar in pre- as scavengersfor the sake of ducks OTTAWA FARM AGENT IS
Coveil have been directors.
elected president, was introduced Reformed church and was attended
and salmon ; and If it makes much
A VERY BUSY PERSON
miums.
and made a few remarks. Rev.
nearly 200, many coming from
differencewhether gulls have th.
GRAND HAVEN
Our gigantic record of fire waste fun of eating the ducks as babies «•
Yonker, pastor of the Sixteenth *hc surrounding country including
January was a busy month for
FIRE DEPARTMENT GETS
Street Christian Reformed church, Hamilton,Zeeland, New Holland,
belies our intelligence as a nation. men have the fun of shooting them
the agricultural agent with 29
$25 IN APPRECIATION was the principal speaker of the Noordeloos, Harderwyk. Ebcnezer,
as
full-grown
ducks.
Part of the income of every citizen
meetings and a total of 1317 peoevening and had as his subject Drenthe and Overisel. There was a
Mr. Young, assistant secretaryof ple in attendance at the meetings.
is, directly or indirectly, destroyed
Grand Haven Tribune.— The city “How to Make Headway in the radio program with P. Meurer at
by fire. Every fire, whether it con- the Departmentof Commerce, an- Only three scheduled meetings fire department was presented with Christian Life." After the singing Die "mike." There also was a nronounces that passengerairships
sumes a great factory or a dog must carry two-way radio facilities were postponed because of impass- $25 by the McLollan Stores Co. in of a hymn Rev. Yonker closed with 8ram of music with Donald Hicks
able roads. The chief work centered appreciationof the splendid work the
: and Victor Maxim giving accordion
house, acts as a drag on progress. to receive weather Informationand around seventeen handicraft clubs
the local company did during the
and saxophone numbers. The Misssend emergency messages.
for boys, farm accounting and fire which ruined the merchandise
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Raak enter- es Evelyn and Leona Knoll gave p
landscape schools, annual meetings on the first floor and much of the tained at their home on 21st street, creditableoffering, rendering vocal
HOLLAND POLICE AND FIRE
Presentlymore powerful engines, of co-operative elevators and the interiorof the store building.The Holland. A card game was enjoyed du(,Ls. Howard ScholUm impersonCOMMISSIONERS FICVRE
bigger ships, better understanding County Farm Bureau.
amount has been placed in the nnd a dainty lunch was served by ated "Uncle Bob" in this "bedtime"
BUDGET FOR NEXT YEAR
of air navigation, will eliminate
Exceptionally fine work was ex- fireman'sfund to be used when the
the hostess. The guests were Mr. stories and the Ayetheansociety of
the Importance of weather condi- hibitedin handicraft at the follow- need arises.
and Mrs. A1 Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Hope put on a radio screen hit. A
The budget figurescompiled by tions.
ing schools:Jeffers and Patchen at
Gerrit Scholten and Mr. and Mrs. readine was given by Miss Nancy
the Board of Police and Fire ComMeanwhile the government, not Spring Lake, Nunica, Coopersville,earlier primaries
Ann Hale, and a vocal duct by
Lewis Kikkc.
missioners at Monday’s meeting, youthful, enthusiastic pilots,should
Walters. Marne, DeLaney. TallTHIS YEAR
George Schieringa and Peter Meusubject to the approval of the com- decide on flying or not flying.
madge, Waukazoo, Star and Stone
.
Th** Woman's Missionary Auxil- ryr, accompanied by Miss Jane
mon council, shows a total of
in Allendale. Where parents are
Accordmg to officialnotice found iary of the Third Reformed church Koopman. Rather a unique feature
$34,891.50 for the first budget
Mr It. C. Forbes, asking himself taking an interestin helping the elsewhere it will be seen that Hol- met Wednesdayevening at 7:.30 was the contributionfor the evewhich includes salaries of $15,404.“What is ibis all about, this ter- boys and where local leaders are land’s primaries come earlier. The o’clock. Mrs. John Kooiker will be ning which consistedof a cent for
50, hydrant service $16,800for 420
rific stre.iuosityand strain’:" as he active, the handicraftwork is prov- petitionsmust all be filed by Feb. the leader. The address of the eve- every birthday in the life of each
fire plugs. Other items considered
15, according to the new finding, ning was given by Dr. Albertus patron. We haven’t heard how
talked to George K. Baker, richest ing satisfactory.
were new fire hose. $1,000;^ fuel.
The schedule next week includes and the primary election will be Pieters, who spoke on "Japan.” heavy the collectionwas from the
bunker in the world, says of a cer1400; gasoline and oil, $110; insurtain multi-millionaire,not Mr. meetingsw-ith handicraft clubs at held on March 9 instead of March Mrs. Martha Pelgrim and Miss He- ladies present. Nearly $.30 was
ance. $200; telenhone. $73: light
Baker, that tie would “trade all his Jericho. East Holland and Mitchell 18.
lene Pelgrim had charge of the mu- taken in via the penny collection.
and water, $80. The total for last
schools, meeting of the Drenthe
riches tor youth."
sic. and secured the sextette from
Carl A. Fors, formerly a senior
year was $33,100.a differenceof
The multi-millionaire
thinks he Creamery Company and calling on GR AND HAVEN DOES TREthe girl’s high school glee club for member of the staff of examiners
$1,791.50 higher this year.
farm accounting co-operators.
MENDOUS FREIGHT BUSINKS vocal numbers while John Olort. of the state hanking department,
The police department recom- wuuld do it, but he wouldn't
BECAUSE OF ICE BLOCKADE Jr., gave selections *»n the trumpet, has been elected a directorand exmended salariesof $16,960, other
DR. WM. WESTRATE SUBaccompanied by Miss Henrietta ecutive vice-presidentof the Peoitems included are janitor. $120;
A man like Edison might desire
MITS A HEALTH REPORT
Hundreds of tons of freight Warnshuis.
ples’ State bank. For many years
telephone, $2.r>0: labor, repairs and renewed youth, to live another life
hound from Chicago and Milwaupainting,$1,100; hall rent, $200; of uselul invention. Hut a niiin who
The annual health report of the kee for Muskegon have had to lie
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Burman enCRISP
car and motorcycle. $975; traffic lias only made money would he city of Holland, which has just
trucked fro Grand Haven north for tertained Monday evening at their
signal operationsand maintenance, foolish to live his life again.
been made public, shows that HolAn intelligent man. after work- land has been quite fortunate in the past 10 days due to the ice home on West 20th street in honor Mr. and Mrs. John Roes of Crisp
*1,000; crossing lights at the Pere
blockade which has gripped the of Mrs. Burman’s grandmother. were happily surprised by several
Marquette railroad crossings. $280; ing hard through a lifetime, would
respect to serious communicable Muskegon port, virtually bottling Mrs. Adrianna Vander Hill, who of their children and friends on
compensation insurance, $300; mis- not go back tc the gate by which diseases.
up that port.
celebrated her 87th birthdav. Mrs. Tuesday evening when they, in the
cellaneous, $300; and an overdraft we enter, but rather look to the
In his report for the year. Dr
For the past two days the Vander Hill has lived in Holland form of a sleighrideparty, drove
door
at
the
tar
end
of
life,
as
a
of $2,000.
Westrate stated that there had
The total for this proposed bud- trained dog in the show yearns for l>een a total of .340 births, with 172 freight on the Alabama, premier for many years, coming from the from Zeeland to the paternal home
ice crusher of the Goodrichfleet, Netherlandsabout 60 years ago for an evening of good time. Those
get Is $23,485.a« compared with the moment when he may get down
deaths,six of which had been accihe budget of last year of $25,655. cu nd fours and trot oft the stage. dental.and one of which had been has had to be sent this way. About A two-course luncheon was served making up the happy party were
175 tons was shipped via Vyn bv the hostess and Mrs. Vander Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Boos and
Last year’s budget included the
homicidal.
trucks,which is the first time this Hill received many lovely gifts. daughter Catherine. Mrs. Minnie
Old men cling to money that pronew trafficlights in the downtown
Reporting on sicknessduring the year it has been necessary al- Among those present were Mr. and
Westenhroek, Mr. and Mrs. Gradus
tee s them from Hie rough world.
district.
last year he said that there had
The total amount for this year It is the one realiiy extracted from been 291 cases of measles. Other though the Missouri freight has Mrs. Arie Burman. Margaret Van- Schrotenboer and daughterSarah,
been trucked for the past 10 days. der Hill, Phyllis Vander Hill, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. John Boos, Mr. and
for both departments comes to Hies unreal dream.
cases were scarlet fever, 67; chickThe docks were a hive of in- and Mrs. Herman Faasen, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fox, Mr. and Mrs.
$58,376.50, as comparedto the sum
en pox. 69: mumps, 70; pneumonia, dustry all day Sunday as the boats Mrs. John Overheek, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Glass, Mr. Wm. Boes and
of $58,755 for last vear. This brings
lie who thinks he under-lands 6 deaths,diphtheria,4 causes with
discharged and took on freight for James Vander Hill, Arie Vander Miss Margaret Elzinga, all of Zee-J
a decrease of $378.50 in the pro- the character and emotions of worn
1 death: whooping cough. .39; in- trans-lakeservice. There were over Hill, Miss Esther Vander Hill, Mr.
land. The evening was joyfully]
posed budget for the hoard for 19.30. en deceives himselt.
fantileparalysis,1; small pox, 2; 200 automobiles parked at Grand
o
and Mrs. John Vander Hill. Mr. and spent in various amusements and
Mrs. Della ("Do!") Lee. manicure sleeping sickness, one with one
Haven on the docks and warehouse Mrs. Henry Vander Hill, Mrs. a general good time, the company
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STATE POLICE MAKE 18
ARRESTS IN OTTAWA
COUNTY DURING JANUARY

lady who lived here, sent $.50 lo death; tuberculosis. 7 and 4 deaths,
her sister, writing: “I think some- while influenza took two victims. on Sunday. The Missouri left last Adrianna Vander Mill and Miss departing for their home at a late
night with 66 of them and re- Alice De Frell.
hour.
thing Is going to happen. If It
turned to clear out the remainder.
does and Howard gels me. bury me LIBRARY WELL ATTENDED
About 1,000 cars have been
The monthly report of the state In white with yellow roses in my
ON SUNDAYS trucked from the centraland eastpolice in North Ottawa with head- hand. This money will pay for the
ern parts of the state for western
quarters at the junction of US16 dress."
The Daughtersof the American
Her womanly Intuitiondid not Revolution are glad to announce points. Some cars are also moving
and U831 ha« been filed at Lansing. It includes49 arrests out of deceive her. Somethingdid hap that the city library is being well through Grand Haven from the
west.
which there are 14 cases pending, pen. Howard, twenty-eight-year
attended on Sunday afternoons.
four being dismissed and one case old mechanicalengineer, called. She
carrying a sentence of one to four shot him dead us he slept, and
mcmb7.uf
reformed and presbyteru.a.k., has had charge of the li- iav (Tirnru ftROfTP wii i
tie over -300.00. This money will killed oerself and Is presumably
$106.15 in costs collected; 8177 gal- wearing the while dress, holding tenda n t°i s^ ap poi n ted *)crmanent at' CONFER FURTHER ON UNION
lons of kerosene inspected with the yellow roses.
Another new feature added to the
A lady killinga gentleman, or sendee
jThc Reformed Church in Amoril
fees of $16.35;10 ouarts of moonSunday was the several ca at its next annual general synod
shine, 16 quarts of beer. 200 quart® vice versa, Is part of civilization's
Sunday papers furnishedpatrons of
in Asbury Park, N. J., in June!
of mash and one still collected:a routine.
Hut why did the lady specify a the library. The childrenespecially again will consider the question of
stolen car was recovered; 3977
appreciate this.
miles patrolled by two automobiles. white dress and yellow roses? No
More than 375 people have at- organic union with the Prcsbyter-|
|
The list of arrests included the man planning suicide would ask tended the library during the last
following offenses: 18 having no blue serge and purple orchids.
Sentiment favoring this union!
four
Sundays.
The
first
.Sunday
There is somethingin woman s
license places, 12 for speeding, 13
was expressed in a resolution
that the library was open about 125
no lights, three overloaded trucks, haracter more puzzling than a attended, the second Sunday 101, unanimouslyadopted at a recent
two violationsof the nrohibition lozen Einstein theories.
meeting in New’ York city at which
the third Sunday about 98 and last
law and one rape case. There were
Sunday more than 50 read in the 31 of the 33 members of the Re23 complaints received,four acciformed committee on closer relaThe best news for civilization rooms.
dents attended,two men on parole travels from Asia, across Europe,
tions with other denominations
Please be informed that the
interviewed and 26 days special over the Atlantic and across this
were present.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Riemersma
duty.
for 1930 are now due. Applicationfor license for
country, coming from Kemal’s head- entertainedthe faculty of the Hoi-'
The resolutionembodies a proquarters at Angora. For the first land High school Monday night at viso in the phrase, “provided the
all dogs four months old or over, must be made
GUN TOOTER.S MAKE
'line In history. Turkish children their home. River avenue. Games substantialunamity of all sections
to the township or citv treasurer where the owner
HIGH SCORES ire to be protected from exploita- and stunts were the feature of the of our church can be obtained.”
tion through child labor.
The
committee
is
planning
to
evening. A supper was served at
resides,
THE FIRST OF
lovn »* -np Feature* Svivtirir* Itte >
The high scores pulled down by
hold a series of conferences in the
6:30 o’clock.
members of the Holland Rifle club
particular synods of New York,
Following fees are fixed by State
at the club gallery in the city gar- ROAD BODIES OF TWO
The Royal bakery, of East Albany, New Brunswick,Chicago
when
paid
the First of March. Two dolage is as follows: Wm. Dvkens,
COUNTIES MEET HERE Eighth street, owned by Tony Last, and Iowa, at which questions per160; Shud Althuis.157; Wm. Woltaining
to
the
proposed
union
will
lars
for
each
male
or
unsexed dog and four dolwas entered Tuesday night by a
dring, 155: H. Prins, 152: Sam Altwindow,
and
seven
or eight dollars be explained,and to acquaint the
lars for each female dog. Under the State Law,
The Muskegon Road Commission
huis, 152; E. Parsons, 148; B. Eastchurches with the implicationsof
taken from the cash register.
man, 144; G. Huizenga, 143; Alex and the Ottawa County Board met
all dogs four months old or over, not licensed BEthe resolution. Pastors of the variBamum. 139; G. Tubergon. 131; at Grand Haven Tuesday to go over
Mrs. Martha Kollen and son ous churches in the denomination
THE FIRST OF
are assessed a
Geo. Vrieling, 129; M. Klomparens
matters attendent upon securing John Lloyd Kollen have goth- for a will be provided with a complete
128; L. Michmershuizen, 126; F'rank
OF
trip to Florida and Cuba for a statement of the committee’s action
Harmsen. 125; Wm. Remelts. 112; rights-of-wayon the proposed high- month.
for submission to their congregaJohn Wolbert, 104: D. Van Taten- way to be built over the old interAfter the First of March, it is the duty of
tions.
hoven, 102; G. Taylor, 102; H. Van- urban right of way from Muskegon
John Ver Hulat, West 14th The name tentativelyagreed upthe
County
Treasurer and the Sheriff to collect all
der Schell. 101; John Yonkers, 100
to Nunica. Since the acquisitionof street, who fell and fractured his on by the committee will be the
Andrew Ver Schure. 98; John Wolunpaid
dog
taxes
collarbone while skating at the ice Presbyterian-Reformed church. I
dring, 96; Frank Dykema. 88; M this property by the state the
o
carnival
Saturday
is
recovering.
.
Van Andel, 83; Wig. Van Ettii, 66 right of way for state highways
The services of the Immanuel
has
been
increased
from
100
to
120
o
Archie Vanderwallhas returned church holding services each SunJohn Zoutendam to Harry Plag- feet The two boards who are act- from Fort Wayne, Ind., where he day in the Woman's Literary club
STEKETEE, Sheriff.
in the matter
with the has been attending a convention of will begin at 7:15 instead of 7:30
insurance men.
Sunday evening.
state requirements,

n

Dog Owners of Ottawa County

^

pans.

MARCH.

BEFORE

It

Law

BEFORE

FORE
PENALTY

-

-

laud,

-

13

West

16th

St.

Phone

5676

Holland, Mich.

Buehler Bros.. Inc.
('ash Market
The Food Emporium of Holland
Neat & Grocery Specials for Saturday

'

DOG TAXES

-

ZOERMAN HARDWARE

MARCH,
TWO DOLLARS EACH.

Fresh Churned No.

Tender Boiling

1

Creamery Butter ........ 37c

Beef

-

Pure Pork Sausage (no Cereals)

........... 34c

..

...........12^c

Sugar Cured Bacon Squares .................. 15c

Pork Roast [Fresh

Picnics] ..................

Fancy Beef Pot Roast

..................

I3c

....

American Cream or Longhorn Cheese ........ 24c
No.

2'/2

Size

Can of

Peaches ............

20c

No. 2V2 Size Can of Apricots .................. 20c
Post Toasties, 3 pkgs. for .............. ...... 20c

Government Inspected Meats.

—

Groceries of

National Repute.

We

anywhere in
Phone 2941

deliver any order C. 0. D.
the City for 5 cents.

1

WITH THE TWO DOLLAR

I

PENALTY

ADDED..

.

CORNELIS

^

Buehler Bros.,

he.,

HOLLAND, MICH.

PHONE

2941

34 W. 8th

ML

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Bam

timbers at
OTTAWA
1 FOR SALE-Two good pumps, FOR RENT— 80 acre*. Farm For Sale —
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
MAY
MEET
MONTHLY
city gas stove, brooder stove, with north of Wayland, on US131 for) $28.00 per 1000 feat Used lumber
v«»i
Vvhnff
in
KaUmaioo.
Neal Nyhoff
Kalamazoo.
pipes. All as good as new. John rent Good house, basement barn! at $15.00 per 1000 feet lequirc at
For the
Roy Cobb was in Chicago the past
and silo. Wm. Smith. 149 Grand St. 180 East 24th street Phone 2917.
proposed
plan
has
been
Koster, Hudsonville,Mich.
years the local high basketball worship with him at the First Re- to the stage of music instructor she week-end visiting friends and rela- brought before the Ottawa
3tp7
Allegan,
3-2-20
o
teams were foiced to swallow de formed church.
still continues to study under the
. . , hoard of supervisorsto hold a meet- FOR SALE — House, 169 E. 18th
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Chris V. supervisionof a local teacher. Dorfeat on all aides at the hands of
Jack Nieboer and family visited ing each months instead of four street. Leaving town. 3tp8.
WANTED- Gill Van Hoven will FOR SALE— Fresh cow. J. DarHolland Christian High last Fri- De Jonge, Jefferson Ave., Monday, othy has just completed four years at the Redder home at Olive Centre times in the year. Supervisor
---- -o
pay a good price for good Holstein ling. Babylon road, route 5, Alleday night when the varsity was Feb. 3, at the local hospital, a son. of music study and already has i ]aBt Friday,
Van Ark ia author of the plan
For Real Estate in homes, lots, cows that arc fresh or that are to gan,
3tp6
John Van Kley is remodeling his gained success as an entertainer Mr. Hart and Kathleen Kolvoord
defeated 29 to 19; the reserves lost
is supported by many of the group, and for rent, see Klaas Buurma, 220 freshen soon. Phone 14, 323 East
a low score struggle8 to 7 ; and the reoidence on South Church street, and musician. She is a member of of Grand Rapids visited at the home
Extra days would be added accord- West 16th St., Holland,
Main street, Zeeland, Mich. 3tp6
FOR SALE— Registered Jersey
glrli were trounced 31 to 17.
until recentlyoccupied by the Rat- the Junior High Glee club and of the latter’sparents,Mr. and Mrs.
6tp8
• ing to the importance of the monthbull. Phone No. 712F22 Allegan.
junior choir of First Reformed John Kolvoord, Jr., Sunday.
Prof. Ralph Stob of Calvin col- erink
J ly session.
3tp6
FOR RENT— A ten-roomhouse. Harry Brownell.
lege
an interestinglec- Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Langius of church. Dorothy has a brother, The new Fords seem to be popu.
FOR
SALE-Three
50-ft lengths One bathroom on second floor, lavaSanford,
who
is a violinist and the lar, the following men are driving j
lure at the Third Christian Re- Detroit spent the week-end here
........REAL
at 7c foot. Fordaon tractor put In tory on first floor. All conveniences. FOR SALE— 10 acres, about half
formed church this Thursday eve- with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. two appear on many public and pri- new cars: Postmaster Ben Rankens, ! SOUTH OTTAWA
ESTATE TRANSFERS AL shape $100. A C. Taylor, Zee- No rugs to buy. Two blocks from muck, level,drained.7 acres wheat
vate programs.The three young- Harley Kimber, Martin Stark and
ning. Teachers and pupils of the Langius on South Church street.
land, Mich.
Friend Tavern. Inquire 7 room house, bam, windmill,stock
sters are childrenof Mr. and Mrs. Ray Everhardt.
Zeeland Christian school took part
Mrs. John Van Koevering of LinCarl E. Swift. 186 River Ave. .itc6 and tools or without Terms. Elgin
Martin Kaat, formerly of Grand
Sir. and Mrs. Van Dam of
in the program.
coln street returned home here on
Leendert Bareman k wf. to John
FOR RENT— Second floor. All or
j Myers,
3tp6
Drenthe were guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Martin J. Kaat Wednesday after a four weeks stay Rapids.— Grand Rapids Press.
A. Van Kley k wf. Pt.
Lot 9, part. Suitablefor offices, light
WANTED — Several good sales
....... - O 1 ---— —
i Sirs. Ben I.ohman last Friday afterof Zeeland gave a birthday party at the home of her sister, Mrs. H.
Blk 1. Citv of Zeeland.
CARLOAD of horses and mules
manufacturing, printing or tailor men or women to sell from house to
t
.
for their thirtecn-year-olddaugh- Sprik at Manton, Mich. Mrs. Sprik
Louis Kunst k wf. to John De shop. Near Tavern, steam heat, house or stores.Very good com- for sale. Weight 120 to 1600.
Another
improvement
has
been
ter, Dorothy, who on that day cele- has been ill for several months and
Vries. Pt. SEV4 Sec. 13.5-’5,City of plenty of daylight.Inquire Carl E. mission. Address Box 16, care of Matched teams. Broe Bros., southbrated her birthday anniversary at her condition remains about thej The Parent-Teacherassociation , added to the Ten Brink funeral
Zeeland.
Swift, 186 River
3tp6
Holland City
3tp6 west of
• 3tp7
I^st ^nd*oyngm®™^M^
Mom .
of the Harlem school held their | home.^Ust
their home on East Main street same.
Raymond Kuiper k wf. to Otto
meeting
Tuesday
evening
with ! Ten Pr'nh and sons motored
Wednesday evening, Jan. 22.
Mrs. H. Van Dyke was pleasVander Velde k wf. Lot ’1, I.nwnAmong the guests present were the antly surprised at her home on
dale Court.
Scovi U e ^^s i neh
Kmiw &
WT «,
rrnnK "wen
following friends: the Misses Gla- Pine Street Tuesday afternoon. The Reformed church as Jhesi^aker.
Isane Kouw
k wf.
to Frank Owen
, j
dys Van Haitsma,Merle De Free, occasionwas her 66th birthday an- He chose as his subject, The Pub- adoui a year ago mr. ien
.
Sena Ver Hage, Josephine Bouw- niversary.Those present were Mrs. lie School and Loyal AmericanCiti- j remodeled the home so that chapel A w'. I
ens, JosephineDe Vries, Evelyn
Dena Van Dyke, Mrs. James Wes- zenship.”
De Bruyn, Henrietta Hamer PrisMaurice Luidens and Ed Hop
Holland, Mrs. Henry
cilla Bouwens, Evelyn Raterink. Poest^Mrs! ArieTan “DykerMrs. aid Holland mail carrier Brinkman
and Zelma Hendricks. Dorothy had Joe Vande Velde, Mrs. Albert Pyle while he went to Battle Creek sanilance servicein this vicinitysince ! hn'd
the tables beautifullydecorated in
in times of need cTdls had to be
n
sent to Holland or Allegan. Mr. Celt ^hipner.. Lot 190 of Steketec Bros.
Brink has always giveathe best he Add, to Holland.
OerhnrdusGarvelink etal to Gercould under circumstaimes,but will
Kaat. The evening .was happily fine
! sidering the roads and at times
rit J. Fvnewever Sr Estate Pt.
no
doubt
be
in
better
position
to
spent in various games and a good
Zeeland public schools have a aubstituteda cutter for the auto.
NWS SWS City of Holland.
THf COMPlin FOOD MARKET!
sociable time, ond the little maid
A Parent-Teacher club meet was help in emergency cases, avoiding
tremendoushonor roll this month
Peter Herberg to Gerrit D. Wynthe
long
distance
calls
and
great
of honor was the recipient of many
held
in
Harrington
School
Tuesday
in all departments. In the grade
garden k wf. Pt. NW Cor. NKS
expenses connected with them.
beautifulgifts.
schoolsthe list is us folldws: Grade evening. It was a most interesting
Sec. 24-5-15 Holland Twp.
— o
gathering
and
a
good
program
was
i" <i— Bernice Breen, Itand.llCUver,
Mrs. Catherine Kornoelje to First
Hblland with her children.
NOORDELOOS
Nellie Schilstra, Allison Vanden enjoyed.
ChristianRefnrmixl Church of ZeeMrs. C. D. De Jongh of Borculo
Berg, Esther Weersing, Gayle
land. I/ot 20, De Jonge’s Add., City
had her tonsils removed last Friday
HAMILTON
Roads in this vicinityare again of Zeeland.
Boone, Laverne De Vries, Grace
at the Huizenga hospital.
passable.
Grant, Hazel Stephenson. Grade 6
Gerrit Klingeberg k wf. to Gro
Mr. and Mrs. A1 G. Bushhouse of
The slowness with which* legisMr. and Mrs. Frank Vogel of ver C. Dillman. St. Hwv. Comm’r.
— Hazel De Koster, Joyce WierenKalamazoo visited their parents, ga. Cora Bouwens, Ruth Telgen- latures enact laws for the benefit of Grand Rapids called on their
Pt Ixit 3. Village of Cedar Swamp,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hiemstra, at
hof, Jean Vander Wege, Willard the people in general has become brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Holland Twp.
Zeeland.
proverbial
and
perhaps
to
those
Arie Vogel Thursday. They also
Wabeke, Lester De Weerd, Eleanor
Harry Bontekoek wf. to Henry
Mr. and Mrs. C. Boone and Mr.
De Vries, Helen Fairbanks, Thelma who are built along the line of called on other relatives in this Brusse. Lot 145, Diekema Homeand Mrs. Clarence Boone of Alle- Van Dyke, Clarissa Vredeveld, An- Solomon provoking. However, Un- vicinity.
stead Add., to Holland.
gan motored to Grand Rapids Monna Mae Wyngarden,Betty De cle Sam has given the folks m The servicesat the local church
day and called on Rev. Edward Pree. Grade 4 — Gordon Holleman, Heath township (along with others) were conducted by the Rev. Wm. Cecil Terpstra k wf. to Fred Van
Wicren k wf. I/)ts 52. 53. 54. 55.
Boone. Rev. Boone is ill at his home
Carl Boes, Margaret Berghorst, a happy surprise. Lee Slotman, Kole Sunday. Rev. Fopma filled a 56. and 57. Wavcrly Heights Sub.
in that city.
Dorothy Waldo, George Ellis Roze- townshiptreasurer,last week re- classicalappointmentnt Harder- Holland Twp.
The Christian School Ladies’Aid ma, Junior Schripsema, Katherine ceived a check amounting to a lit wyk.
of Zeeland will meet this week FriMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Vander Veer
Scinen, Agnes Sncller, Nella Pyle, years in Ionia; $196 in fines and
day afternoon.
Mary
Price, Doris Van Hoven, go to aid the schools in the districts visited at the home of their parents,
R(
tev. John Van Peursem of ZeeRosabel De Haan, Agnes Walters, who taxes exceed 10 mills. The law. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Heyboer on
land will consider the following
Ray Van Ommen, Jack De Kruif, setting aside two million dollars Wednesday.
themes next Sunday. For the mornMr. and Mrs. Roy Huyser of
Joan Ver Lee, Harold Van Dragt, for this purpose was passed only
ing, "What Think Ye of the Bible?”
« W«> .Mhljr
Ut iiilv know
Kalamazoo spent Sunday at the
Henry Scholten,Harold Tjepkema, a few weeks ago.
IiaMiik.Non Im*
The Allegan-Holland fiver was home of their parents,Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Roelofs. Johan Derks.
M. ',*»!.«•
The Junior High shows the fol- stalled on May Hill Thursday C. Diepenhorst.
FOR SALE— BATTERY SET
Arie Vogel called on his uncle
lowing excellent students: Fourth morning on account of the ice and
RADIOS
Sack
24 ' >lb.
Sad
Period: June Kieft, Dwight Wyn- stiff snow which had collectedon and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Gill Vogel
.’4' lb.
garden, Robert Donia, Winnifred the rails the previous night. A car- Monday.
$5.00
Arend Hovenga. who is employed
Boone, Bernice Bouwens, Elmer load of men from Hamilton, well
$5.00
Hartgerink,Lillian Borst, Ethel equipped with spades, and a switch at the farm of Albert G. Pyle, had
....... $5.00
Weersing. Leon Faber, Esther Van- engine from Holland came to the the misfortune of breaking his
.......................
$8.00
den Bosch, Laura Berghorst. Don- Flyer’s assistance before it. could wrist while at work. Matthew Hey$12.00
i ll' > Cluli ftnr 'ji l.iikins S-!l> .*''11
boer is taking his place.
Mat. Daily 2:30; Eve. 7 & 9 ald De Pree, Dorothy Plewes, Gla- go on its way to Hamilton.
Freshman built in speaker $15.00
Mrs. Albert G. Ryle spent Tues Michigan Complete(Condys Van Haitsma,Merle De Pree,
Richard Haakma, Henry Kleine,
Violet Winstrom,June Cook, Eve- Gillisvander Camp, John Brink, Sr. day at the home of her parents,Mr.
$10.00
.
f>«rhr» t.nrj InllfornlDMuir* ft
lyn De Bruyn, Vernon Poest.
Donald Kleine and John Haakmo and Mrs. H. Van Dyke of Zeeland. All ElectricRadios,Comn'tp Clul* I’v-o/ Dwitle 'l' *« i'T
The occasion was Mrs. Van Dyke's
The High school has an unusually are driving new Chevroleta.
plete
..?
$40.00
FR1. and SAT.
long list on honored ones: Fourth
$3.00
Francis Ihrman is employed at birthday.
Smponifd - f«n*»
lb..
Period: All A’s: Clark. Helen; the local Farm Bureau Garage.
Sleighs and
$3.00
timet Gmntiv Hub; i»n« *, "» bot»
OAKLAND
Feb. 7, 8
Kattc, Alice; Schaan. Ethelyn;
Butter
$2.00
Sophie Schievink,Irene Kolvoord,
Vander Kooi, Alta; Vander Kooi, Bud Ten Brink. Lillian Brink, John
$2.00
Miss Bertha Sail spent a day Cooking
Albcrtha; Van Peursem, June; Ver Henry Albers, Chet Voorhorst, Mr.
l.ur (<i«ntr« flub t-lb urk, tie; pk|
$12.00
Huge. Gerald. 3 A’s, other marks and Mrs. Garrp Alderink were en- with her sister in Forest Grove.
Rugs 10x12, your choice $6.00
w.mUIr imitatlnr I’, "i
l/ocal relatives were informed of Acetylene Gas Plant complete
B: De Kleine, Amy; Meeuwsen, tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin: Van Dorp, Gertrude; Van Geo. Schutmaat last Monday eve- the death of Mr. W. Faber, who
with lighting fixtures $40.00
With
tumdale fan# and maple— !••«•. Ju>
had passed away last week Satur- Pianos, your
Sluys. Mary; Elenbaas. Angeline. ning.
$38.00
. art- rut
fur lirnllhf*tf —
day
after
an
illness
of
several
2
A’s, other marks B: Boelens,
Organs
$10.00
Josephine Timmerman of Grand
CHARLES KING
Sena; Heyboer, Marvin; Janssen, Rapids and Martin Timmerman of weeks.
Ford Truck
$35.00
John
Meyaard
recently
made
a
reme Count it Club, for lel«i— Ik. jor.
Geneva: Meyers, Myrtle; Schilstra, Grand Haven spent the week-end
A great variety of everything
ir irirfiabtf thortciiinir lb «»•>
Daisy; Van Dyke, Janet; Weersing, with their parents Mr. and Mrs. trip to Decatur.
including furniture,dishes,lumps,
Mr. and Mrs. James Hulst called window shades, refrigerators,piHarold; Wyngarden, Jennie. 1 A, Geo. Timmerman on Lake St.
BESSIE
other marks B: Den Herder, Julia;
Wm. Ten Brink and son motored on relatives in Diamond Spring re anos, organs, musical intruments,
Elenbaas, Angeline; Groeneveld, to Grand Rapids Monday on busi- cently.
gas engines, motors, washing ma’•lUnt Powier-'bB* ««l' —
H. K. Hoove is laid un with in chines, vacuum cleaners, dining
Theresa;
Kammeraad, Marian; ness.
Monday, Tuesday, Wed.,
Kaslander, Leonard. All B's: NagelMrs. Billings has vacated her juries which he received when he room suites, bedroom suites, iron
(‘nnvaa - Lmeri. rtrung.wall Bud* | palr_
kirk, Lucinda; Post, Lois. Citizen- home and will spend the remaining well while at work in his barn last and brass beds with springs. All
Feb. 10, II, 12
•-'umford ItaUnE I’owJti l.,'*»
week.
ship Honor Roll: Clark. Helen- Van part of the winter at the John Kolour merchandise is as represented.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Dorp, Dick; Kattc, Alice; Borr, voord, Sr., home.
If you are not satisfied we will
With the baked-ln-ihf-giuund
flavor
Beatrice: Do Kleine. Am'” FevHamilton has a fire department. Walters, a son.
cheerfullyreturn your money.
'iftiUl - KlHf fol Dlf* l.rg' *4'r rino
Wr, Marvin; Schaap, Ethelyn. A mass meeting was held on Jan.
You above all must be satisfied.
EAST SAUGATUCK
High schol honor roll: First semes- 23 at the office of the Hamilton
Blue Horse.
with
ter— All A’s: Clark. Helen; Katte, Mfg. Co. when formal organizaHarry Morris, Mgr.
Miss Francis Ten Cate from East
Alice; Schaap, Ethelyn; Van Peur- tion was effected. They have adoptRiver and 6th.
sem. June. 3 A’s. other nrnrks B: ed the name of "Hamilton Volun- Saugatuckand Mr. Henry Lubbers
Phone
3UhBin hr. Miriam; De Bruyn, Donald; teer Fire Department." A commit- living southeast of Holland were
Vmir fa vui lie varietyon .ale at Kroger’.
»j**h ami ricmu» from Ibf Kmuei «nfnly
united
in
marriage
at
the
home
of
Meeuwsen, Marvin; Vander Kooi. tee was appointed to solicit funds.
FOR SALE— One new gas en- AH|iur«K"«.Hoof. Olery, (Jhirken, Tokitchen. True, imre mint flavor, tfcv
Alta; Vander Kooi, Albcrtha; Van The first meeting will be held this the bride Thursday, January 30th gine washing machine, sold for
maUi. Ox Tall. Pon. Vegetableand Vege- pula r am) h real value Compare it with
jiblo Uorf. Can—
Dyke, Janet; Ver Hage Ger«*ld. 2 week when officers will be elected in the presence of immediaterela- for $65.00. H. Morris, 139 N. River
ny. Pound A’s other marks B: De Kleine,, and the matter of enuipmentwill tives. The ceremony was performed $185.00. I need the money. Will sell
Amy: Kaslander. Leonard; Meyers, he considered.For a long time the by Rev. J. Van Der Ploeg from Ave., Holland,
3t8c
Mvrtle; Van Sluys, Mary. 1 A, need of better fire protectionhas East Saugatuck.
o
Matinee Saturday 2:30
other murks B: GroeneveldTher- been felt by the business men and
FOR SALE— Hen house and
“•n; Janssen, Geneva; Karsten, we are happy to notice that some FINE WEATHER AND
Tutti Fruitti Bar
brooder coop combined, 20x64 feet;
Cocoanut
Evening 7 and 9
STORE OPENING BRING
Estella: Kouw, Thcodorv Van definitesteps arc being taken to
corn crib; three Buckeye brooder
MANY OUTSIDERS TO CITY stoves; two oil burning brooder
Dorp. Gertrude; Wells, Winona; meet that need. This is a great
Weersing. Harold; Wyngarden, thing for Hamilton and vicinity.Let
stoves. H. Ypma, Zeeland. R. 3.
V >it* • iiir^iu* nome rna< • t Ak
Jennie. All B’s: Kammeraad. Mari- u« back up the good work and see Ward Management Claims That Mich. Second house east of Mead
i.avorri • 'll t’ur.Freil 1 ork
SAT, FEB. 8
Two Inyer* of fluffy *pong* fake keavitf
Crewroymarthmallow nnd jelly on a dainty
More Than 16.000 Visited
on, Schilstra. Daisy. Citizenship it through to success.
2-20
New
Emporium
In lit* potHilar Ur ityle. EachHonor Roll: Clnrk. Helen; Van
Henry Ten Brink and family
nut. Try tt thia week. Pound Dorn. Dick: Katte, Alice.
spent Sundav at the home of Mr.
It was evident on the principal
FOR RENT— 20 acres good for
George Brandt, Sr., aee 69. died and Mrs. D. Huizinga at Holland. streets that Holland had a busy corn or wheat, near Fennville, Mich.
at his home in Zeeland Monday afThe Christian Endeavor Society day Saturday, judging from the Write Wm. Robinson, 1718 N. Talternoon.Born in Muskegon, he of the First Church enjoyed a so- Inrge crowds that remained most of man ave., Chicago.
Radio Keith Orpheum
went to Zeeland 29 veers ago. He is cial at the parsonage last week the day and well into the evening.
survived by the widow; one daugh- Friday evening. A large number of It has been ascribed by many that
FOR SALE— Eight room house,
f Art) Hi in
ter. Edna of Grand Rapids: two young folks were present.On Mon- in part this was due to the fact all modern and garage. 220 W. 13th
UO-ZIttbi I
•-?
Vaudeville
brothers.Isaac and James Brandt day evening several of the members that the new Montgomery Ward St.
of Muskegon; four sisters. Sirs. motored to Holland to join in the store held its opening and also that
Cornelia Bass. Mrs. Lizzie Tinholt, birthday social of the Holland Un- it was the first real beautifulSatFOR SALE-Wheat, $1.20 per
Feature
Mrs. Alice Kuizenea and Miss ion. of which the local societyis a urday in many weeks — ideal for bushel. Chas. H. Severens,half mile
Mary Brandt, nil of Muskegon.Fu- member. Sunday evening the C.E. shopping. Many of those in the ru- south, half mile west of Pearl. 3tpH
neral was held at the home Thurs- Society of Overisel and the local ral district had just been plowed
day. Rev. Richard Vanden Berg, American Ref. Church society had out after a week of isolationbewith SAM
1 am not now registeredas an elector therein and that I am voting by
pastor of the Second Reformed been invited to join in a union cause of heavy snow drifts.
' absent voter’sballot at the election(or primary election)to be held
church officiating. Mr. Brandt for meeting. A splendid meeting reAnyway Mr. Pierce of the local
| upon
.............. day of
.
, the
| some years was connected with the sulted. More than one hundred
Ward store states that a check up
Mon., Tues., Wed.,
applicationfor which ballot accompanies this application;that I make
clothingfirm of F. Boonstra. Burial young people were present. The was kept at both entries of the
FOR
this affidavit for the purpose of procuring my registrationas an elector
in Zeeland cemetery.
pastor had charge of the devotions store during the day and evening
Feb. 10, 11, 12
! in accordance with the statute;that I make the following statements
The South Blendon Reformed and Janet Kaper. president of the and the number of visitorsgiven
I in compliance with the Michigan Election Law: Age
........ : Race
church, which has been without a First Church society, presided. by Mr. Pierce for the opening was
; Birthplace .......................... Date of naturalizapastor almost a vear, has extended Talks were given by Glen Albers. 16, 294.
3,
A.
I).
1930
Life n call to Candidate L. Borst of
. I further swear or affirm that the answers
Fannie Bultman,
Juella Brower.
........
... wl0s,
...........
- .....
uiu«ci. Quite a few of the other merTo the Qualified Electors of the Township of Holland
given to the questions concerning my qualifications as an electorare
Western Theological seminary at Glen Nykerk. Special music was chants along the main business
with
true and correct to the best of my knowledgeand belief.
Holland.
furnished by Gerald Kleinheksel. streets report rather a brisk busi(Precinct No. 1)
Signed
The American Legion and the Alberta Klomparens and Howard ness during the afternoon and eveSTATE OF
,
and
Taken, subscribedand sworn to before me this
auxiliaryof Zeeland will hold their Kronemeyer.At the close the C.E. ning. In an interview Mr. Pierce
Notice
ia
hereby
given
that
in
conformity
with
the
"Michigan
HAL SKELLY
day
......... 193 ...... . My Commissionexpires
Ward
annual Lincoln day banquet in the Crusade was sung by the audience, states that wherever
Election Law,” I, the underaigned Township Clerk, will, upon any day,
................. 193 ........
Legion rooms Feb. 12. A varied
Little Charles Nyhoff was seri-J store had opened it had stimulated
except Sunday and a legal holiday,the day of any regular or special
Notary Public in and for said County, State of Michigan.
ouslv injuredlast week at his home shoppingin that localityand the
program is being arranged.
electionor primary election, receivefor regiat ration the name of any
Note— If this acknowledgementis taken outside of the State, the
__ Herman
Janssen of ^eeland Wt in Kalamazoo when run over by a most fearsome merchantsoon reallegal voter in said Townahip not already regiateredwho may APPLY ( ertificate of the Court that the person taking the acknowledgement
ized that. He stated that the presiFriday with the Hope College Glee coal truck, which crushed his leg.
TO ME PERSONALLY for auch regiatration. Provided, however, that is a notary must be attached.
12261-Exp. Feb. 22
Ed Miscotten and family.Harvey dent of the company, Mr. Everett,
club on their eastern trip. They will
I can receive no namea for regiatrationduring the time intervening
STATE 07 MICHIGAN
visit many prominent Reformed Zeerip and family visited at the makes the statement that their
Registration of Absentee by Oath
between the Second Saturday before any regular, apecial, or official
The Probate Court for the
churches in Kalamazoo. Detroit. home of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin experiencehas been that trade
Sec.
9.-I'art
H-Chap. Ill
primary
election
and
the
day
of
auch
election.
County of Ottawa.
Rochester, Albany. New York. Brower at Holland last Friday eve- cornea to town from a radius of
At a MMion of eald Court, h*M at th«
If any person whose name is not registeredshall offer and claim
The laat day for General Regiatrationdoea not apply to persona
ning.
from
30
to
35
miles
whereas
forBrooklyn.
New
Brunswick
and
Probate Office In (be City of Grand Haven
the right to vote at any election or primary election,and shall,
Last Saturday afternoonat 3 merly the tradm* radiu, wa, only ! r'"!,:;0''
In said County, on the 4ih day of other eastern cities.
Ab,CTt V<’‘'r’‘'Uw' <Sw lt,'P'“r*,ion Am' UNDER OATH state that he or she is a residentof such precinct and
MaHnus Den Herder, who has o’clock the electric light hook-up from 10 to 15 miles. Mr. Everett dav,W
February,A.D. 1930.
has resided in the TOWNSHIP TWENTY DAYS next preceding such
22, 1930
been in Huizinga memorial hosni- was completedby the Consumers states further that no attempt is
Present: Hon. JaaMs J. Danhof,
electionor primary election, designating particularlythe place of his
Judge of Probate. tal since November when he under- Power Co. The local plant was made wherever a Ward store lo- for General Registration by personal application for said election.
or her residence nnd that he or she possesses the other qualifications
closed
nnd
Hamilton
and
vicinity
cates
to
overshadow
local
merwent a serious nooration,returned
Notice is hereby given that 1 will be at my home. Route 6. Holland of an electorunder the constitution;and that owing to the* sicknessor
In the Matter of the Btfate of
to his home in Vriesland last Sat- received light from Fennville. A chants.
Township,on the 8th day of February, 1930, and at Bert Wiersma’s bodily infirmityof himself or herself or some member of his or her
JENNIE VANDER HAAR, Daceaud
The local management contends store at the West limits of Zeeland on February 15th, 1930.
urday.
large number of farmers are havfamily, or owing to his or her absence from the TOWNSHIP on public
It .appttfing to the court that the
At the annuel business meeting ing their homes wired and will soon that in order to make the Ward
business or his or her own business, and without intent to avoid or
time for presentation of claims against of the Sunday School officersof the enjoy this modern convenience.
store a real success at least 5.000
delay his or her registration, he or she was unable to make application
8
15
~ laid estate should be limited,and that Second Reformed church, Zeeland, Julia Ten Brink spent the past more shoppers must come to Holfor registrationon the last day provided by law for the registeringof
a time and place be appointed to re- the following officers were ele^ed: week-end with relatives in Holland. land weekly than have been coming.
A. I). 1930
electorspreceding such election or primary election, then the name of
and adjust
all claims Corev Poest, superintendent; Hencelvs, exam aine
----.
The contention is, and it seems From 8 o'clock A. M. until 8 o’clock P. M. on each said day for the such person shall be registered, and he or she shall then be permitted
Geo. Schutmaat is attending a
and demands against said deceased by rv Baron, assistantsuperintendent; State Farmers meeting at Lansing reasonable,that former Montgompurpose of REVIEWING the REGISTRATIONand REGISTERING to vote at such election or primary election. If such applicant shall in
and before said
Hannah Mae Borst, owicmry
secretary v,.*.
C. J. this week. George will representthe ery Ward "mail order” buyers and such of the qualified electorsin said TOWNSHIP as SHALL PROP
said matter, wilfully make any false statement, he or she shall be
It la Ordered,That creditors of laid pen HPr(]et\ treasurer; J. Haan, local firm, the Hamilton Mfg. Co., "mail order” buyers from kindred
ERLY apply therefor.
deemed guilty of perjury, and upon conviction, be subject to the pains
deceased *re
enrollment secretary;I.’ Van Dyke] at that meeting. Mrs. Schutmaat firms will now come to Holland to
The; name of no person but an ACTUAL RESIDENT of the pre- and penalties
,
claims to said court at said Probate
nssistaot enrollment secretary; accompanied him to Lake Odessa to inspectthe goods
... ..rather
. than send .cinct at the time of registration, and entitledunder the constitution, Provision in Case of Removal to Another Precinct
Office o» or before the
visit
at
the
home
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
John Haan attendancesecretary;
m their written lists to Chicago. , jf remajnjng such resident, to vote at the next election, shall be entered
attaching thereto a money order in the registrationbook. |
Sec. ll.-Part H-Chap. Ill
Mrs. Wrm. Ossewaarde,home de- M. Hoffs.
3rd Day #1 June A. D„ 1930
The little son of Sherman De secured from a rural mail carrier.
Any registeredand qualified voter who has REMOVED from ONE
partment: Mrs. Corey Poest nnd
at ten o’clock in the forenoen,said
Registration
by
Affidavit
ELECTION PRECINCT of a TOWNSHIP to another election precinct
Mrs
R. Vander Wall, Fradle roll. Boer was taken to the Holland hos- These folks, and it appears there
time and place being hereby appointSec. 10 — Registering of Electors:Regular Session of 1925 — Any of the same TOWNSHIP shall have the right, on any day previomi to
"Instructor on piano” could bo pital last Thursday and submitted are thousands, judging from the
ed for the examination and adjustabsent voter, as defined in this act, whose name is not registeredand election, or primary election day. on applicationto Township ClerK to
placed
on
a
sign
at. the home of to an operation for mastoid by Dr. stack of money orders made out at
ment of all claims and demands against
Dorothv Kaat. 12. Zeeland junior G. H. Rigterink and Winter. The the Holland and Zeeland postal of- who shall claim the right to vote by absent voter's ballot at any election have his or her name transferred front the registrationbook of the
said deceased.
or primary election, may at the time of making applicationfor absent precinct from which he or she HAS REMOVED to the regiatration
high school girl, If she so desired, operation was successful and the fices, will do much of their buying
voter’s ballot, present to the Township Clerk an affidavit for registra- book of the precinctin which he or she THEN, RESIDES. Sjjeh elector
direct
rather
than
by
mail
and
this
little
man
is
recovering
rapidly.
and thus tell the nassersbv of her
The Hope College and Holland will necessitate their coming to tion which shall be in substantiallythe following form:
shall have the right to have such transfermade on any ELECTION, or
of this order for three successive weeks studio and her work. Dorothy’s first
AFFIDAVIT FOR REGISTRATION
Primary election day by obtainingfrom the board of inspectoraof tmeh
previous to said day of hearing, in the pupil was her sister, Ruth, whom High students from Hamilton en- Holland when formerly they left
State of Michigan, County of ..........................
ss. election or primary election of tJve precinctfrom which he or she HAS
Holland City News, a newspaper print- she began to instruct in the art joyed a brief breathing spell after the entire transaction to the mailI. ................
; ..............................................
.......... being duly s»nrn. REMOVED a CERTIFICATE OR
last summer. And the technique the their semester examinations, hav- man and never came to town.
ed and circulated in said county.
No doubt this claim will be sub- depose and say that I am a citizen and duly qualified elector of the certificate to the BOARD OF ELECTION INSPECTORSOF THE
Zeeland lass displays in her selec ing no school last Friday.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
. ...... ... precinctof the Township of ...............
- .......................
.... ..
PRECINCT IN WHICH HE OR SHE THEN RESIDES.
Andrew Lubbers and Ben Kuite, stantiatedif it is found that there ...................
tion of music for her vounger sisJudge of Probate,
... .......... ...........
and State of Michigan;
ter shows the taste of an exoeri- patients at the Holland and Zee- has been a material fallingoff in in the County of ...........................
A truecopyStreet
land hospitals, have returned home. the money order business at the that my postoffice address is No. .......................
• enced instructor.Ruth is only 9
Harriet Swart
Chtriee E Under, Township Clerk
that I
P. O,.
or R, F. D No,..
Henry Drenten and family spent P°8t 0®ce? in Hiis vicinity.
Dep. Register of Probate, but can play the piano quite well

ZEELAND

SUPERVISORS

and for the evening service,"A for her age, due to her own per- Sunday at

Rugged Road Home.” A hearty severance and her sister's teaching.
first time in several welcome awaits all who desire to Although Dorothy has advanced
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Gold
Medal

Country
Club
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THEATRES

COLONIAL

$1.03

89c

Croslcv
RCA
Freshman

Howard

Zenith

Rumford

89c
Evaporated 80C
Aprisots
menu 85c
Pancake
9c
Syrup — 80C
Marshmallow leg
Royal %Cc
Gloves f OC

Peaches

Bean Hole Beans ffeVz

Country Club Mints

Campbell's Soups

sole)

anilla

.....
Phonographs

Lemon

Cutters
Churn
Stoves

Range

Chasing Rainbows

Rings Flake

attry Flout

Vanillin

Fleisdintann

choice

li

.....
.......

Crisco

LOVE

—

.

Jalumet

SWEETIE

-
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NANCY CARROLL

4437

HOLLAND

-

_

18c

-

10c

1

Mich.

Pork Cake

3

Ads

Fancies

Johnson.

3 Acts

Cake

1

15c

17c

Oranges

I

25c

38c— Cauliflower

MEXICALA ROSE
HARDY
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THE HOUZAND CITT
The Women’s History class

Locals

of

A

son, Jason Jarvis, was born
and MYs. George E.

Alleffan will celebrate its fifty-fifth Feb. 4 to Mr.
anniversaryThursday evening at Volkers.

NEWS
mon Councilhaving had under con- at the Primary election on Mar. 3rd proviiionto stop the all night parkaiderationthe proposed expansionbe open from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. ing.
program, and on motion of Aid. Aid- Brieve compiajned about all
The matter of itinerantpeddle

Local Resort

the Episcopal parish house. There
Attorney Donald Severancewas
will be a banquet and program, in
being permitted to secure a li
S. Walters of Overisel, who was eluding
one-act play, "The admittedin the federal courts in
to peddle and the amount of licei
“li0n 0, th” the streets, and on motion of Aid.
Into
(Continued from page 1)
xnger Within the Gates,” under Grand Rapids Tuesday by F’ederal
*
• •
injuredby a horse about two weeks Stran
fee was brought up and discussed
Carried.
Judge
Fred
M.
Raymond,
judge
of
Vandenberg,
ago, was moved to Holland this dire.etion of Mrs. Roscoe Myers.
at considers
ible length by different
the Western District of Michigan, BLACK LAKE HOUSE BOAT some time ago to confer with the
week.
Motions and Resolutions Resolved, that the Common members of the Council,and finally
Supervisor Leslie H. Fry of Al- Southern Division. The motion for
Board of Park and CemeteryTrusPROVES UNIQUE VENTURE tees relative to the upkeep of PilKleis, second- Council instructthe Board of Po- on motion of Aid. McLean,
Rev. A. Keixer of Holland con- legan township is to be a candidate admission was made by Attorney
Matter referred to the Ordinance
reportediw
by
"res.t,n8'
the
following
men lice and Fire Commissioners to
FOR JOHN BAKER
ducted the services at the First for register of deeds on the Repub- Daniel Ten Cate of Holland,
grim Home Cemetery
•
| \ver®, appointed electifin inspectors have the police department inChr. Reformed church of Zeeland ncan ticket at the primaries. F'ry
On motion of Aid. Vandenberg,
The Past Noble Grand Club will
fitv attorney McBride reported ! for S® ^nmary E1,ection. to be held structed that this all night parking
last Sunday forenoon. The pastor has held the office of supervisor
"Bill" McClaren,special writer
Aid. Hyma was appointed to serve
meet Friday afternoon at the home for the Grand Rapids Herald has
of the first church, Rev. Wm. Kok many years and twice was chairas an instructorin teaching those
t
heM
mctriedt0PPed'
of
Mrs.
Mae
Hiler.
61
West
9th , thp
man of the board.
following about John Baker' agreements from the P. M. Ry. Co.
was ill on that day.
citizenswho wjsh to avail themstreet, Mrs. Lana Lett and Mrs.
well known at the Holland resorts:! relative to the laying of water s?mon,n( K^vn
.1°
the above connection the City
selves of the opportunity to come
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph De Haan, John W. Feet, former city clerk Blanche Van De Vusse are to as"There is no more interesting' mains underneath the right-of-way Drinkwater" 3rd
Kn» i Attorney ruled that our present to the City Hall on next Saturday
Mrs. Katie Duer, Miss Mary Van of Allegan,has been appointed sist the hostess.
on
East
14th
St.,
if
extended.
The
huizen4th
Ward
Knoo
‘
traffic
ordinance
convey
this
aucharacter on Black lake, Hollan
afternoon and familiarize themDer Wall, Miss Kathryn Meeuwsen census supervisor for the city of
Charter presentationwas held at than John Baker. In fact, there city attorney further reported that 5.1 \varH_
t1horj,tyon t,le Po,ice Board; and
selves with the new voting maand Miss Jennie Smits, all of Zee- Allegan and the following townGrand Rapids for troop 13 of the probably isn’t a man in western he was now satisfied with these Ward _ Horm..,, a8tr.a’ 1 the Common Council went on record chines.
land, attended the I. G. A. banquet ships: Allegan, Monterey,Salem.
f ... , ‘A ^erda. On as being unanimouslyback of the
Boy Scouts, a newly organized Michigan who is more widely agreementssince they waived
Carried.
at Warm Friend Tavern, Holland, Overisel,Heath, Valley, Laketown,
charges
which were originallysti’ ^ n^man tbo P°^8 I olice Departmentin enforcing the
group. Scout Executive Francis J. known than John, or who
..
Adjourned.
|
Fillmore,
Martin,
Saugatuck,
Clyde
Monday evening.
Geiger attended the meeting.
more folks than does this chap, pulated as an annual fee; and recand Ganges. He will begin work
ommended t hat the Mayor and
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Nykamp and
this week as soon as supplies are
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kooyers, liv- who for years has been catering
Clerk be authorized to sign the
children of Holland, Mr. and Mrs.
received. Mrs. Annette Turner, Paw ing south of the city, were pleas- to the wants of Black lake anglers.
-r- **+
*
»
: y
Garry Visch of Holland and Mr. Paw, is supervisor of the twelfth antly surprisedTuesday evening by
"In the summer he has boats agreementson behalf tf the city.
It was so ordered.
and Mrs. C. D. De Jongh and sister
and
bait
and
tackle
for
rent.
In
the
a group of friends. A dainty lunchdistrict.
of Borculo were visitors with Mr.
eon was served. Those present were winter his fish shanties dot the Communicationsfrom Hoards and
Mrs. Smantha A. Schofield of
and Mrs. D. Visch on Rich street,
were Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Witt, lake as he caters to the thousands
City Officers
Spring Lake, 77 years old, died at
Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Den who would sit in the warmth of a
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Robbins Hatton Hospital,Grand Haven, on Beldt, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Van shanty and seek to lure some Black
The claims approved by the Hosof Grand Haven, well known here, Sunday after being confined there Appledoorn and Mr. and Mrs. lake perch up from the depths.
pital Board in the sum of $5,531,a
short
time.
"John knows his business. He 36; Board. of Park and Cemetery
left Tuesday for a motor trip to
Frank Kooyers.
knows that when people come down
points in Florida.
Mrs. Richard Van Woerkom of
The Phi Beta Literary society of three to fish they want to get fish, Trustees, $1,826.11;Board of Police and Fire Commissioners,
$3,Mrs. Edward De Free and daugh Grand Haven died at Blodgett Hos- Holland high school will give a proter Eleanor of Holland who have pital on Saturday morning follow- gram Friday night at the meeting and he does his best to see to it 636.14; Board of Public Works,
been staying in Zeeland for a while ing a severe operation there on of the H.O.H. society, which will be that they are properly outfitted to $39,765.23,were ordered certified
to the Common Council for payleft Friday for St. Louis, Mo., Friday. She has been in ill health held at the Women’s Litefary club get ’em.
"Last summer John had an idea. ment. (Said claims on file in Clerk’s
where they will make their home. for the past three years. Her death building.
Perhaps he got it from reading office for public inspection.)
Edw. De Free has been at research has saddened a large group of
Eugene Fairbanks, living south magazineswhich relate how down
Allowed.
Do you
you can’t get heat satisfaction from Genuine Gas Coke?
work in that city for some time friendsand relatives. She was bom
and greatly enjoys the new work. at the county scat 52 years ago, of Holland, reports feeding a flock east on the ocean hundreds of peoBoard of Public Works reported
ple clamber aboard a boat which the collectionof $55,600.89; City
Maggie Van Loo, a daughter of of blackbirds.
Abandon prejudice and try a ton
Mr. and Mrs. B. Huizenga and Mr. and Mrs. William Van Loo,
sails out to the fishing grounds to Treas., $3,607.03.
The following councilcommittee drop anchor where the throngs sit
Henry Huizenga and Mr. and Mrs. who died three years ago in JanuAccepted.
Follow the directionsgiven below and see how you come out.
Ed Streur of Holland and Mr. and ary within 11 days of each other. has been conferring with the state along the rail and fish all day, buyClerk
reported Bond and Interhighway
department
relative
to
Mrs. 'John Visch and son. Emerson, She was a clerk for many years in
ing their dinners, if they care to,
If you are then not satisfied,send for Coke expert. He will come to your
from Charlotte were visitors with the VandenBosch Dry Goods Store the new Black River bridge: City from a commissarylocatedaboard. est coupons duo and presented for
payment in the amount of $111,engineer Zuidema, Aid. Brieve,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Huizenga of and Beaudry’s Store.
home free of charge and straightenout the kinks.
"At
any
rate John figured that 755.03 and recommended payment
Jonkman and Vanden Berg.
Zeeland the past week.— Zeeland
in the fall of the year there are thereof.
At
the
annual
meeting
just
held
Record.
The Zeeland banks close their many days when the weather conTo correctly burn coke requires a little study, but with $2.50 a ton to be
Adopted and warrant ordered isA banquet will be held Thursday by the Saugatuck fire company the places on Wednesday,on Lincoln's ditions make fishing from a boat
saved, its worth while.
followingwere elected: Chief, Fritz
sued.
night at Spring Lake in the Presbirthday.
a hardship. He saw his business
J. Walz; assistant chief, R. B.
Clerk reported recommending
bjHerian church parlors for the
The Woman’s Missionary Auxil- during these months fall off, and transfers from the several street
Newnham;
second assistant chief,
Girls’ Athletic club. Miss Julia
Once the trick is learned [and it’s easy] you can save $2.50 on ton after
Ross Phelps; captain,Harry Newn- iary of the Third Reformedchurch he determinedthat it wasn’t be- improvementdistrict funds to the
Merriam, business executive of the
ton of coke.
cause
people
didn’t
like to fish in
met
last
Wednesday
in
the
church
ham.
Street Improvement Bond Fund.
Grand Rapids Camp Fire office, will
the
fall,
but
because
they
didn’t
with Mrs. John Kooiker as the
address the girls and their mothers
Archie E. Vanderwall, com- leader. The address of the evening care to battle with the elements. Adopted.
T*sts made by the government show that a ton of coke goes 25 pet.
on "What Camp Fire Means.” mander of the eleventh divisionof was given by Dr. Albertus Pieters “So John built himself a house- B.P.W. reportedrecommending
that
the
amount
of
$672.00
be
farther than a ton of coal, therefore a ton of coke costs $2.50 less than a
About 75 are expected to attend.
subchasers in the World war, has
of the Western Theological Semi- boat, a picture of which is shown transferred from the Main Sewer
ton of coal.
A water softening machine, to been asked to supply the navy de- nary who spoke on "Japan." The here. Around three sides of the Fund to the Columbia Ave. and 4th
be installed in the filtration plant partment with his photograph. sextettefrom the girls’ high school boat on the inside is a narrow St. Sewer Fund.
for a 90-day trial, was authorized Vanderwallwas given a congres- glee club sang several vocal num- well. Around this well runs a long
Accepted.
Directions for
by the Grand Haven City Council sional medal citation for capturing bers and John Olert, Jr., played two plank seat. Here he figured angB.P.W. reported estimated
last night after Norman Ellis, dty a German submarine, as well as trumpet solos accompanied by Miss lers could fish to their heart’scon- amounts required for the next fis1. Fill the Kre box before the fire gets low.
chemist, explained that such a de- other medals, including one for Henrietta Warnshuis.
tent while it rained and blew a cal year for the Fire Alarm Fund,
vice might improve the city water sweeping mines from the North
gale
outside.
$2,350.00;
Main
Sewer
Fund,
$20,W’hile returning to school after
2. Throw on all the Coke you can— fill it up high.
Sea. Mr. Vanderwallis head of
noticeably.
"He figured right. Folks flocked 397.78; and recommended that the
dinner on Wednesday, Harold Ter
Southern Ottawa’s Auto license buSix one-act plays are being reBeek. son of Gary Ter Seek, was to his boat. He ran a ferry out to same be referredto the Committee
reau with headquartersin the struck by an automobile driven by it. This proved a handicapas he on Ways and Means to be placed in
3. The fire then requires feeding less often.
hearsed by pupils of the ninth and
Peoples Bank Building.
tenth grades of Spring Lake High
A. L. Tausend of Saginaw, Mich- couldn’tferry the people fast the Annual Appropriation Bill.
Gerrit Veurink, letter carrieron igan. The accident occured on US.31 enough. So he anchoredit nearer
Accepted.
school Miss Otte and Miss Rohloff,
4. The only correct and economical way is to keep a large body of Coke
B.P.W. reported recommending
instructors, are directingthe girls. route No. 4, north of Holland, had south of Virginia Park, near the shore and built a bridge out to it.
under a low fire, and not a small quantity under a hot fire.
ft
They will be given the latter part a narrow escape from serious lad’s home. The six-yearold was He couldn't take care of the that a program of expansion be
adopted at an expense of approxiof this month at the town hall. injury Thursday when he drove his struck when the car veered in an crowds.
5- Study the operation of your drafts and dampers, and learn to keep
"It seated 60 anglers,and often mately $290,000.00 for machinery
Benefits will go toward bettering machine into a snowbank to avoid attempt to avoid an accident,the
your fire steady-do not let it burn first fiercely hot and then very low.
the school paper, the Spring I.ake striking another car. The impact car so skidding that the lad was he had hundreds waiting for a and equipment, covering a period
threw Veurink’s machine bottom- caught and thrown by the impact. seat. It was a great success. For of approximately 2 years.
Breeze.
Do not allow your fire much draft.
On motion of Afd. McLean, the
George Muyskens of Alton, la., side up, and he landed on his back, He suffered a broken leg. and ra- 50 cents a man could fish all day.
partly
covered
with
bundles
of ther painful, but not severe, head Night parties became popular, and Council went into the committee of
prospective graduate of Western
6. When shaking, stop as soon as hot coals appear, thus always keepmail. Veurink succeeded in righting bruises. The driver immediately re- many remained aboard for the the whole to consider with memseminary, has accepted the promise
himself and crawled out of the ported the accident,and saw to it night to get white bass and perch. bers of the Board of Public Works,
ing a layer of ashes on the grate.
of a call to the Reformed church
machine after removing teh glass. that the victim was rushed to the
"Now the boat is frozen in the who were present,viz.: Chm. Jas.
at Oskaloosa, Iowa. Muyskens is
Farmers came to the rescue and Holland hospital, where his wounds ice and senes as headquarters for De Young. C. J. McLean and Supt.
7. To steady the fire or to “bank" it for the night, cover over with fine
one of the first of a class of 21 to
aided him in righting his machine were dressed.
John’s fish shanty colony. When R. B. Champion, the proposed exselect his first field of labor upon
coke.
and after resorting his mail he
James L. Poppen, medical stu- the ice goes out in the spring John pansion program. After some time
graduation in May.
continued his trip. Except for a dent at Rush Medical college,of is going to remodel the craft to spent therein the committee on
Mrs. George E. Tompkins, age few scratchesthe machine was not
Ways and Means met with the
Chicago, was in Holland yesterday. seat 100 anglers."
85, a former resident of Holland, damaged and Veurink escaped
members of the B.P.W. who were
A
brother was succesfullv oper0
died at Harvey, 111.,after an illness without a scratch or bruise.
present relative to the financingof
ated on at Holland hospital.
SAUGATUCK ORGANIZES
of several years. A week ago Mr.
this project. After having gone into
"Is There Anything Wrong with
CHAMBER
OF
COMMERCE
The
young
people
of
the
Maple
and Mrs. Tompkins celebratedthe
the matter thoroughly the committhe Movies?” Rev. C. P. Dame of Avenue Christian Reformed church
sixty-fourth anniversary $f their
tee arose and reported to the ComTrinity Church will preach on this held a sleigh ride party Tuesda
A
chamber
of commerce was ormarriage. Surviving are the hussubject next Sunday evening. This night. They returned to the churc ganized at Saugatucklast week by
band, 82, and three children.Mrs.
is a sermon of the series, "Ques- parlors for games and refresh- 200 citizens and the following offiR. M. Bosworth of Holland, W. E.
tions of Obsenant People.” Many ments.
cers were elected:
Tompkins of Harvey, HI., and E.
thoughtful people are asking quesPresident, Charles W. Parrish;
F. J- Geiger. Holland Scout exeD. Tompkins
Tompkins of Peoria, 111.
tions about the movies in these cutive. will meet Monday evening vice president,L. R. Brady; secreMr. Ellis appeared before the days. Many magazine articles are
with the Virginia Park Community tary, Roy Jarvis; treasurer,Ward
Council and explained that he had written concerning the movies. In
club in regard to the formation of Reid.
been attempting to soften the water this sermon the pastor will try to
Charles Gross, secretary of the
a troop there.
for some time. He had been unable consider the Christian’s attitude
Holland Chamber of Commerce,
The
Grand
Rapids
Bar
associato force enough lime through the toward the present day movies.
was the principalspeaker and the
present equipment to bring the Young and old are invited to come. tion has invited Judge Fred T. Holland gentlemansurely gave the
Miles
of Holland to attend its meetRed Sheets and Cases
water down to the necessary parts The Sunday evening sendees in
Saugatuckiansfood for thought
The
Radio
of hardness per million. He had Trinity Church begin at 7:30 ing next Friday when several su- along the C. of C. lines.
preme
court
judges
and
other
(Ready Made)
succeeded,he said, in reducing the o’clock.
Now Sold ct
Hit Miss Weave—
The meeting was held in the
prominent jurists from the state
raw water of 160 to 170 parts per
high
school
auditorium
with
H.
A.
PEQUOT
-42 in. Cases 34c
24x36 Price 39c. each.
A large number of pupils of Van will be present.
million to about 60, but lacked
CO.
Jackson
acting as chairman.BeRaalte Ave. school find themselves
Sheets—
63x99
69c.
each.
Miss Margaret Westveer, student
about two grains per gallon of the
prompt scholars as the following at NorthwesternUniversity,is vis- sides Mr. Gross the local speakers
Ask us for Demonstration
Twin size 1.28 each
27x^4 Also had in solid colors.
essential amount He believed that
list of not "tardy or absent" shows: iting at the home of her parents, were Rep. Fred Wade and Mrs. D.
81x90
the new machine would bring the
1.39
IHx30
Price 15c. each.
A.
Heath.
All
were
enthusiastic
amount to about 40 parts per mil- Jeanette Veltman, Angeline Beyer, Mr. and Mrs. William J. Westveer, and predicted a live organization
81x99
1.55
Shirley
Vander
Werp,
Geraldine during a few days between semeslion, and suggested to the Council
for Saugatuck.
Rinkus,
Lucille Meyer. Gertrude ters.
that the softener be placed on trial.
Mrs. Hendereka Poelakker, age
For $100 the city can use the ma- Knapp, Esther Mulder, Thelma McFall, Richard Haringsma, Norris 66, passed away Monday evening HOLLAND PASTOR WILL BE IN
chine for 90 days, the balance to
CHARGE OF ZEELAND SCOUT
be paid in the end of that time if Wierda, Faye Boersma, Elmer at the home of her son, Henry
SERVICES
Hirdes, Robert Klomparens,Ruth Poelakker, 129 East 20th street
it is successful. Mr. Ellis felt that
Buurman,
Arie
V’ander Wilk, J. She is survived by her husband.
its value could be determined withLloyd Busschs, Edna Hamelink, I). J. Poelakker. and one daugh- Zeeland Boy Smut troop No. 21,
in 30 days.
Lee Solomon, Doris Solomon, John ter, Mrs. Jennie Spaman of Prarie in accordance with a national proMr. and Mrs. Abel Holtrop and Vander Wilk. Kenneth Douma,
gram, will conduct a specialscout
ville and one son Henry of Holland.
daughter, Marguerite, and Joe Rui- HenriettaRiphagen, Pauline Npservice Sunday afternoon.Rev.
Also by one brother.H. J. Bellman
ter, were among the guests at the
land, Louis Steffens,Marinus De of Overisel.Funeral serviceswere Thomas W. Davidson, pastor of
dinner Monday night given by the Jong. Dick Van Der Wilk, Earle
held this afternoon from the Lan- Hope church, Holland, and member
Independent Grocers Alliance at the
Ramaker. Juliet Dyke.
eeland Funeral home. Rev. G. of the nationaladvisory committee
Warm Friend Tavern in Holland.
on Boy Scout relations among ProtSupervisor Carl A. Warner of Tysse officiating. Interment took
Mr. R. Muller of the Standard Groestant churches,will speak. He will
place
at
Dunningville
cemetery.
cery Co. was the principal speaker. Wayland township, Allegan Coun- Allegan county.
discuss "The Religion of a Boy
ty, is the first to announce he wil'
Slides were shown, a radio proScout.” The complete scout church
be
a
candidate for county office
The
Holland
park
board
has
gram. and the Old Time Fiddlers
ceremonies will be carried out. Secsounded the death knell for poplar
at
the
primaries.
He
will
seek
the
of Gibson were the other features
ond Reformed church will be host
of the evening. — Grand Haven nomination for county clerk. Wil- trees. About 40 trees already have to the boys. Rev. R. J. Vanden
The
Wonderrest Mattress
been
cut down ami the work will
liam
G.
Tisdale,
present
clerk,
has
Tribune.
Berg, pastor of the church, and
not determined whether he will be continueuntil all populars have
Rev. John VanPersum will assist.
Wearwell Sheets A. Cases
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Vos of Hola candidate for rennmination.Miss been removed. The work is done
land entertaineda party of friends
Agnes Robinson,deputy register without cost to the property ownevery
Part Wool, double Blanket, size
42 in. Cases
25c each
FOOTBALL POPULAR THEME
and relatives from Drenthe at of deeds, has announced she will ers.
70x80 plaid, all colors, heavy satin
their home in Holland last week be a candidate for register.Miss
purchased
during
this sale a
SHEETS
Rev. W. Terpsma, pastor of the
The national interestin college
binding
Tuesday evening. Those who were Robinson, formerly a resident of
Christian Reformed church at She- football made possiblethe success
63x99
89c. each
present besides Mr. and Mrs. Vos
Wayland, has been deputy register boygan. Wis., since 1925, has de- of college life as a stage or screen
and son Nick were Louise De eight years.
72x99
98c. each
clined a call to the church at theme, according to George Marion,
Kleine, Angeline Van Dam, Tena
Drenthe. Terpsma's former pas- Jr.. Paramount writer.
Mrs.
James
M.
Martin
has
been
81x99
1.08
each
Beyer, Geraldine Lanning, Jessie
torates include the church at
Free with every purchase oi
To prove his point. Marion has
Lousma, Jemima Vredeveld, Alfred awarded a life membership on the
Oakland, Allegan county.
written "Sweetie.” a musical roand Clarence Wiggers, Willis Heet- woman’s ^ard of foreign missions
these blankets, one part -wool
The fourth number of the Fenn- mance of campus life, with Nancy
derks, Albert Brower. Clarenca in the Reformed Church in Ameri
beautiful
Vredeveld, all of Drenthe; and the ca. The monetary considerationwas ville lecture course was scheduled Carroll in the leading role, that of
made
by
her husband. Rev. James at the high school auditorium a chorus girl who inherits a boys’
Holland guests were Margaret,
is an inner-spring built mattress
Indian Blanket Free!
Clarenceand Hessel Yntema and M. Martin, pastor of Third Re- Thursday night, an impersonation school. Supportingher are Helen
1 Roll, 6 feet lor 75c. sq. yd.
in a class
itself. It is most
Mr. and Mrs. R. Wiggers.Games formed church. Through the gift of of Abraham Lincoln by Roy Ben- Kane. William Austin. Jack Oakie
1 Roll, 12 feet ior 85c. sq. yd.
and Stanley Smith, at Colonial
were played and prizes won by the woman’s missionary s<»ciety of dell.
comfortable because it is soft like
City caucuses have been called theatre Monday. Tuesday, WednesTena Beyer, Jessie Lousma, Alfred First Reformed church, Mrs. M.
Laid Free of Charge
Wiggers and Nick Vos. Refresh- Van Leeuwen was awarded a life for Monday, Feb. 17. for selecting day. Feb. 10. 11. 12.
and still the most substanments were served by Mrs. Vos and membership on the woman’s board tickets for the municipal election
Big Clearance oi Dishes.
early next month. Mayor James PARK BOARD MAKE PLANS
tial mattress you can buy —
Mrs. R. Wiggers and the evening of domestic missions.
FOR COMING SUMMER
Miss Lucile Vander Werf, Cherry Michen has not announcedhimself
was a very happy affair.— Zeeland
Cups and Saucers
beautiiul
up in beautiful imported
Street,Holland, has returned from as yet for re-election. Three memRecord.
ware — coin cold handles
This year's approved budget of the
bers of the city council will be up
a
visit
to
Chicago.*
[medallion pattern]. Guaranteed
Adrian Gordon of R. F. D. No. 2,
45c. value for 15c.
The regular monthly meeting of for renomination.They are Marcus nark and cemetery board totals
Grand Haven, was stopped by the
$23,537. This amount will be exC.
Hutchinson,
James
E.
Bale
and
—advertised Price $39.50.
Fruit dishes 3 lor 10c.
state police because he had a the Girls’ League for Service of K. E. Jackson.
pended on various items, including
Plates 8c. each
sticker on the rear window of his the Fourth Reformedchurch will be
can buy it at
a
According to renort the Pe.eithr superintendent’s salary of
car. The sticker read as follows: held Friday evening at the home of
Cereal Bowls 8c. each
8-pc. Suite — table, set of chairs
___________
„
have
built
iS'
12.600:
the
labor,
$15,00;
water
and
store
for
«pZ5/.UU
“Don’t shoot, I have no liquor." Miss Katherine Vanden Brink, 137 Marquette is to
Platers
and beautiiul Buffet with overnew
cars
which
will mean the 0 m !
IJdOO;
seeds, trees, and bulbs,
When stopped by the officerhe West 15th street.
1 $200; fuel for greenhouse, $450;
)
lays and attractive design.
nloyment
of
.considerable
more
laSpring
was asked for his driver’s license.
A St. Valentine’sday party will
repairs, supplies, and fertilizer,
Covered Bowls • 49c each
Our Sale Price Only
This he did not have with him. be given by the Ktarvif Bethlehem bor.
$1,200;care of trees, $1,800: develMattress, Price $29.00
Butter Dishes )
Miss Cornelia Van Anrooy is asGordon appeared in court Thurs- Chapter No. 40 O.E.S. in the Maopment of Kollen Park. $5,500; and
day and paid a fine and costs of sonic Temple on Friday evening, sisting in the probate office at various other items. Last year’s
Gravy Boats
special for
$5.35 and was ordered to remove February14th.
Grand Haven on account of the budget totaled $24,283. which shows
the sticker and to have no more
Dog licenses for the city arc be- absence of the deputy officer,Mias a saving of about $746.
stickers of any kind on his car ing called for slowly, reports City VandeWater.
The motto of the board in the
windows except those placed there Treasurer John Karreman.in spite
shaping of this year’s budget has
One 2*pc. Suiteby authorities.
of the fact that the final date is C. E. CONVENTION HERE IN
been “Economy." A committee of
JUNE
Bed and extra large Dressers
The Overisel basketball team March 1. After that owners will
the common council comprised of
1 William C. Vandenberg, chairman.
with their friends enjoyed a sleigh- have to pay extra.
all dust proof and center guide
One of the Oldest and Best Established Radio8
The Holland Christian Endeavor j A. P. Kleis, and K. Westing. It was
ride to Holland to the home of Mr.
The Woman’s Relief Corps will
construction.•
and Mrs. Marinus Mulder, East present a flag to the Van Raalte union is fosteringplans for the an-j decided to report back later on the
A big Special
18th street, on Wednesday evening. school today, Friday, afternoon,at nual state convention to be held in matter of who should bare the exHolland
in
June.
The
convention
j
pense
of
the
upkeep
of
all
lots
in
Those present were Donald Voor- two o’clock. All members are rchorst, Eleanor Immink, Mildred Al- (juestedto meet at the school be- promises to bo the biggest to gath-! Pilgrim Home cemetery. Steel
We have the exclusive Sale of it. Come in
er here this year and reservations standards for the benches of Kolbers, Richard Brower, Hazel Tell- fore two.
—hear
the marveloustone of the Howard and
will
be
made
for
hundreds
of
delelien
Park
were
ordered,
the
benches
man, Harold Kronemeyer, Jean
gates, representing all parts of the to be made by the park men themYOUNG FOLK SI
Brink, Sander Scbipper, Ella Rogconvinceyourself that we are selling a superstate. Several speakers of note will selves.
*en. Floyd Albers, Janet Kaper.
fine Radio.
On page one. section two. the be listed and diversified entertainGlenn Albers, Josephine Kaper and
FOR SALE— Northernpotatoes,
Maurice Nienhuis. Francis Voor- Vandenberg and Ter Beek Bros, ment will be provided.
$1.25, and up. Cabbage, 281 E. 13th
hont furnished the team and sled. have an "adv." that should appeal
FOR RENT AND FOR SALE street. Phone 5070. We deliver.
Games were played and rtfr^h to young folk.*- startingout in life.
3tp8
It would be well to turn to it.-radv. cajds a* the news office.
meets
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MICHIGAN BULLFROGS CAN
LEAP SIX FEET

did co-operation.
Besides this newspaper publicity
the monthly bulletin has been pub-

Civic Affairs

Three

You Can Get

Michigan’s largest frog is the
of
lished for 18 issues.This organ
bullfrog, often measuring six to
The Chamber of Commerce has
was sent to every member and to
seven inches from tip to tip.
proven itself to be indispensableus
prospt dive members, to other
He is easily distinguishedfrom
a civic organization.It has lent its
Chambers and to national and
the leopard or pickerelfrog by
good office to the entertaining of
state organizations.Because of the
variousgroups of guests to our fair
alze, and is less common than many j pif kKRKL, SUCKERS, MULLET
uniqueness of its design and conogs, large!
city.
other frogs,
largely because
ANI) RKDHORSE MAY BE
of I In aviation the Chamber has been
| tent, a vast number of comments
esteems his hind legs as a delicacj
SPEARED IN INLAND
I have been received from ChamThe bullfrog
large ponds
| activelypromotingthe city as an
•f prefers
P'
LAKES ....
Activities during the
!
bers
throughout
the
United
States.
or
lakes,
evidently
idently
liking
these
airport, and has aided in the modComment
has
also
been
written
in
places because of the prevalance
I ernizationof the existing Holland
Black Lake we choose to have
be expected.
I the editorial columns of the NACOS
of pickerel weed, arrow head and an arm of Lake Michigan when we
j landing field and hangars. Last
. News, the American Citv Bureau
waterlllies near which he finds his want to fish for more than the
summer it entertainedthe visiting
j Bulletin, and by Colvin Brown of
food supply. He can jump farther limit on perch — but is it an inpilots and mechanics of the state
The Chamber of Commerce,
i the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
than any other Michiganfrog. His land lake when we want to spear
air tour with a banquet at the
through its annual report, which is
News Bulletin.
Country Club, and also in conjuncusual jump is three feet, but if 'suckers?Anyway you can spear
given in connection with this inTen thousand Wooden Shoe
tance to five or six feet. He is a certainfish in inland lakes covered
tion with Szekely Aircraft and Entroductionshows that the city and
Booklets were distributed, as well
necessary he can stretch this dis- with ice.
gine Company officialsentertained
business men have derived considas five thousand organizationbust
Pres. Dick Boter
powerful swimmer, but he swims
another visiting air tour.
Choosing to abide by the sentierable benefit from its activities
ness directories.
with his eyes shut. This takes his ment of the State legislature
Two projects were promoted durduring the past year. In a report of
large protruding eyes out of dan- which adopted the 1920 inland fishMorrU
th‘‘ Chamber of Coming the past month in the interest ] tory. The first speak pr wns
this nature it is impossible to give
as Morns imerre ndvertiit,j Holland in three
Vice President Frank Lievense
ger. but it permits Ifim to swim ing bill and which declared all inmany helpful and profitable
j of aviation for Holland:1— Thru
Edwards, of Washington, D.C., who!
magaof service that are rendered
the efforts of the Chamber of Com- 1 represented the Finance
fx, seven
...
,•
> , r, : i rapidly for only u short time, since land lakes of Michigan open to
he murt slacken his speed to open spearing of certain apeciea of fish
By the Chamber for the benefit of
1 merce ami Walter Croth, maaancr mint of the United States Chamber i .'J .'”,h "
h"v,‘ “ ,‘lls
, I f, 'i n
during the period in which these
his eyes and see where he is.
its members and the community at
of the Holland Gas Company, a 96 | of Commerce and who spoke on
, T Vs,,
't’. b™‘: ! b'nr".e on .lh‘ ''T'"1 "mI
The bullfrog's color varies waters wen* frozen over, the Confoot direction marker will be placed subject of “Taxation bv Blit Oritan- b'"""P5* *« Holland -the Chamber | growth and development of our
large. However, we are proud to
working
j community. A careful analysis
greatly. His power to change color servation Commission,at its last
on the gas containersof thisP com- 1 iaations." The talk by Mr.
» «ktne ! eomnmmty.A careful analysts of
submit this report believing that
I the annual report herewith pub- considerablyis well known. While regular meeting refused to grant
Holland has received more than its
pnuy. 2— Attorney Thomas N. Rob- was greatly enjoyed by the mem- ] At thi
At the request of severalout-of- ! lished will prove enlightening and his general color is olive green, numerous petitions seeking the
money’s worth by the service of the
mson. Chairman of the Aviation bers present.
town publicationsthe secretary of will give everyone some idea of the marked with irregulardusky spots closingof local waters to spearing.
Chamber of Commerce during the
| Committee, appeared before the
Colonel Sidney Story, of Chicago,
The section of the new Inland
Common Council for lights at Hoi- Kvho addressedthe last meeting, the Chamber of Commerce pre- 1 work which is being consistently of brown, in warm air and exposed
past year.
pared many articlesduring the . carried on. To have had a part in to the bright light, the skin may Fishing law referringto spearing
! bind’s airport, operated by the Sze- , left with the members present a
year concerning Holland.These | these accomplishments has been of become a beautifulspotlessyellow on inland waters says that It shall
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green, very light in tone. The bull- be unlawful to “spear with or with!
hove been
fiZ
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frog Just from the mud is so dark out the use of jack or artificial
| busy making surveys of the Hoi- being completed in the middle of ,bl‘ rom">e™«l. tndustnnl.nnd|h.» or her part. It is to he hoped
resort life of this community, its' that many more of our go<xi citi- colored that he is nearly black. light, which may be used from
land farming industry,and in the west, the shipping center
The Record of a Year of Activity of
April 1 to May 31 for taking nonf..ri»Al«n if »
i
ational facilities, housing condi- ship in our Chamber of Commerce, eves. These are his ears— moist game fish in the rivers and streams
the Holland Chamber of Commerce
I gram for the development of better I that it wilL bring to the middle
tions and a number of other sub- and that they, too, may have the sain tightly stretched which nets of this state: Provided, however,
I harbor facilities,
which include the west enormous wealth and presjects. thereby securing a good deal privilege of doing their share in the ns a tympanum.
that it shall be unlawful to use a
By Charlrt Gross
' establishmentof a breakwater. I tige.
of one of West MichThe tadpoles of the bullfrog do spear in any trout stream in this
i The organization now is compil- j The meetings so far held were of advert iiing for this community. upbuilding
igan’s most delightfulmunicipali- not develop into frogs the first sea- state: Provided further, that
The following report is a sumj ing facts for the promotionof a very successful and have received
Sec. Charles Gross
Mercantile Affairs
ties.
ry of the principalactivities of
son as those of the leopard and nothing in this act shall prevent
ommunity ( best which is com- 1 the highest praise of those presChamber of Commerce for the
General
Information
Service
pickerel frog. Not until the second the spearing of pickerel, suckers,
puted to save the citizens of Hoi- 1 ent. It is hoped that when the next
Our retail merchant's committee,
flsSl year ending January 1, 1930. portation facilities.The local land from $l.r>.000to $20,000 per meeting is called that every co-operating with the Merchant’s
An interestingstory could be season and sometimes the third mullet and redhorseduring the
time when the lakes are frozen.”
A reading of this will serve to in- Chamber of Commerce has the sup- year on charitydonations.
if SP»<* in this rt'Port P‘M'niit- does the bullfrogtadpole make his
member will avail himself of the Association"have recently run”
form you as to the activities and port of the Detroit Board of Com
Giants bullfrog Under the new law pickerel, suckAnother successfulcivic project opportunity to receive information three-minute film in our local the- 1 t,,(i ovon n PnrtinI i^unt, of tho transformation.
importance of the organization to merce in the securing of a car — the Christmas lighting contest for which ho would pay a good aters, through the courtesy of their man>' rtn,1 v»ri‘'«l requests which I tadpoles may be found any month ers, mullet, and rednorse may In*
speared by Michigan residents in
the community which you support. ferry service for Holland.Also aroused a great interest in Christ- sum to get from any other
Mr. Henry Carley, con- f"mc to
ClhHn?,*r of Commerce in the year.
any inland lake ouring the entire
By reading this report carefullyit Congressman Carl E. Mapes has mas season lightingof the home. One member at our last meeting ! cern>ng the patronizing of the I O"’00.’ ‘‘itber by letter or by per
period the lake is frozen over.
may be the means of enabling you informed the ’t’hamber of Com- 1 Sixty-six homes had special Christ- expressed it in this way: He said I home merchant.When the mer- 1 ^onnl of11*- in r,'8«rd ^ "ocuring Ino
to answer questions which may be merce that their request for safety] 11188 lighting,forty-two of which that the two talks he had heard atlchants you to buy in Holland I formation on various matters. Each
asked by others concerningthe devices for our harbor breakwater were listed ns entries competing for our members’meetings were worth they are simply asking that you day brings many of these requests
TO BE A BIG POLITICAL YEAR
work of the Chamber of Commerce. was approved by the Department prizes.
the cost, to him. of his member- give your local market an oppor- both from Holland and vicinity, and
Your secretarytook office March of Lighthouses at Washington.
' IN MICHIGAN
The Chamber of Commerce has ship fee for the y£ar.
tunity,that you keep your money from other cities all over the coun11, 1929, and thereforethose accombecome Holland’s most influential
The twice monthly news letter a thome, that you build up the try. Some of the requests are for1
There was a lull in Michigan polplishments have been made in a tenHolland's Port Possibilities
; representative of progressiveness.
issued to the members is another businessof your home city, all this information ns to buyers for variMope Negative Team To ! itics during 1929, but the pot will
month period of his service.
1 ^ is wide awake to all possibilities. innovation which is meeting with
from the standpointof better ous products;others to locate some
be boiling before another holiday
Appear At Kazoo
It has been a very pleasant privt 'i ' J1 e he comPIet,on of the and is keeping faith with its mem- approvaland is bringingto the prices and better business,not for individualsupposedly living in this
. season comes around. To
be nomiilege to have worked and served Lake-to-Sea Waterway, which dc- ,)(.r , th •.
vicinity; others, in regard to laws,'
the
sake
of
sympathy.
College
information
*'
nated and electedin 1930 will be u
with a splendid group of men and velopment so far has been hindered Other civic and
community ser- ' on various surveys made, that are . Every merchant in Holland is municipal, state and national on
United States Senator, Governor,
women in the various activities un- by considerations as to the vari- vices rendered are the following:j helpful in a eom'mereial
various commercialand industrial
1 interested in giving the citizens of
Three members of Hope's affirmLieutenant-Governor, Secretary of
dertaken during the past year as ous proposed routes, Holland is dos- Co-operated with the publicity
Another
important
and ‘conve- ‘ Lh’5 ('oninilinitythe best there is in matters; still others in connection ative debuting squad drove to Hostsecretary of the Holland Chamhe' lined to be the most dominant city the Community Fair in their mail- nient service to members is the ! vaIUP from the merchandising with advice on almost cvcrv subState, State Treasurer, Attorneyof Commerce.The officers,directors in Western Michigan, because "f ing program.Had a committeeof
«»,
General and Auditor-General. Also
directory service. The Chamber ; ,Jan(Ir'°'nL Give your local mer- il'Ct under the »„». Rarely (lore it
and committee chairmen and mem- its location and distributionfacili- Chamber of Commerce call upon has installeda city directory li- 1 r'innts an opportunity to meet your happen th„, the Chamber of Com- ^r<Hn » verbal fray with the Al- 13 Representativesin Congress, the
bers have responded to the fullest ties. This may sound like a lot of Pore Marquette R.R. officialsin De- brary which is at the service of
merer cannot a mover theae Inquir- blon, Collo*cl ! »l>“‘“ht». Disarma- State's present quota, and perhaps
8nd try buying at home!*
extent to every request for service. optimism. But nevertheless Hol- troit concerning car ferry service
lea. either from
«f tb»
several more, providing Congress
The
office
has
on
file
a
number
the membership.The only requireThe newspapers, the Evening Sen- land has an opportunity to cash in for Holland. Furnished prospective ment is that no books be taken of retail activities, which it hopes
passes, by midsummer, a bill re“Jr.."1''
Vr
**
"I!!"*
i"|mTV
members
who
participated
tinel and the Holland City News, on the prosperitythat will be sure industrialfirms with details conapportioning
the allotment for all
from
the office and that a record to project during the coming sea- contact with those in a positionto
Wade, J. Van
city officials,councilmenand to come on the opening of this cerning the advantages offered to card be filledout by the user. Tho -on with the co-operation of the 1 fllrnish infnrmation- Mun>’ P*‘°the states.
and
L.
Hogenboom.
Couch
D.
Ritwaterway
if
she
will
co-operate
mr\(ous department heads have
locate in Holland. Co-operated with directories now op file are ns fol- Merchants’ Association.The Cham- ! p,<‘ ar‘‘ avsis,,,d in securing homes,
This bill must be passed before
n willing to consider various with and support her local com- resort centers of Holland to secure lows: Adrian. Alpena, Ann Arbor her stands ready to ro-operatewith 1iv,nK quarters, and several cases ter accompanied them on the trip. the state primary’ in September,
It
was
a
no
decision
debate.
suggestions made through the mercial organization so that it can and hold visitors in Holland. Inter- and Ypsilnnti.Benton Harbor. St. any organization of retailersfor have occured where adjustments
otherwise the state’s additional
Chamber of Commerce to them lend its influence in this develop- viewed solicitors who make almost Joe. Dearborn. Detroit. Esennnba. the development of the retail trade have been made between individu- This Friday evening the team will members can not be elected until
have
two
league
debates.
The
negawhich were of invaluableassistance ment.
als «»r business firms on controverdaily requests for letters of en- Grand Haven. Hastings. Jackson. for Holland.
1932.
President Hoover reveals in his
in our work.
sies arising from some transactions.tive men from Alma will debate
dorsement. Co-operated with Maca- Delta County. Fenton. Hollv, Flint,
Also to be electedthia year will
here,
and
Hope’s
negative
team
will
waterways
address
at
Louisville,
Industrial and commercial develTourist and Resort
It is unnecessary to add that the
tawa Resort Co. in promoting their gon, Owosso. Petotfkby. Pontine.
travel to Kalamazoo where they be a new State Legislature,and
opment while no longer the only Ky.. October 23. that he will cham- Venetian night program.
Information
Bureau
organization
always
welcomes
this
I.ansing.Mount Clemens, Muskeelective officers from sheriff down
major activity of a Chaml*er of pion the inland waterways. He recopportunity of rendering service in will meet the affirmativegroup of
The Chamber has accumulated a Plymouth. Bedford. Brightmnnr
to coroner in all of the 83 counties.
Aside
from
compiling
and
disommends
an
expenditure
of
approxKalamazoo
College.
Commerce still remains as one of
every way where it may be of assisvast amount of information on al- and Rosedale Park. Rochester,RoyThe home debate will bo held
the most important functions of imately one billion dollars during most every conceivable subject re- al Oak and Ferndale.Saginaw, seminating informationconcern- tance to individualsor organiza
BOASTS $20
early enough so that those attend- DDUGLAH
such an organization.Stabilizedin- the next ten years. He would com- lating to trade and commerce,but Sault Ste. Marie. Traverse City, 'ng where products are manufac- tions.
tured. produced or distributedfor
! ing cun also attend the Hopc-HillsCURRENCY ISSUED IN 1777
dustry no longer moves about seek- plete tile canalizationof the Mis- local statistics and data were found and Marshall
|
tj,at eVening. The deuse of the general public, this buing new locations.On the other sissippi system of 9.000 miles dur- sadlv wanting or inaccurate.
reau has answeredhundreds of reOur Board of Directors has held j bate should have a particularathand a large number of wildcat ing the next five years at an annual
W. T. Kimsey of thia village
“Within the past few months.
Serve and Be Served
quests for information of every many meetings, both regular and traction for history and political wiahes it to be known he has an
schemes of various kinds come in- outlay of $10,000,000of the pres- however,statistics and data have tv, o
c o
conceivable
nature.
special, at which timely questions science students. It is expected that issue of currency older than the
to existence,and many cities are ent appropriation and would be been compiled from local agencies
‘ P|rit °f Service gives withDne of the important projects of of local, staU* and national import Coach Hance of Olivet will judge 1778 bill recentlyreported to be in
roped in by smooth promotors and ready to spend as much more on concerningHolland and vicinitv. j nI , "'ought of return, yet inevitinduced to part with ready cash for the St. Lawrenceproject The Pres- This material has been carefully ‘ a‘,ly corn?s the benefit. Service the Chamber of Commerce was the have been discussedand acted upon. the debate in Holland.
the possession of Mr. Detwiler of
arraneed according
arcordinrto the best
best C','.pn."’thoiit stint brings in its organization of a resort bureau,
the purpose of securing new indus- ident’s program embraces improve- arranged
In presenting the foregoing anClare. Mr. Kimsey’s antique is a
tries, a large majorityof which ment of all waterways which prom- practice and doctrine adopted by train that which serves and serves which projected vital information nual report to the members of the MICHIGAN BUCKS SURE HAVE $20 bill issued in South Carolina
concerning this city into other bu- Chamber of Commerce and the citiHORNS
Speer
iver turn over a wheel or produce ise economic aid to the farmers and over three hundred secretariesat you well.
in 1777. On the face it bears the
reaus all over the nation. In addi- zens of Holland the officers and diOf a total of 0,314 buck deer words: “This bill entitles the
irlhin
ng, or else they have a short. industries of the nation.
the National School for CommerSurvey Shows Holland a City
The
National
Rivers
and
Harbors
tion
to
this
it
advertised
the
adrectors feel that the accomplish- brought across the Straitsof Mac- holder to twenty Spanish dollars,
feefJfc
fee me struggle for existence,and
cial organization executives.
of Diversified Industry
vantages of the city in papers and ments, as set forth, speak for kinac during the past deer season,
then die out, leaving many who Congress was held at Washington,
We are now prepared to answer
or the value thereof in gold or silmagazines. One of the largestfac- themselves. It has been a year of the game divisionof the departcould ill afford a financial loss hold- D. C., on December 10th and 11th. intelligentlyrequests concerning
Although for many years conver, according to an act of the
ing the bag. It has been the policy 1929. Holland had a delegationof the advantages of Holland indus- 1 sidereda furniturecenter. Holland tors in this advertising was the organization,and every endeavor to ment of conservation talliedand General Assembly, passed at
representative
men
at
this
congress
mailing
the
presentation
of
over
of the Chamber of Commerce to
build for the future has been made. measured the antlers of 1,957. Of
trially, commercially and civically. : through a check up by the ChamCharleston,the twenty-thirdday of
Old prejudiceshad to be destroyed, these 30 per cent had eight point
protect its citizens during the past in behalf of our local harbor develThe organizationwas instru- ber of Commerce, i* now revealed 10.000 Wooden Shoe Booklets.
December,1776.’’
opment.
Calls and requests for lists of confidences restored,a new spirit antlers.
year from all such misrepresentamental in obtainingthe conventions as a city of diversified industries,
Mr. Kimsey has had this bill,
cottages,
hotel
rates,
transportations and it has considered only
of
co-operation
instilled
and
certain
Of the 1,957 sets of horns tal- still in a good state of preservaOur Newly Established Factories for the coming year of the Chris- with metal and machine industries tion facilities,furnished rooms,
plans worked out with small groups lied and calipered, 14 were dissuch requests for location and finantian Endeavor Society, the Mich- fully as important as furniture.
tion, since 1862. It has been handed
boarding places, and othe requests which had a tremendous bearing on carded because they
cial assistance as could stand a
Through the direct efforts of the igan League of Home Dailies, and
were broken down from generation to generaIn the check up of 27 local inclose inspectionof their past busi- Chamber of Commerce three in- the Rural Carriers to be held in dustriesemploying 50 or more men too numerous to mention come by the major activities of the organi-|or w,.re frea)(sjt i* believed that
tion, he reports.
mail, by phone or in person by the zation during the coming months.
ness experience.
dustries have been secured. On May.
it was shown that Holland emthe horns measured make a fair
dozens
daily
during
the
resort
seaSeveral
projects,
not
recorded
in
The Chamber of Commerce is ploys practicallyas many men in
October 17 it was announced that
average for the thousands brought BANDIT PROTECTION
United States Chamber
the North Star Ship Building earning its right to exist by alone the metal and machine works as '•on. 43 tourist and information the annual report,are well under south by hunters.
of Commerce
bureaus have requested printed way, and these projects have n
FOR GAS STATIONS
Company, with Milo Bailey as 1 extendingthe hospitalityof the in the furniture.
Ten per cent of the deer exmatter concerning Holland for dis- direct bearing on the prosperityof
WOULD TAKE ARMY
amined were "spike horns." Buck.'
The Holland Chamber of Com- president and general manager. city to visitors. This is a valuable The maximum number of furnicovering 29 states. Be- 1 this community. These activities
merce is a member of the United Had secured temporaryquarters at service that cannot be rendered by. hire workers in the group of in- i, s V10 Chamber of Commerce is have not been made public, follow- having from three to six point
Grand Rapids Herald— With gasStates Chamber of Commerce with the Bolhuis Lumber Company to an individual, working alone. Then dustriesis 974. while the maximum advertisedin .3 leading dailies and
ing the policy of the Charn^r' of
26 P«T fent^.Six oline stations and garages continuheadquarters in Washington,D. C. manufacture speed boats. Since is bound to be growth where there j number of metal and machine 'ey.'n magazineswith a total cirCommerce not to announcenctivi- i l,“r lfnt had 1SPV,,rJI)0,n.t8; LN*,10- ing to spring up throughoutthe
Few people realize the benefit of then the Gordon B. Hooton Com- is action. People are attractedto a workers is 837. Miscellaneous fae- culationof 2.211.747.
ties until there is the assurance of ten, eleven and twelve point bucks city and the numoer of pumps ever
, tories included in the group omsuch an associationwhich is na- pany of Grand Rapids, ship build- Community that is
Someone
has
said
the
tourist’s
their being carried through to a totalled 28 per cent. Nine deer ex- on the increase it is estimated by
ers for several years of the famous
I pirn- approximately 1.200 workers.
tional in its scope and from which
amined had 13 point antlers;five city officialsthat the entire Grand
Service to Members
dollar is split up as follows: merline of outboard motor boats, has
These
interesting
figures
show
the Holland Chamber of Commerce
had I I points;two had 15 points; Rapids police force and possibly
chandise.26'; ; restaurants,23.5 'V
consolidated
their
interests
with
derives a great deal of benefit. By
In accordance with the policy of ).10. s!aj^7,inpinfluenceof diversi- hotels and rooms, 20..?*',automoone
had 16 points and one of the n squad or two from the National
this connection is at all times in the North Star Ship Building Com- the Chamber of Commerce, which - 'nuustry, which need
jdeor had antlers with 21 points.
Guard would be needed to provide
nnd
constant touch with nationalaffairs pany. Mr. Hooton is vice-presidentis first and always to take an active suffer greatly even though one unit
From the horn tally, according a iiersopal guard for each station
ages, 11.5';; transportation.7,,
and director of sales.
be
affected
adversely
by
economic
and it also serves as an excellent
interest in the success of its
..
I to the game division, it would seem
taxis, jitneys, motor buses, street
as a measure of thwarting bandits.
medium to co-operate with other The Waters Boat Corporation,of bers in their business enterprises, ! r"n(,itions.
I that a large portion of the huntWilliam Geldersma,citv sealer,
* ars' .'V'1, ' ’ s,n,usem{,bts,
thenlocal Chambers of Commerce wliiih Mon is Waters is the presi- , a business directorywas issued bv
fers. 2.f]'.; ; confectionary, cigars,
ers are able to get their deer with- reports that although there are
Our Employment Service
dent and general manager, was the Chamber of Commerce and dis‘ighout the country.
• miscellaneous,
5.9';.
out seriously depleting the young more than enough pumps in the
also located during the past few I tributed among various "informaSince May. 1929, we have re- j I)uring the months of June July
city to supply al11 motorists,ambigrowing stock.
Industrialand Traffic
montlis in Holland, having leased tion and resort bureaus and to those
ceived and filed 250 applications I a"‘I August the Chamber of Vomtious souls continue to erect staDuring the past 10 months 10 in- the LakTshor^’Bra^sTo^nV
for employment from locaime“nand
office' was ‘''Siged daily
PHEASANT HENS COST tions and take slender cuts from
dustrial prospects were investiga- This company is com^tingK: 1
the ever ready stream of revenue
HUNTERS $650.00
'
| through the mail, by telephone,
ted, two of which are still pending. sign for a speed boat to be exhibitthat moves on wheels through the
;
oIlupd- The P.ub,'clt>
, hf,<,T1 received from Grand , an(! b.v personal visits to the office
Hector Bousson, Detroit, was 1 city.
We hope one or both of these pros- ed at the Boston Show in February, ! rm,|u,d t^Kl' tins directory Rapids Muskegon. Detroit and , for information regarding our reconvicted of shooting a hen pheaspects may be brought to our city. the Grand Rapids Show in
Latest counts show that there are
?ol\nnnd W'S('an*''1 towns. Rnrt facilities. Hundreds of teleRecently 19fi check-up cards | Phone apd personal calls were anant from his automobile while he 202 drive-in stations with 56"
Four new industrieswere located and the Chicago Show in May. This
wore mailed to applicantsfor work “"•‘red during this period and thouhere. Every effort is being made to company is now in the period of
was passing along a road in Ma- pumps; 35 curb stations with 40
m our files.Out of 94 replies re- 'ian”s °f pieces of mailing matter
land new industries but they must organization and with the kind of
comb county near Mt. Clemens. pumps, and 19 inside and private
reived 40 were still anxious to have , wp™ posted from the local office,
be of the caliber that will prove an personnel that there is behind the
Bousson paid a fine of $35 and stations with 21 pumps. The drivetheir names remain on our files. ! The Chamber of Commerce has
asset to our community and be in company there is no doubt that
Mset
court costs of $13.50. In addition, in stations are on the increase and
l harnn
rniony with the high standard of Holland is fortunate in having the
1.
l .amber °f Commerce
'n touch almost daily with the
his truck, valued at $300, was con- the curb numps are rapidly disapthrough its employmentservice ' various resort centers in order to
ustries that now operate in our Waters Boat Company located here.
fiscated as well as the gun he was peuring,the sealer said.
0
has placed approximately 90 to 95 r,mder such servicethat would
rs.
using.
The Charles Karr Company, who
men and women in places of em- sist in the comfort of visitors vae growth of existing plants have for a number of years operCharles II. Wright of Detroit Sunday Hunting Law Is
ployment. We have very complete cationinghere.
here has been very gratifyingdur- ated their sales departmentin Holand Walter Murrell of Ferndale,
Claimed To Be Legal
ing the past 10 month. The Duffy land for the sale of Spring-Air
information concerningeach ap- G"; of our resort managers said:
paid fines of $50 each when they
pneant and as far as employers
m.v patrons are newcomers
Manufacturing Company erected an mattresses,which were being
were convicted in Macomb county
The Michigan Sunday hunting
applicantsfor positionshave
* attributeit to the
to Holland and‘ I
office and display building. The Ot- manufacturedelsewhere were,
of shooting a hen pheasantfrom law is legal and constitutional
and
It possible we will follow up the service rendered these people
tawa Furniture Company enlarged through the efforts of the Chamber
Treas. Earnest Brooks
their automobile. The automobile, attemptsto fight it through the
labor
situation
carefully.
A
little
through
the
Chamber
of
Comtheir warehouse and power plant. of Commerce, encouraged to manuwhich was confiscatedby the de- courts on unconstitutionalground*
further co-operationfrom employ- merce.
The National Biscuit Company add- facture their product in Holland
partment
of conservation, was would be futile, in the opinion of
Headquarters of Holland Chamber
successful
conclusion.
ment managers. office heads. -stores
ed trackage and loading space. The and since then have purchased the
of Commerce
With the same spirit of loyalty purcahsedback from the depart-! the Attorney General’s office.
Member Co-operation
and housewives would result in
J. K. Mosser Leather Company took building formerly occupied by the
and co-operation during this and ment by the owners for $150.
M. M. tarmonth, assistant attorpossessionof the quarters former- Burke Engineering Company.* This | should more than be worth the cost more efficient service to all.
This report
would not be com.
V..111- coming years that was manifested
ney g. neral, talking to representaThe
Chamber
is
co-operating
ly occupied by the Lawrence Box factory organization,although 1 of a Chamber of Commerce memtives of sportsmen’s organizations
Early Church Chimea
city, state and national offi- piete without the recognition of during the year just closed, there
Factory for office and warehouse only operating in Holland since last! bership to any merchant,profes- with
Pini_
......
, whole-hearted support of many is littledoubt but that the organiIn 1723, Christ church was built at a meeting held at Lansing, said
purposes.The Szekely Aircraft
0. our members who responded to zation will be able to accomplish
May,has made considerable
many^ rnent in thf> citt
In Ikmion. and in 1744 a chime of that under the Sunday hunting law
city. The weekly inCorporation built a one-story fire- the limit of its future expansion
various appeals to assist in our many more worth while activities
bells, produced in England, was as it stands today, hunting may lx*
proof, 30x80 foot building,also an can not he estimated at this time. traveler who would otherwise do formation secured by check up is
membership work. Tho steadv for this community and again the
stopped on Sunday through a referironsided two-story building43x100
A mushroom plant is the latest his buying or get necessary ser- helping greatly in reducing unem- growth of our membership is in officers and directors wish to ex- placed in tlie steeple. One Is in- endum vote in a particularcounty.
scribed;“We are the first ring of
feet as an assembly and manufac- addition to Holland’sindustries. vices elsewhere will plan to come ployment in the city.
part due to the co-operation re- press their appreciationto all those bell* cast for the British empire In There can be no question as to the
turing unit The Renu-Hete-PrufTwo buildingsconstructed of con- to Holland because of the informaceived from the membership as a who have contributed time and North America," and on another Is constitutionality of this, he said.
Publicity
Company, who acquired the assets crete blocks, 16x50x15 feet, tion received through the Chamwhole.
According to George R. Hogarth,
energy as well as money in making inKcribetl“AM Rudliall of Gloucesof the Leesbirg Manufacturingequipped with 3,000 square feet of ber’s Members Directory.Its value
Publicityis one of the essential
With the close of the fiscal yeah possible the achievementsof the ter cast 11* all. Anno 1744."
i director of conservation,
conservaCompany of Andover, Ohio, and mushroom beds, have been
corn- is enhanced because of the endorse- factors to be considered in the de- o. 1929 df the Holland Chamber of
........
tion officers are not charged with
who moved same to Holland have pleted and the first product will be] ment it receives coming from the velopment of any community.Com- < ommerce comes not only a wor- year just ended January, 1930.
the enforcement of this law, nor
This brief covers the scope of acjust completeda new addition to ready for the market within two 1 Chamber of Commerce organiza- munity advertisingis important in
thy pride in the achievements of tivities during the past 10
are thev charged with the enforceWaodaa
Clog*
their plant 95x108 feet. The Hart
j tion.
that other communities may he ap- the past year on the part of your This report is presented as a proof i Clog making Is still an lndustr> ment of the Horton trespass act.
A Cooley ManufacturingCompany The industry is located in the! Another inauguration was the prised of the importanceof this I Board of Directors, but also a
of the pudding in justifying the In Wales where the cloggera, bered
st completed a building pro- Dickema addition on W. 20th street ! membership meetings, which have citj. lour Chamber of Commerce P/eater feeling of responsibility
Ag» al tba Raclrita
existence of the organization! Itary craftsmen,work In the wood>
which added 120,000 sq. ft. and is an innovation in Western ] proven popular and instructive.
has attempted, through many ave- than ever before to meet the de- through support based upon merit. shiptng the alder blocks Into som*
The Rocky mountains are fairly
ore to its western plant at Hol- Michigan. Mr. Brusse estimatesj Members who have missed the nues to advertiseHolland.
mands of time and effort for the
This brief outline will, I believe, *e»bliiqyeof a shoe sole, ready fo.
new. Scientists know this because
land, Michigan, which now gives the output for the first year- will two membershipmeetings that were
During the past ten months 154 work of the coming year.
convince any fair minded person the Lancashire factory where il»
they are 10 steep. Old mountains
that plant 200,000 sq. ft. of floor be approximately10,000 pounds,j held respectivelyon Thursday, Oct. newspaper articles containipg
Through the active interest of a that any support or assistancegiv- finishing loucbes are added.
are more worn down and bare
space, all one story skylight con- The industry will be developed and 17, and Tuesday, Dec. 3, certainly many hundyds of inches were
large percentage of the members en the Chamber of Commerce has
lower forms. The, growth ot mounstruction.
enlarged.
missed a treat, and how! Both of published in local newspapers, for of our;, orgarf zation. it has been
been merited,and indicated that the
tain* (a slow. They ere not pushed
An active part is being taken by
The plant was launched by for- the speakers wefe of a very high which the Board of Directors,offi- possible to* fuccessfullvcomplete organization has striven at all
the community,but which arc im- up aqdfenly in some trend canyour Chamber of Commerce to im- mer Mayor Henry Brusse and his caliberand both brought messages cers, and members wish to express
many of the major projectsof our times to do for Holland those possibleof individual accomplish- clyzm. but rise a tew toebe* in LOOu
prove the Harbor for better trans- son, Julius Brusse, and the latter to Holland that will go down in his- their appreciation for such splenprogram work, all of which we be- things which are highly desired by ment

Prospect for Holland, C.
Secretary Reports
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THE HOEEAND CITY NEWS
overtime game at Hillsdale two
weeks ago. Now the Schoutenmen
will get another chance at the
Dales. The freshmen will meet
Dean Martin and his Saginaw Y.

HOPE COLLEGE

Ntw Music
Methods of teaching vocal
music in the seven grades,
junior high, and senior high

M. C. A. tossers in the preliminary.
Hope’s position in the conference
is just a trifle better than that of
will be the subject of a new
Hillsdale. But in order to stay
course to be offered by Miss
ahead, a victory must be registered
V. Esther Boughter, whose
The contest at the Hillsdalefield
Basketball fans have another house was one of the greatest ones
studio will be in Voorhees
rate treat in store for them this of the associationseason thus far.
Hall. The work will aid stuweek with the varsity and fresh- After Hope had taken an 18-7 lead
dents in attainingtheir music
man quintet*of the school defend- at half time, the home club came
degrees. The work will ining honors against the invading back to tie the margin at the end
clude treatment of child voice,
clubs at Carnegie gymnasium Fri- of the game. The five minute overday evening. Hope’s standing in time session netted the Orange and
rote singing, sight singing,
the M. I. A. A. is one victory and Blue men a one point margin.
treatment of monotones, voice
two setbacks. One of the defeats
We can trim Hillsdale if the
testing, chord singing, balwas administered at the hands of Proper support is given. Last week
ance, organization and conthe Hillsdalecollege outfit in an the players were inspired by the
pep of the crowd and fought every
duct of glee clubs. With the
minute. A win over a large school
advent of this course, the
like Albion is a feather in our cap.
Hope College School of MuIn order to stay in the race we must
sic receives another impetus.
win the game. It should be a
thriller from start to finish. Hillsdale has a star in Restifo, high
dents and those specializing in
scorer in the conference last seachemistry. Another subject, “Physison.
cal Chemistry Measurements,”
ac
Dean Martin, one of the greatest
companies the aforementioned
centers in the history of Hope, is
course and is required of students,
in a V positionat Saginaw. He has
specializingin chemistry. It may
built up a strong team to play the
be elected by premedic students
freshmen and this will Ik* one of
and while most of the medical,
the feature preliminaries of the
.schools do not require the course
year.
for entrance they do recommend it
highly.
In Dr. E. Dimnent’s classes there
of 1910
a
is now offered a course in “Economic History," which may later
the
develop into an extensive political
science course.
Professor 0. Thompson is again
Ucv. H K. I’asma.class of 1910,
teaching the course for juniorsand
and a Ph D., recently entered the
seniors which has been catalogued
ranks of American letters. The
under “Physiologyand Hygiene."
Stokes Publishing Co. of New York
This is an elementarystudy inCity are now advertising his book
tended for non-sciencestudents.
titled “Close Hauled." Alumni of
ReligiousCourses
Hope College will be interestedin
this venture of their fellow graduRev. Paul McLean now offers a
ate.
total of seven courses of a practical
The historyof Rev. Pasma's life, nature for those who desire furwhich leads to an explanation of ther training along religious lines.
the book, is an interestingtale. These courses include:“Principles
Born in Friesia in the Netherlands, of Religious Education,” “Curricuhe joined a ship’s crew at an early lum of Religious Education,”- “Hisage. Aboard the old Dutch wind- tory of Religious Idealism,""Psyjammer he saw service from the chology of Religion,"“Parish Adfrigid Artie to the balmy tropics. ministration,”“History of ReligiIn I'.tOo this ambitious lad was en- ous Education," “Church Office AdTJLRi: they come— the nucleus of an all-dcctric merrolled in the Hope College Preparministratidh,”an<j similar studies
chant marine. Yesterday, they were a dream. To day,
atory School. Dr. J. B. Nykerk enof an appealing nature. Many of
couraged his literary progress,with
they arc well over the horizon, linking the ports of the
these classes pursue the newer sem, the results that, we see today.
inary method of study, a feature
cast and west coasts with fortnightly service. The goal of

NEWS-

Grad
Book on

Registration Notice
FOR

Primary Election
Monday, March

TO THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF THE
CITY OF HOLLAND, STATE OF

Has

a

electricships thus enabltngweckly New York-Frisco sailings.

Even now, the three liners Cilifornij, Virginia, and
Pennsylvania,constitutethe largest tlect of turbine-elcctric
commercial ships in the world.
JOIK Cl IV THE CEKEKAL ELECTRIC
OCR, IIOADCAST EVERY I ATI' RDAY AT 9 f.M., E.S.T.ON A NATIONWIDE N.I.C. NETWORK

Besides propelling these ships, electricity hoists freight,
raises anchors, mans

pumps,

turns rudders, drives winches,

and warps the vesselsinto their benhs. It lights lamps,
spins fans, operates elevators, cools and cooks food. Its »
magic touch

is

apparent on every deck.

All electric equipment, above

and below deck,

is a

product

of General Electric.

GENERAL

The

trained men

ELECTRIC
OiN

planning,production,and distribution of such

equipment has been

who

who

largely the responsibility
of college-

arc working with Gcjfferal Electric and

have aided in bringing these ships over the horizon.

9V7UGC

E R A

L ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY. NEW YORK

WHOOPEE!

•

"Close Hauled" has
distinitiished introductionpenned by the

that has proven popular among

Hopeites.
recently
Additions to Regulars
mourned in death hy the world’s
leaders and common people. Rev.
The English Department under
I’asma is now serving his pastorate Dr. J. B. Nykerk now offers a study
in Rockville, Md.
of the poet "Browning" during the
second semester, followinga course
on "Tennyson" given the first semester. “Recent Literature” and

hand of Kdward Bok.

Notice is hereby given that in conformitywith the “Michigan Election Law,” I, the undersignedCity Clerk, will, upon any day, except
Sunday and a legal holiday,the day of any regular or special election or
primary election, receive for registrationthe name of any legal voter in
said City not already registeredwho may APPLY TO ME PERSONALLY
for such registration

-ONFebruary 8, and February 15
A.
from

M.

8 o’clock A.

ter finds the total of 539 students
at Hope College entering upon various schedulesof study with firm intentions of bettering their records
of the previous period' of enrollment. With the fever and worry of
exam week a thing of the past, the
regular routine of studies will soon
resume its customaryswing. There
are severalnew courses offered this
February which have not been on
the lists before, while other subjects are being replacedin the curriculum.
The new courses include a “Theoretical and Physical Chemistry’’
in Dr. G. Van Zyl’s department.
This is a three hour course, intended primarily for pre-medical stu-

WHOOPEE!

Look Here!

HILLSDALE
-VS-

being added, involvingthe offerings
of Dr. R. Gray and Dr. C. Sprague.
Miss Laura Boyd’s German classes in the third year will be afforded the privilegeof studying modern German novels,German short
stories,and German poetry. The
authors Schiller, Goethe, and Heine
will be discussed with the fourth
year students, with a generous
grammar review to equip the seniors for teaching and research
work.
The Latin courses in the third
year offer "Tacitus,"“Roman Comedy.” and "Elegiac Poetry," all under the instructionof Prof. A. E.

Timmer.

until 8 o’clock P. M. on each said

REVIEWING the REGISTRATION

HOPE VARSITY

Prof. E. Winter announces a reshaping of the “Education” course
in the form of a new study labeled
“AdolescentPsychology." Rev.
Paul Hinkamp’s junior Bible course,
is now headed "A History of the!

for the purpose

ing such resident, tc vote at the next election, shall be entered in the registration hook.

Sec. 10— Registering of Electors: Regular Session of 1925 — Any absent voter, as defined in this act, whose name is not registered and who
shall claim the right to vote by absent voter’s ballot at any election or
primary election, may at the time of making applicationfor absent voter’s
ballot, present to the City Clerk an affidavit for registrationwhich shall
be in substantiallythe following form:

AFFIDAVIT FOR REGISTRATION
STATE OF MICHIGAN

I

.

of

]

loo

.......................................
[

class leads the
school in enrollment, there being
117 yearlingsupon the campus. The
juniorsfollow with 113; the seniors
total 97, while the sophomores number 90. The preparatory school has
a total of 45 enrolled.

knowledge and

Hebrews.”
In addition to the above mentioned Latin courses,the four year
I^atinites will study “Martial’sEpi-

grams."

.

Hope College’s most illustrious
alumnus, whose name fills the local
papers every week, has himself
penned a plea to Dr. J. B. Nykerk
for college news. The Minister to
the Netherlands from America, Mr.
G. J. Diekema, flattered the campus
recently when he mentioned the
fact in a letter that he would like
to have some of the latest news
about the college. As a result the
"Anchor"staff, glad of an opportunity to serve the school’sdistant
alumnus,will send him weekly a
copy of the paper, hoping that this
medium may fill his desires for
news.
Mr. Diekema recentlywas given
one of W. H. Singer’s canvases,
"God’s Promise," as a token of the
Dutch people’s appreciationof his
country’s attentions to them. Mr
Diekema has been busy speaking at
Amsterdam, The Hague, and other
points of note in connection with
public end diplomatic duties.

Gardening, thinks on observer In
the Woman’s Home Companion, if
persisted In lends the devotee
eventuallyaway from the hectic regions of getting onto tin* serene
levels of giving and sometimes on
Up to tin* height'- of lo\ Ing.

Fine Building Lot

Preliminary

Between Hope Frosh and

Registration by Affidavit

................ being duly sworn, depose and say
and duly qualified elector of the .............................................
Precinct of the City »f ......................in the county of, ........................
and State of Michigan ; that my postoffice address is No ...................................
street .........
or R. F. D. No ............ ......... P. O .............................. ; tnat
I am not now registeredas an elector therein and that I am voting by absent
voter’s ballot at the election (or primary election) to be held upon the
•••• ............. day of ....................
, the application for which
ballot accompaniesthis application;that I make this affidavit for the purpose of procuring my registrationas an elector in accordancewith the
statute; that I make the following statementsin compliance wdth the
Michigan Election Law:
..........................
; Race ................................. ;
Date of naturalization .................................
I further swear or affirm that the answers given to the questions concerning my qualificationsas an elector are true and correct to the best of my

!

that

I

.

am

a citizen

....

......

....

192

Age
Birthplace

My

belief.

Taken, subscribed and sworn to before me this ............................................
Commission expires .................... 19 .........
.....

day

Dean Martin’s team of Saginaw

60

foot frontage.

mile from heart

One

Country taxes. Gas
Ligl t to front of

ity.

PRICE $675.

CARNEGIE HALL

.........

Xotari/ Public in and for said Countij, State of Michigan.
(

Note — If this acknowledgement is taken outside of the State, the
ertilicate of the Court that the person taking the acknowledgement is a

notary must be attached.

Registration of Absentee by
Sec. 9— Part II— Chap.

Oath

III.

II any person whose name is not registeredshall offer
right to vote at any election or primary election, and shall,

and claim the

UNDER OATH

state that he or she is a resident of such precinct and has resided in the
( ITY TWENTY DAY'S next preceding such election or primary election,
designating particularlythe place of his or her residence and that he 01
she possesses the other qualificationsof an elector under the constitution;
and that owing to the sickness or bodily infirmity of himself or herself or
some member of his or her family, or owing to his or her absence fYom
the CITY on public business or his or her own business,and without intent
to avoid or delay his or her registration,he or she was unable to make
applicationfor registrationon the last day provided by law for the registering of electors preceding such election or primary election, then the
the name of such person shall be registered,and he or she shall then be
permitted to vote at such election or primary election. If such applicant
shall in said manner, willfully make any false statement, he or she shall
be deemed guilty of perjury, and upon conviction, be subject to the pains
and penaltiesthereof.

Provision in Case of

Removal to Another

of city.

lot. Property has restrictions and located
in a growing commun-

royal welcome.

19

.......................................................................

FOR SALE

and

Hope’s former student coach

of

Signed

Precinct

Lot has beautiful trees

-

day

and

at the time of registration, and entitled under the constitution,if remain-

County

Heights of Loving

FRIDAY

1930

REGISTERING such of the
qualified electors in said CITY as SHALL PROPERLY apply therefor.
The name of no person but an ACTUAL RESIDENT of the precinct

of

“The Modern Novel" and “19th
The start of the second semes- Century English Prose" are also

Enrollment Total

Let’s all give

D.

New Courses

The freshman

A Good

MICHIGAN

Market

Over the Horizon

the Panama Pacific Line is to build three more turbine-

A.D. 1930

3,

Easy Terms

Enquire—
Cyrus Vande Luyster,

Sec. 11— Part II— Chap. III.

...

(Iualifici1voter

ELECTION PRECINCT

who has

REMOVED

from

ONE

of a CITY to another,election precinct of the
same CITY' shall have the right, on any day previous to election, or primary electionday, on applicationto City Clerk, to have his or her name
transferred from the registrationbook of the precinct from which he or
she AS RE M 0 V ED to the registrationbook of the precinct in which he
or she THEN RESIDES. Such elector shall have the right to have such
transfer made on any ELECTION, or Primary election day by obtaining
from the board of inspectors of such election or primary election of the
TDA xTct^n"1 wJhich he .or she HAS REMOVED a CERTIFICATE OR
the 8aid certificateto the BOARD OF ELEC-

THEN RESIDE?^^ °F THE PRECINCT IN WHICH HE OR SHE

R. 10, or News Office
2 Ins.

H.

C.

N.— Feb.

6-13

°SCAR PETERS0N-
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Our Floors Must be Cleared

Scout Chief

Western Paper

|

Unsullied

Tenders His
Resignation

Phonograph Clearance Sale

Number 6

I

J. GEIGER. OTTAWAALLEGAN SECRETARY, TAKES
JOB IN INDIANA

THE HEIN TE ROLLER KIN
GATHER FOR WEDDING
JUBILEE
A letter that had been mislaid,
sent by Mr. John Prakken, with
the Bush and Lane Piano company,
at Seattle., Wash., fives an account
relatingto Mr. and Mrs. Hein Te
Roller, who left Holland many
years ago for the west. Mr. Te
Roller for a time prospected for
gold in Alaska during the “gold
rush,” but removed to Seattle

At a meeting of the directorsof

the OtUwa-Allegan Executive

'

Council of Boy Scouts, Francis J. I
Geiger, executive secretary, tend-1
ered his resignation and Peter
Norg, field executive of the FruitWit Aren Council near Kalamazoo,
wtA electedto take his place. Mr.
Geiger will be released about Feb.
15 when the new man will come
into the work.
Mr. Geiger, who has been the)
executive of the Ottawa-Alleg«n
council for the past four years,
leaves to take up similar work at
Elkhart, Ind., for the Elkhart
Council. The field is a much larger
one including Elkhart, a city of
30.000, Goshen, 11,000 and Warsaw.'
7.000. It has not been developed
to any extent and Mr. Geiger anticipates a strenuous campaign
'ahead of him, he said.
1 Mr. Norg has been in the Kalamazoo field for the past three'
years. He is a graduate of Kalamazoo College and has come up
through the ranks of Boy Scout!
work in which he has been interested since a young boy. He is 27
years old and is married. He will
come to Holland to make his home
sometime in June as Mrs. Norg Is
teaching in the Kalamazoo schools.
While attending college Mr. Norg
carried on Scout work intensively.
His experience fits him well for
the task of carrying on the work

Stock

,

\

f

One Group of

Beautiful

Cabinet Model Phono-

11
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Anyw ay the Te Rollerscelebrated their golden wedding anniversary on Christmas eve and the Seattle Post-Intelligencer,besides
printingthe pictures of the couple
also prints tne following:
“With their six children and

;

t

rn

i=

again.

;

graphs, slightly used, going at only

twenty

grand -children grouped
around them. Mr. and Mrs. Hein
Te Roller will hold a golden wed-

|

H

Former

Local Couple

FRANCIS

of This

Tells of

ding anniversary receptiontonight
at Pilgrim Congregational chore:
that promisesto rank as one o:
oh>
Seattle's biggest Christmas Eve affairs. Married in Michigan in
1879, the Te Rollers came to Seattle in 1889. As a contractor,Te
Roller was the first builderto use
Douglas fir for interior finish. He
Joined the Klondike rush in 1897
and was manager of two of the
large commercialfirms operating
in the Yukon gold fields, in addition to being United States vice
consul at Dawson. He now handles
building supplies in Seattle.
“The six children of the couple
are: Mrs. Frank C. Jackson, D.
Rae Te Roller and Mrs. Homer T.
here.
Bovee, all of Seattle;Mrs. William
Hr. Geiger came to Holland four |
W. Manning and Mn. John Brown
years ago to establishthe
l-lovmi
Manning of California,who marHOLLAND
RUSKS
ON
Allegan Area. It then had 100
rtHU I Id v £11
ried brothers,and Mrs. Ernest E.
LEAGUE THRONE
bers. Now there are 560 and when
Kingsley of Everett.
the eight new troops, that are be“Mr. Te Roller is seventy-sixand
ing formed are completed,the
Mre. Te Roller sixty-nine.”
number will be increased to 600
When Mr. Te Roller was still in
j ball league even though the
It is estimated the work has reach
Holland, he was a contractor and
ed to 1.500 boys.
builder but went west early to
POWER
TO ' f1'1! a. Wfek to ^:.The Ru"ks POULTRY NOW GREATER
Mr. Geiger has made a wonderPAY SI. 100.000 EOR
I ead
tT8
PLACED ABOVE OTHER FARM make a fortune.His father was a
tag* of .888 and one defeat in
PRODUCTS
ful executive. He has displayedrare
merchant tailor until his death,
tact in handling so manv boys. His I
Will Grand Haven *11 its light ^lMhe8'?hliit interest now
with a store on the site now occuclean personality could not help and power plant now municipally! n ReC0pd P,afp. for whi(h the ()t- ,Iens on American farm* in 1929 pied by the First Reformedchurch.
but radiate to and be reflectedin owned
PooP JBank and
produced egg» at the rate of 45,600 Two sisters are still living on East
! Brooks are tied with a percentage
minule( United
states statistics
the young men in his charge.
For some time our neighbor
.
,
------ -------------- Tenth street,namely the Miases
— obeen "up against" a real light and •,;!>’ cof
,nR credited hj,0W( while poultryas a whole cre- Hannah and Mary, also a brother,
FORMER HOLLAND MAN
"'e vlc^orles in nine starts. nted a net income of more than Derk Te Roller,Eaat Fourteenth
power problem. It appears that the
REPAIRING GRAND
$1,181,000,000for the owners of street
demand for power and light was
TRUNK CARFERRY SLIPS much greater than the plant could
The Holland City News in ita
the nation. Thin places poultry well
MAKING CRADLES AND
above wheat, oats, fruit, potatoes, 60 years ago column printed the
t furnishand a large expenditure of
•TfHlT-TOOT-C^RS^ and a lorfg list of other farm prod- following item three weeks ago:
Repairs of permanent type are money for expansion is necessary
Ql ITE A COMBINATION ucts
u money-makers for "Mr. Hein Te Roller waa margoing on at the Grand Trunk car- to take care of these new customfeny slip as 6,000 piles are being ers. The officialshave been sparing
ried on Tuesday last to Miss Andriven by Jake W. Van Anrooy to with this problem for the last
kindergarteners in Longfel- (irowing realization of the profits nie Augustine of Saugatuck."
low s^hoo arc very much inter- lo ^ mde
attention
face the carferry slip which has or
done service for the past 20 years
It seems now that the Consumers| \ f'ted in,a ,5® lrain th*‘y
to the farm flock is responsiblefor HOPE'S DEFENSE BEATS
and which are badly in need of re- Power company is offering relief i inK ou\ °‘ Orange crates and a the increasedinterest the farmer is
ALBION IN CLOSE GAME
pair.
by offeringto buy the plant which
J)11” k' ^. Many snuiller trains now taking in the old hen-coop,
the
communir»rd board ...
are also
being made
rh|ckens were left to “the
The piles are being driven in is brut
bpst explained
explained in
......
.
.........
,.
Displaying clever floorwork and
clumps, rather than in a straight cation sent the mayor and com- . b> the boys while the girls are in- vvomen-folk" by the farmer, who excellent defensive play, Hope colfrom ®ai*
oat- felt
f(1|t that
t^at poultry
noultrv was
was a
a “nir
“pin-mon- lege's basketballteam defeated Allino, as was formerly done, which mon council of Grand Haven j w*rpfU?d 'b cradles made
,,u< ir,om
| meal boxes. Surely a contrasting ey<* propo8jtion.Now, with
is considered to be a more expen- which
farm bion's court representatives,
24-21,
January' 30, 1930. i diversionin commercial
al and domes
jn the "big money" class, in a game Friday night The acore
sive but more permanent method,
artthan that of the previous construe- The Honorable Mayor and
the head of the house is hegining was 16 to 10, Hope, at the hslf.
Council of the City of Grand
tion. The Grand Haven firm, now
to take upon himself a large share Spoelstra waa the Hope offenaive
Haven.
HOLLAND GIRL IN M. S. C.
of the work necessary to success- star with seven markers, while
headed by Mr. Van Anrooy, a former Holland man, has been working Gentlemen:
GLEE CLUB
ful poultry raising.
Becker trailed him with four points.
It has been called to our attenThis greatly awakened interest Huff
_____ was
____
______
for the past severaldays, but proghigh
scorer ___
for __
Albion
ress is impeded frequentlywhen the tion that then* is much sentiment
Miss Eloise Avery of Holland has in poultry as u major farm prod- vrith 12, while
Gray nsiuirc
shone vjdVTau?”
defi
vtussu
in Grand Haven, favoring the sale been chosen by W. I). Judd of Fos- uct has resulted in constant im- ‘
‘
big ferry boats come in.
ively.
Hope fresh conquered the Alof the municipal plant and distri- toria, ()., director of the annual provement of farm flocks during bion fresh outfit,20 to 16.
bution
system.
We
desire
to
subthe
past
few
years,
particularly
Michigan State College Union ReMiss Jeannette Fisher of Grand
Havyn, a student at Ferris Institute mit to you the following offer for vue for a positionon the women’s since lending hatcheries of the HOLLAND COURT FIVES
chorus for this year's production, country banded together under the
it Big Rapids, spent the week-end the same:
HAVE ALL-WIN WEEK
1. Wo will pay the city $1,200,- th,. prince."Members
at the home of Mr. anil Mrs. Frank
be of the slogan “Hatchery chicks for great000
for
the
plant
and
distribution
choruses,
together
with
other
memtr
profits"
to
pledge
improved
Lievense.
Holland court teams had an ensystem and accept a franchiseforlbera of the cast, are rehearsing stock to farmers.
joyable week of basketball.Friday
The Social Progress club met
farm fi<!r£ sure-profit
re^rvM Li
Tuesday evening at the home of riding for the state-wide rates of iJ^lft,
manv farmers have failed j
to » i
U'®.,M.0!ana
Dr. A. Leenhouts, at which time the Consumers Power
as College Vio-M
Night. Th,.
The r»vi.»
Revue is to H,un>'1
only quintet receiving a defeat
importance "fgood stock
Superintendent of Schools E. E. which are considerably lower than Ik* given at the Gladmer theater, Ii«,1
and of improved methods in on- Hope varsity defeated Albion, the
Fell gave a very interestingpaper. the rates charged in the city at
the present time; or
______ 0
taining best results from their freshmen took in hand the Methodist yearlings,Holland High
2. We will pay the city $1,400,..........
....... and
. .........
..... ..... Warren B. Delnplain of Los
jh,, old-fashionedhen-coop is no downed Kazoo Central, Christian
000
for the plant
distribution
system and accept n franchisefor 87,'' u v Jiren „
v,sl^m^ longer satisfactory.New-type varsity won from Zeeland. Christhe
term
authorized by
bv
law, propro- ! Kdw,‘,d :ind Kdna
broodi:and' ‘
*
brooding
laying houses,
aani- tian reserves and the girls also
In
viding for the present rates now
,, ,r .
tation, and scientific management, trimmed the Zeelanders.
charged by the city.
Mr' 0.‘Zrit:Sr?<‘ae!'.°“d'„ are replacing the obi hit-or-miss
The Star of Bethlehem No. 40,
As an evidence of good faith, we school commissioner, was in Grand methods.
are enclosing our certified check Haven on business Monday.
Increased egg production is the O.E.S., wil give a St. Valentine’s
0
IS BOUND OVER HOWEVER ON for $250,000,with the understandfirst step to greater profits from day party at the Masonic temple,
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Boeve have the poultry flock. Hens must lay Friday evening, Feb. 14th.
RUM SELLING CHARGE
ing that if either of these proposi
lions is accepted,it will be applied returned ^from a week's trip to from 140 to 170 eggs per year to
The examinationof Mrs. Matt on the purchase price, and if not Texas and old Mexico.
return a good profit to their own- SPRING LAKE VOTED "
Krompotisch, Grand Haven town- accepted,the check will !>»• returned
DOWN SCHOOL
ers, while the average for Ameriship, charged with sale of intox- in thirty days.
th<- people of Grand Haven which can farms is only 70 eggs per hen
SHORT OF ROOM
icating liquors, was heard this
of the two proposals will prove per year. Replacement of low-grade
Yours verv truly,
morning before Judge C. E. Burr,
CONSUMERS POWER CO. most advantageous. But it does not stock, and improved methods of Followingan inspectioiL of the
Grind Haven, after which she was By: C. W. Tippy,
seem out of place to explain now caring for hens, offer the quickest
Spring Lake schools by R. H. Vanbound over to Circuit Court on
Vice President and Goneral that th*- standard rates we offer lwo methods of securing best re denBelt, a member of the depaxtbonds of $500.
Grand Haven in connection with suits from the poultry flock, poulManager.
ment of Public Instructionon Jan.
Mrs. Krompotisch took the stand
District Manager William M. the purchase price of $1,200,000 t,-y experts advise.
8, Supt, E. J. Holmes received a
in her own behalf, denying firmly Lewis of the Power company sta- for the plant, are exactly the
0
report in which the principal’s
that she had sold any liquor to ted that these proposals are sub- as charged in Muskegon, Grand HOLLAND MAN NEARLY
Jefferson More, who testified that mitted to the Mayor and Common Rapids, Kalamazoo,Battle
WINS A STATE MEET recommendation was for expanhe had purchaseda half pint of • Council to quiet for all time the Jackson, Owysso. Saginaw. Flint, A ful, dde„Uon of represenU- sion to rgre for the apparently inmoonshinewhiskey. Mrs. Krompo* , question among so many Grand Bontiac and 254 other communities Uv<.8 of thp Jttawa County Board creasing enrollment
The inspectoradvises the school
in Michigan.
ti sc h testified that a man came to I Haven citizensas to whether the
of Supervisors attended the state board and community to give seriher door the night of Jan. 17 and I company really is prepared to buy
“It doe* not *cm sinjfamt. :u
,
WMk „„d
asked for a drink. She said, "no and will pay a ______________
substantia! ,price from thc_ point of view of the poo“art |„ thn din- ous attentionto this problem for
airee" and shut the door in his for the plant. “As I understand
understand plp °f GGrand Haven, that this lu0K. " relativeto the proposed more adequate housing. He found
the equipment and teaching, and
face. She claimed two witnesses it, this certified check for $260,000 ' company is preparedto pay $1,- cuasion
_ ___
distribution of state
the attitude of the student body
were there to substantiate her alone, given as an evidence of our! 100,000 for the plant if it may re- ,
/ ...1 ' . n.i ;n e..,„.raitax
statement.
good faith and to be applied on ! tain the presentcity rates and only K,h. a • whi. h were th^ main top- very fine. The instructionalmaown standard mat,t.' rs. w T
JeffersonMore testified to going the purchase price, represents a $1,200,000 if its own
J
J,. terial, such as supplementary readic.s discussed. Edward Van denBerg,
ing, etc., which are provided for
to the Krompotischhouse on two sum equal to approximatelyone- Hites are authorized.It
chairman of
Ottawa County
occasionsand on the night of Jan. half the total bonded indebtedness course, that the local rXT'ur,.
raven an
. the
______
«^|^ga the teachers, was given special
17 got the liquor at the back door.
mention.
four
He drove to within a quarter of a
A report to the district clerk b
mile of the house with Leo Langthe county superintendent,G.
thorne, state police, who waited
Groenewoud,also suggests that a
new school should be built if the
the Sheriff Steketee’s office. Theiments such as. for instance, the
was keen.
district can afford it
* moon was exhibited a.s evidence, sewage disposal project. If the $].- Mayor Bruno Peter, in comment
„ .. .TT
.
A bond issue for $110,000 for
Marvin Den Herder, under sher- ; 400,000 price is agreed to there will ing on the $1,400,000offer
(* ,• '
the constructionof a new unit to
iff, told the judge that the day , be a cash balance over and above 1 today by the ConsumersPower submitted to an ,,l”'ra['<'n
be joined to the old buildingswaa
following the raid he and another all bonded indebtednessof $882,750. Company for the Grand Haven Holland hosp'tal Mon la> and
proposed by the Board of Educaofficer searched the
and Invested on a six per cent basis,, liffht plant, stated that this con much Improved.
*Ur, home
Ur,„ .....
tion a year ago in November. It
found a 20 gallon still, a quantity this cash balance would give the firmed his opinion on the value of
was turned down by the village by
of mash and several bottles of city an annual reum in interest of the local utility. He did say, howa small majority.
beer, which were confiscatedby th'* more than $62,000, plus the fact rvcr, that Grand Haven citizens favorite Bible Passages
The plans for the new uint proofficers.
that the city will be relieved of the rhould give the matter of selling
rid ed for a building of ten rooms,
of
The plaintiff was assistedin her natural hazards of a business of considerablethought and not pass
with an auditorium.The old build' story by a daughter, who acted as
this
any snap judgments. He expressed
Duncan U. Fletcher
ing would be used for classesand
an interpreterand Charles PrahIn commenting on the proposals, himself as not caring to make any
U. H. Senator from Florida.
a gymnasium and eventuallywould
rin, who said he was at the house Mr. Lewis stated that there is further statement regardingthe
The Sermon on
be disposed of after the new buildthe night the alleged sale was much more than the actual mone- propositionuntil he had analyzed
the Mount. —Mat- ing was entirelycompleted.
made.
tary element to be considered.Con- it.
thew r», 6, 7.
To accommodatethe growing enThis is the third time the Krom- nected with the Consumers Power' Peter Van Zylen, father of the
rollment the basement of one of
potisch family have come into company state-widegenerating and Iwal plant as it was initiatedin
What doth the
the churches has been utilised.
court for the sale of liquor. Matt transmissionsystem, the city would . 1915 was greaUy elated over the
Lord require of
This make-shift plan will not be
Krompotisch, the husband, is now have, subject to its demand’ at any offer of the Consumers peop le.
thee, but to do
looked upon with favor long by
serving his second term at Ionia ; time, an unlimited supply of elec- 1 "See what the fifty cent baby h
Justly and to love
the state authoritiesand undoubtfor the same offense.At the raid trical r
•. There would be no 'developed into during the past 15
mercy, and to walk humbly
edly the building proposition frill
made early in the fall a large need L»r Gu* delay of making years," he said. “This is too big a
with thy God?— Mlcoh 6:8.
be brought up again, one of the
quantity of beer, wine and “moon" ' engineering investigations, submit- question for laymen to decide. It
board members declared today.
was found bv the officers.
ting bond issues to the electors is a question of engineering and
Giving Peter's message to
Peter Molencamp, charged with and proceeding with contracts and bargaining with
corporation
Cornelius :
HORSES
the same offense, was represented constructionwork in the event of . which deals in cold facts and figOf a truth I perceive that
j by Attorney Dan F. Pagelson, who
a sudden demand for a large in- ures. While the offer is a handGod is no respecter of persons ;
. asked the court to continue the crease in power requirements to some one, there is much to conWe will have a carload, of good
but ha^everF nation he that
farm horses on Thursday,
•day, F«
Feb. 6.
| case for lack of material witnesses. serve a new industry which might
sider. If a $30,000 investment can
fearetlT Hltn. and worketh
at the farm of John C. tie Jongh.
Judge C. E. Burr, after conferring express a desire to locate here, or multiply itself nearly 50 times in
righteousness, is accepted with
with the nrt
one mile ye*t of Zeeland.
rosecutor,Clarence Lok- for any other
15 years, then take careful stock
Him.— Acts 10:34-35.
Bouwa
Jonjh
to allow this privilege
“It is not my intention nor my of it before it ifi let go," he con(Compiled ly the Bible Guild.)
and the
theowe waa act Ux this week, desire to urge upon the Council or eluded.
* Phone 7237F22
and
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Genuine Victor Victrolas. Rentals and Floor Models

$6.50 $8.50 $11.50
Come

in Early

and up

Ottawamem-

and Make Your Choice!

Our U.S. “Biddy”

NOW

Produces 45,000

Million
season _

Light Plant

Worth

?

Eggs Per Minute

CROWD WANTS

Music House
17
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j

j

Holland, Michigan
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follows:

THE February Furniture Sale provides unusual opportunities for

ef-

fective savings on quality furniture! Every room of the home is represented by choice values! It will pay you to attend this greatest of all
sties. Buy on deferred payments if you wish.

vssm

YOtUXC; FOLKS!
Be sure and see our Four

Room

Outfit lor

$395.00
Look here! This

is

'^breTyT^^^
Company,
u

_

Lansing

what you get:

§ Woman Defends

A 3 Piece Living Room Suite ^
A 9x12 Axminster

,

Herself

1

.

^

Anu
___ B°yd___

77°

T

-

,

A 9 Piece Walnut Dining

‘

.

same

Suite

-

----

Creek,

,
^
,
A •

A 9x12 Congoleum Rug

'

A Buffet Mirror
A 3 Piece Bedroom Suite

A Bed, Dresser

_

,

,

"

lbs.

made Rua*.el,l

A

Pair of Pillows

A

5 Piece Porcelain

i

,

X

lIliiiisMl
ten." lliiii
„

Coil Springs

A Cotton Mattress, 50

Drop

Leaf Breakfast Set

-

character."

Just think of

producers
rea-

NOW

A Bridge Lamp

A Chest.

.

--

An End Table

M

,

County Court

Rug

An Occasional Table

Room

domes-

City

all this for

$395.00
greatest outfit for young folks beginning in life ever offered
for the money. Be sure and see this before buying. FREE STORAGE
UNTIL GOODS ARE NEEDED. We invite you to compare quality with
anything you have already
Call 5504 for apprintmentevenings.
It is the

.

“V-

-

,

—

seen.

a

Van Den Berg Bros. & Ter Beek

Bros.
MICHIGAN

HOLLAND,
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Event Which
All Holland Will

Remember.

Miss Nellie Zee, daughter of Mr.
Holland
route 8, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
SUinkamp. at Raritan, 111.

and Mrs. Paul Zee of

COME EARLY! I

Miss Marian Biddlecome spent
home in Grand

the week-end at her

Women!

Rapids.

A. E. Vanderwall, of the

Montgomery Ward

An

C. Dc Witt, a student at Western
Theological seminary, has received
a call from a church at New Era.

local

Store Hours: 8:30

a.

m.

- 5:30 p.

m;

Here’s a Real Opportunity to

license bureau, attended a convention, of insurance
at Fort

men

Buy Your

Co.

&

Holland, Mich.

25-27 East 8th St.

Sat. 8:30-9:30

i

J
Coat I

Now For

Next I
Winter and Save

Phone 2828 I Half.

Buy a Winter Coat

at Half

Price and

Save as Much as You Spend!

Wayne. Ind.
Carl Hansen of Lansing spent the
week-end with his parents.Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Hansen on the north
side.

George Muyskens, a student at
the Western theological seminary
has accepted a call extended by a
church at Oskaloosa, Iowa.

$10,000 Coat Stock

Miss Esther Prakken of Unsing
spent the week-end with her mother, Mrs. Ella Kardux.
Harold Aldrich, who has been employed in the city for some time,
has left for his home at New Britain, Conn.
Miss Louise Kieft of Grand Haven, a student at Hope college, who
returned to school a few weeks ago
after a serious operation, was taken

Muskegon hospital

to the

last

rTHOUSANDS

1

of people were in our Ready*to-\Vear Dept. Saturday and

Montgomery Ward Service which you

Event which

is

have from now on. Hundreds

planned for Friday and Saturday will be the talk

you. Buy your Coat now

week

Friday.

will

for next winter

and pay

we wish

of all thrifty

half and save as

at One-half Price

to apoligize to our

of

many friends for not being able to

women were very

women. We

will offc r

cfler

enthusiastic about our values in Coats and

uu

a h lection ot Coals

uhieh only a

them regular
Dresses. This

larte city cculel offer

EXTRA SALES LADIES TO WAIT ON YOU. PHONE YOUR

much as you spend.

FRIENDS. COME EARLY!

Mrs. B. F. Dalman spent the
week-end in Benton Harbor with
her daughterand son-in-law.Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Veldheer spent

Entire Stock in Four Great Price Groups

the week-end in Detroit.

Gerrit Arens has returned from
Dalhort, Texas, where he was on
business for a few days.

95

A course in geographyhas been
added to the studies at Christian
High school, startingwith this semester.

Bom

to Mr. and Mrs. Harry M.
of Allegan, at the Holland
hospital on January 26th. a son.
James Marvin; to Mr. and Mrs. J.
Westerhof, a daughter.

Thomsan

Values
to

0

The Misses Paula Stoerk. Helen
Eberhardt and Louis Henrekson

14.95

spent the week-end visiting friend?
in Wilmette, 111.
John Kooiker of the Scott-Lugers

Lumber company was a business
visitor in Shreveport,

IF

U.

YOU ARE HARD TO

FIT

COME TO THIS SALE WE HAVE YOUR SIZE

The H.O.H. society will hold a
regular meeting tonight,Friday.
Miss Hazel De Meyer spent the
week-endat the home of her parents in Kalamazoo.
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold Mulder

95

spent a few’ days in Holland visiting friends and relatives.

Values

Gerrit Veurink. rural mail carrier, received only slight scratches
last week Thursday when he drove

^

his car into a snowbank to avoid
hitting another car on a road north
of Holland. The car was turned
bottom side up, and after removing

broken glass the mail

39 75

carrier

PLENTY LARGE SIZES, COAT SIZES

crawled out of the machine, which
was soon rightedby farmers. After
re-sorting the mail he continued his

14 to 52

trip.

The following seventh grade pupils of Christian High school have
rocaived Jones’ Spelling Certificates for a high average in their
work: Henrietta Bredeweg. 99;

Geneva Knoll, 99; Elvira L. Boersma, 99; Evelyn Rotman. 98; Roger
Heyns, 97; Lois Boer, 96; Stanley
Hamburg. 95; Dick Bouma, 97; and
Clarence Van Wieren, 93.
Engbertus A. Vander Veen, a
former resident of Holland, died
last week Wednesday at his home
at Redondo Beach. Calif., after a
lingeringillness.Mr. Vander Veen
was well known in Holland and was
a former resident of not only this
city but Grand Rapids. He moved
to California severalyears ago. The
body was brought to Holland where
funeral serviceswere held Monday
afternoon at 1:30 o’clock from the
old family home at 77 West 9th
street, with Rev. Thomas W. Davidson, pastor of Hope church, officiating. The deceased is survived bytwo sisters, Mrs. Anna G. Van Zanten of Holland, and Miss Cornelia
J. Vander Veen of Redondo Beach,
Calif., and one brother,John Vander Veen of Holland.

IMPROVE

Men

Overcoats

s Suits
-AT

-ATJ

and

1

Values to 19.50

FARM
MARKET ROADS

Unheard of

Good roads have reduced the
average automobile operating cost
from 10 cents a mile to six and
one-halfcents in the last five
years, according to an authoritative report. Savings are effected in
gasolineand wear and tear on tire®
and machinery. As well, the good
road provides greater comfort and
safety*
It has long been observed that
good roads pay for themselves
many times over. They are not an
expense, but a dividend-returning
investment.
Wider trunk roads and waterproof surfaces on thousands of
miles of secondary or farm market
roads is of main importance today
in any well balanced road building

values, Suits at

Values to 20.50.

Values up to $29.50
Come and look

at

New

New

Models and Fabrics.
Spring Suits

19.50 to 29.50

some Real Values

GRID

FREE!

1

DEMONSTRATION- INSTALLATION

program.

and Service

EAST SAUGATUCK
Mrs. John Nyhoff, 56 years old,
died last week Thursday afternoon
at her home in East Saugatuckafter a lingering illness. She is survived by her husband and four chil
dren, Joe H. Nyhof of Holland,
John H. Nyhof at home. Mrs. Bessie Fokkert of Fillmore and Mrs.
Jennie Bonselar of Holland,also by
two brothers, Henry 'and Tony
Prins of East Saugatuck.
Funeral serviceswere held Monday afternoon at 12:30 o’clock at
the home and at Ito’doek from the
East Saugatuck Christian Reformed church, Rev. H. M. Van Der
Ploeg officiating. Interment took
place in the East Saugatuck cemetery.
,

-

o

-

—

At the annual election of officers
of the Fruit Growers’ State bank,
the following were chosen: President, W. R. Takken; vice-president.
s-pr
Fred Wade; cashier,L. R. Brady;;
teller, H. R. Till. The board of
rectors is Ira Koning, Leon Shepherd. R. J. Walker. W. R. Takken
and Fred Wade. After a successful
year's business the stockholdersof
the American Twisting company of
at the annual meeting elected the
following officers: President,Capt.
W. P. Wilson; vice-president, Ward
Rtyd; secretary. W. J. Wilson;
treasurer, C. N. Redebaugh. The
officers with Marc Reed comprise
the directorate.;

- -

O-

is

no addition to Airline's cost for in-

home.

Select the set

you

pre-

fer and

our radio expert installs it where you

want

without charge.

it

At the

Lowest

Price

TTERE

IS A RADIO VALUE that packs more entertainment
JlI buying power into $2 weekly than you’ve believed $10

could possess!
This 1930 Airline^ brings you 9'tube power that reaches half
continent away for good programs. Its Screen Grid detection
brings you in tones undistorted and true, the softest soprano
note and the blaring crescendo of the most stirring overture. Its
selectivity gets you the station you want and shuts out every-

a

SAUGATUCK

•

There

stallation in your

-

thing else on the air.

*

ANY RADIO AT ANY PRICE . HEAR,
SEE AND COMPARE THE AIRLINE! ITS THE
GREATEST VALUE ON THE MARKET TODAY!

Before you buy

Now

Only

.

.

LESS
TUBES

GOOD BUILDING LOT FOR
BALE— Van Raalte Avc,

Nm

Office.

Inquire

S
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ALLEGAN COUNTY WILL

Paul

M

I
Allegan

crops department of Michigan State college will
HE OF
tJJ meetings in
w,n have
hlve charge
fhar,rc
of these meetings. Feb. 12 and 13
county on Tuesday,Feb. 11. One
are the dates set for this county.
small fruit mooting, will bo | »>«
,“l 2!m |!.mP und Tmo Following is the schedule of meot-

INTEREST:

Two

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

rinhst from Michigan State College.

tngs:

CrUp garngo

I

] tal.

noon

”'

^
'

5?tdh Mr^Don^ojtmtno^Michigan

12264-Exp.Peb. 16
STATE OF MICHIGAN— Tla Mate

Saturday at the CutlervillehosniThe deceased is survived by his
The BeechwoodJunior High baa- wife and six children. Funeral aerketball team was defeated when] vices were held Wednesday after.....
..
they played against a pick-up team noon at 12:30
from
the home at
from the tenth grade of Holland East Saugatuckand at one o’clock
Christian High school last week from the East Saugatuck Christian
Thursday afternoon.The score was Reformed Church, Rev. H. Vander
18-6. Several other games were also Ploeg officiating.

attend.

have been arranged for Allegan
Harmer. muck spe- county and Mr. George Wenner of

erg and nil are urged to

FRUIT MEETINGS IN

*C-

beechwood

in Hamilton at

Fob. 12, 10 a.m., Allegan City
State College in charge, one at the1
P- "•
Hill.
West Casco U. B. church at 1:30 1 All farmers on muck soil are
Feb. 12. 2 p.m., Wayland Grange
p.m. and the other at the Co-op. I urged to be present and any pr „
garage in Hamilton at 7:30 p.m. ; lems of muck farming will be thoiFeb. 13. 10 a.m.. Hamilton Co op
These meetings will be of special ! oughly
..
, ,
interest to the vine and bush grow- A series of better seed meetings
Feb. 13, 2 p.m.. Robert Montieth
farm, east of Martin.
All farmers raising grains are
urged to be presentat one of these
meetings. New and better varieties
of seeds and their production will
be discussed.

Ceurt for the Couoty ef Ottawa.
At a ataaion af aald Coart, held at
the Probate Officela tha city of Graod
Harcn In aald Ceaaty, on tha 23rd
day of Jao. A. 0. 1930.
Pra«ti Boa. Jaaw J. Daahof, ludfi
ot Probata.

..

played this week. Admissions have
In the mattar of lb# Eetate of
nearly been large enough to pay for
MATHEW NOTIBX, kmetd
llfti)5— Espir** Feb. 16
the Junior Hi^h team’s suits and
It appearingta tha court that tha
now it is hoped to accumulate STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Proenough money to secure suits for bate Court for tha County of Ottawa. time for preaentatloa of clalaaagaiMt
At a satiion of taid Court, bald at aaid eatata ahould be Hmtted, end that
the Pirates’ team. ^
tha Probata Office intba City of (irand a time and place be appointed ta reEAST 8AUGAJUCK
Haven in laid County, on the 29th day ceive, examine and adjuat alt claima
and demanda againat aaid dtceaaedby
of Jan A. D. 1930.
Wiebe Fabber, 66 yeajrs old. died
Present Hon. Jama* J Danhof. and before aaid court:
It la Ordered, That creditor* af aald
Judga of Probata.
deceased are Yrquired to pretest their
In the Matter of the Eitate of
Expire* April 19
claims to aaid ceurt at aaid Prabate
TEUNIS TEN HOUTEN, beteaaed
MORTGAGE SALK
Office on or before the
Whereas, default has been made
laaar Kouw having filed in aald
Mrs. C. Klaasen and son Bob left
27th Day af May A. D. 19M
in the payment of moneys secured ,i (nurt
court htl
hit nnt|
final Haminiairatinn
adminlitratinn accvuai
account
Monday morning for Miami, Florby n mortgagedated the 23rd day ilin(j hit petition prayingfor the allow. at ten o'clock intheforenoon.saidtime
ida. where they will stay for an inT\n.«nmk.if-A.D.,
A
1007. executed
of December,
1907,
executed tnce (^araof and for tha aaaignmrnt and place being hereby appointed for
definite length of time.
and given by Issac Baian and Ea- and distribution of the rciidue of laid the examinationand adjustmentef all
Will teach in Holland every Wednesday.
claims and demanda egainst aaid de.
ter Bnzan, his wife, of the Town- eatate.
IIPROVED UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
ship of Holland. County of Ottawa,
Studio— 54 Graves Place.
ceased.
!i ii Order#.!, That ih«
and State of Michigan, ns mortgaTelephone 2018 for appointment, or
Jrdered. That aublle nattoa
It la Further Or
Sth day t( March A. D. 1930
gors. to Jan Ten Hagen of Olive
thereofbo (tveu> by
br punMsntlaa of a aaur
Address 613 Gilbert Building, Grand Hapids, Mich.
far three
---- lacceealva
-------Township, Ottawa County, Mich- at ten o’clock in the foreaaon, at uid of this order, fei
igan. as mortgagee, ^ which said probata office, be and la hereby ap weekopreviooe teeald day ef hear lag,
KATES REASONABLE
mortgage on the 17th day of pointed for eiamlnlng and allowing in the Holland City Nawa, a nawepeMarch, A.D., 1923. was assigned to aald account and htaring uid petition per printed and cirrulatadin aald
Abraham Ten Hagen of Holland, It ia Purthar Ordtred. Thai public county.
Ottawa County, Michigan,which notica thartofbaDivan by publication
JAMB J. DANHOF,
By Rev. P. B. Fitzwater,D. D.
mortgagewas recorded in the office ofacopy
JnOn
^
ofthiaordtr.
* M v U • oure
for •
threu
ww WWW
auc
(Member Moody Dibit Inatllutt Faculty.)
of the Register of Deeds for Otta- ceesive
caaiivtweuks
wvuka pravious
pravtoua to laid
aaid day
day of A
(c). 1(30. Wcttern Newiptptr Union >
Cll/. __
County, Michigan,
wa county,
niicniK»n, on the 7th day hearing,
HAP WET SWAKT
biaring. in tha Holland Cily Nawa.
Ntwt,
Dep. Register of Piobate.
of January, A.D. 1908, in Libor 8. n#wlptp4r primed and circulatedin
of Mortgages on page 61, and
County.
33-35 W. 8th St.
Lesson for February 9
__ ! J ___
f A WVfl V FT A VIVA V
JAMU
i. DANHOF,
said
assignmentwas matfAnllsrl
recorded in
Ja4ga Proh.u,
said Register of Deeds’ office on the
3
WARNINGS AND PROMISES.
12161-Kxp. Feb 8
29th day of March. A.D. 1923. in
HARRIET SWART
Liber 97 of Mortgages on page 617,
STATE OF MICHIGAN- Tha Probata
Dtp.
Register
of
Probate
(TEMPERANCE LESSON)
and which said mortgage was on
Court for tbo County of Ottawa
the second day of January, A.D.
At a aaaaion of laid Court, hold at
LESSON TEXT— Matthew 7:1
1926. assigned to Frank K. Davidthe Probate Office ta tho City ofGrand
(Print vv. 1-12. 15-2*).
12317- Exp P«b. 16
son of Park Township. Ottawa
GOLDEN TEXT— Every treo that
Haven in aaid County,on tha 17th day
county, Michigan, and which as- STAT* OF MICHIGAN - IV ProVli of Jan. A. D. 1910.
hrlngeth not forth good fruit ta
Court for tho County of OtUwn.
hewn down and chnI Into the Are.
signment was recorded in said
Preaant: Hon. Jamaa J. Danhof,
At n Mrioo of aaM Oourt koM oft tfco
PRIMARY TOPIC— Obeying Jesua.
How flood are you at hndmfl m;*takei7 The artut has intentionally Register of Deeds' office on the 7th Probate Offlro in tho Oty of Own4 Hnron Judge of Probate.
JUNIOR TOPIC— Keeping tha
In tho mattar of tho Eateie of
made eeveral obvioue onea in drawing the above picture. Some of them day of April. A.D. 1927, in Liber in asul County, on tho 28th dty of
Law of Chriet.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR are eaiily diacovered.others may be hard. See how long it will take 141 of Mortgageson page 193. on Jan. A. D. 1930.
JOHANNAH
TEN HOVER. Docoaaod
which mortgage there is claimed to
TOPIC— The Truth About Alcoholic YOU to find them.
Proaani. Hon. Join#* J. Danhof,
he due at this time the sum of
Beveragea
Kay
Sabin
baying filed ia aaid
Judfca of Probolt.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT
Three Thousand Two Hundred
coart hit fiaal administration
accanat
In the Matter of the Fitate of
TOPIC— Cutting Down the Corrupt
aad his patitioa prayingfar the allow,
The
Maplewood
Parent-Teachers Twenty-sevenand 87/100 Dollars
Tree.
($3,227.87), principaland interest,
anco thareof and far tho aaeigaaieat
BARENT ARENDSH0RST,Dereawd
association held a meeting last b riThe Latest in Transportation ‘Service” our Motto'*
day evening. The meeting was and an attorney fee of Thirty-five II anpoorinA to tho court that the aad distribotiofiof the reside# of Mid
Society
I. Concerning Censorious JudgDollars ($36.00), being the legal
, opened with community
singing.
lima lor preMnltlionof cloimioMmiieatate.
ments (w. M2).
attorney fee in said mortgage proIt ii Ordered, That the
J after which prayer was offered by
l. The sin and folly of (vv. 1-5).
Mid eitaloihould bo limitad. ond that
the school principal,Arthur Ter vided. and no suit or proceedings o time ond plort ho appointed to rt24th day of Pah., A. D. 1IM
This prohibition should not be so
Mrs. Tony Steinfort celebrated
having Wen instituted at law to receive. examine and edjuil oil cloima at tea o'clock ia tho fettaoea, at uid
construed ns to forbid our making her birthday last week Friday with Keurst. A business meeting then
cover
the debt, or any part thereof,
nn estimate of the lives of those n party at her home on Orchard followed. Marvin Albers was the secured by saw! mortgage, whereby und domondiahainittoiddeceotod hy probate office, be and it hereby apabout us. for “by their fruits ye Hill. Mrs. Steinfortwas the recipi- speaker of the evening and had as the power of sale contained in said and bofnro uid court:
pointed for examining and alloMteg
his subject“Problemsof Life." He
It ii Ordered, Thol creditor# of laid
shall know them.” Neither should
ent of many lovely presents. A
mortgagehas become operative. Joceoaed are roquired to preaenl thair Mid account and hearing aaid Htttieo;
stated
that
the
three
great
essenIt prevent us from administeringredainty three-course luncheon was
THEREFORE, notice is claim* to *#ifl court at wid Probate It I* Further Ordered, TWt PuNIc
tials of financial success wenbuke to those who deserve It. It Is
served. Those present were Mr. and
hereby given that by virtue of the
notice thereof be fives by publicntiM
work. economy and saving. Music
Office on or before the
not wrong to condemn the errors
Mrs. E. B. Nvkamp, Miss Jean
said power of sale and in pursuance
of a copy ef tbia erder. fer 3 lucctaaive
was
furnished
throughout
the
eveand
faults
of
those
who
are
In
the
ann .aims or inoso wno
m me J SleinfortiBiI, Barden, Eddie AnHolland Phone
Office Cor. Pine & Nth
Jed Day el June, A. 9. 19J0
of the statute in such case made
week* pravious to aaid day of bearing
ning by nn. orchestra composed of
way of sin. it docs not mean
derson. all of Grand Rapids, and
and
provided, the said mortgage at ten o'clockin the forenoon.*»id (into in the Holland City New#, n newspathe Prills brothers, Henry Kleinheksin should go nnrehuked until we
Miss Genevieve Tin Holt, Mr. and
will oe foreclosedby sale of the and place Wing hereby appointed for per printed and circulatedIn anld
sel, Ada Badger and Corn Prins. A
oursolvcsare perfect. It rebukes
Mrs. Tony Steinfort and Miss Viola
iremises
described
at pub- the examinationand adjustment of all County.'
pre*
m soh therein
•• • w
-—
- —
Unit readinessto hlaine others and
i rending was given by Miss Retta
claim* and demur da againat aaid deikXM f DANIOF.
to magnify their weakness and Stcinfort.
Jane Kooyers. A duet by Misses lie ailction,to the highest bidder, at
A tree
Jedpa e« Frotofe
BROS., Operators
Badger and Lillian Bush. A the north front door of the court- ceased.
error.
Harriet Swart
house in the City of Grand Haven, It is FurtherOrdered. That public
2 The duty of discriminationIn
The Consistory and their wives ' rending by Miss Mildred Boeve.
Dtp Rafcieterof Probata
Ottawa County, Michigan, that be- notice thereof be given by publication
dealingout holy things (v. ti).
were entertained at the parsonage Amos and Andy were impersonated
ing
the
place where the Circuit of • copy of this order, for three »ue'riu* Gospel should tie preached of the Fourth Reformed church by Lillian Bush and Ada Badger.
--ceaaive week# previouatoaaid
day
ol
in all. We should turn from those Friday evening. Short talks
und Mrs. Arie Prins were in Court for the County of Ottawa is C.„IV*
amuioiiiiuiii'iiDniiiiiiiiiioii
iiiiiicioi'iimiiiiir
mm" nmn aoiinmiuiicmm nmaiiiimmiOiiiiMiiinDWMH
held, on Monday the 21st day 9U hearinA.
hearing, in the Holland City
Cily
Nawa.
Now*
a
who reject and treat with contempt given by different members of the | charge of the program. RcfreshApril, A.D.. 1930, at two o’clock in n#wipip#r
circuUtod
newipapar printed *nd
and circulated
the Gospel message.
consistory.Rev. Lumhes and Rev. , luents were served by Mr. and Mrs.
12099-EipFeb. 8
the afternoon of that date, which Mid county.
3. Qua Dent ion for discrimination W. Wolvius offered prayer. Klaas Herman Schipper und committee.
premise- are describ<‘din said
STATE OF MICHIGAN— Tbe Probate
JAMES J. DANHOF.
(vv. 7-12).
Buurmu had charge of the proo
Judge of Probate.
Court for the County •! OtUwn.
(1) A life of prayer (vv. 7-11). gram. Dainty refreshments were The WCTU held their regular mortgageas follows, to-wit:
The followingdescribedland and
HARRIET SWART
At n leasion nf anld Court, bold ot
Only those are aide to rightly served by the hostess. About 35 j meeting Friday afternoon.Mrs. W.
Cor. 19th St. and Washington Ave.
Dep Register of Probate
divide the word of tmth who live present. Rev. and Mrs. Van Dyke * Van Kersen had charge of the devo- premises, situatedin the Township
the Prob.teOfficeIn the City of Cnad
Haven/ In laid County, on tbo 16th
a life of prayer. (2) A disposition werc presented with a beautiful tions. Miss Wilma Vande Bunte of Olive, County of Ottawa, and
State of Michigan, viz:
to treat others ns one would he
day of Jan., A. D. 1930.
ably rendered a solo. "LittleHoad
Kxpir
iren M«rch 8
The South half of the northwest
treated (v. 12). It Is not merely
o
of Nazareth." She was accompuPreaent, Hon. Junes J. Dnnhef,
........
OF
MICHIGAN
STATE
(
quarter of section twenty-three
to refrain from doing Injury, hut
THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR Jndge of Probote.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Kuizenga
'J}"1
(23)
in
Town
six
(6)
North
of
positivelyto do for others that
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
In the Matter of the Eatate of
range sixteen(16) west. Containwhich we would desire to have done entertained at their home on Ea't , ''r:\ ^‘ .lt . u
In Chancery
All kinds ol ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC
ing
eighty
(80)
acres
of
land
be
f
IANTHA BE MERELL, Deceased
unto ourselves under similar cir- 8,h *tr«t Friday rvoain, Ththe same more or less,
installed. Guaranteed. The«e are especially adaptable in
cumstances.No man can live lids
Henry Winter hoeing filed in
together with all tenements, here- Frances Elizu Owen, Plaintiff.
rule unless he has been horn from
cutlying and rural district*.
said court his finol odninistroiioo ac'fi;
— v*
I k
of ditaments and appurtenances thereabove and abides with Christ in Irr. Hcnrv I). Woller. C. Kyi*™,.
count, and his petitionprtyinlfbr tho
imioiiiiiimmoiiiiiiii'iiiDmiiimiiiimiiaiiiiiimiiiaLmiiuii'OiiiiiiHiiiioiiininmioiiitfMi
Joseph Stuart Owen, Defendant.
r(.vi(.wwl thp bU, unto belonging.
tlie school of prayer till he becomes Mr. and Mrs H. Var Ncuria. Hoyt
•llowanc#thereof ond for the assigna _ _ .A At » — k, ^
t
r\f
Dated this 22nd day of January,
Suit pending in the Circuit Court ^EyaTst’iibntiOTTrthe’
rroidnoTf
like Him. Regeneration and sub- Steffen-and Gregory Steffens.
Insj(ie of Prohibition." by Mrs.
for the County of OtUwn, In said eitate
A.D. 1930.
mission to Christ constitute the esMabel Walker Willebrandt.
FRANK K. DAVIDSON, Chancery. In this cause it appearsentialpreparationof keeping the
o
The Pnrent-Ten'’hprsclub of Pine
It is Ordtred, That tbs
Assignee of Mortgagee. ing that defendant, Joseph Stuart
Golden Rule.
Creek school held a meeting Friday
ZEELAND
DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CATE, Owen, cannot be found in this
II. Entrance Into the Kingdom evening.Tho followingprogram
24th day •( February.A. I. IBM
Attorneys for Assignin' of Mortga- state, and that it cannot be ascerUrged (vv. 13. 14)
was given: A humorous song by
st ten o’clock in the forsMna.nt ssid
Mrs.
Timon
Pomstein.
56
years
Uined in whnt sUte or country the
gee,
There are two ways only before Harry Morris; severalpiano selecFrobste office, be and k hereby apdefendant now resides.
Business Address:
each one— life and death, heaven tions hy Garry Do Haan. a sketch old. died Sunday noon at her home
pointed for examining and aUewing
two
and
one-half
miles east of Bor
It
is
ordered
that
the
defendant
Holland.
Michigan.
and hell. The narrow gate Is the on Abraham I.ineoln hv Mis- Jean
said account and bearingsaid petition.
culo.
The
derea-cd
is survived by
enter his appearance in said cause
way of life. While the gate Is Bosman; a plav. "The Dearest
her
husband,
seven
sons.
John
of
12236- Exp F*b. 16
on or before three months from the * It Is Further Ordered,That public
striilt and the way narrow, it is
Thing in Boots," hy the Kappa Blandon. Arie of Bvron Center. Rov
nn open gate and the only gate to Delta literary society of Holland
STATE OF MICHIGAN Th. Pro- date of this order, and that a cony notice thereofbe given by pubttcatien
of Jcnison and William, Gerrit. but* Court for (ho County of Ott*wo. of this order be published in the of a copy •( this erder, far tbroa
life, and nil are Invitedto enter.
high school.The girls taking part
tncces$iva weeks previous to anld day
The gate which opens to every good were Nancy Ann Hale. Alice White, Henry and Edward at home; two
At a ituion of said Court, hold it Holland City News once each week
of bearing, in the Holland City Newa
daughters. Mrs. Henry Lubbers of the Probate Office in tho City of Grand for six successiveweeks.
thing In life is strait— restricted
Hazel Dick. Lois Ketel, Helene Hudsonville and Mrs. Ben Karsten
a newspaper printed and circwatadIp
Dated January 10, 1930.
The way of Jesus Christ Is not the
Hovon in tho laid Gmnty, on tho 21*t
Kooiker.
•aid ceunty.
of Benvertlam.Also by two brothers day of Jan. A. D.. 1930.
way of the crowd That way leads Stcketee. and Virginia
FRED
T.
MILES,
o
JAMES I DANHOF.
Martin De Haan of Zeeland and
Circuit
Judge.
to destruction.
Preirnt, Hon. J*mc* J. Danhof,
J adM of Probate.
Mrs.
W.
L.
Eaton
entertained
Reitzer
De
Haan
of
Zeeland,
and
III. Warning* Againat Fall#
DONALD B. SEVERANCE,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy—
about
thirty
friends
at
a
dinner
parthree
sisters,
Mrs.
Petrolje
of
BorTeacher#,(vv. 13-20).
Attorney for Plaintiff.
In thr matter of the Eitate of
Harriet Swart
ty at Warm Friend Tavern Satur- culo, Mrs. Henry Wesseldyke of
1. Their real existence(v. 15).
Business Address:
Dep Register ef Piobate
GERRIT SIAM, Sr., Doceued
Ever since God has had a peo- day evening, after which bridge Boreulo und Mrs. G. J. Langius of
Holland,Michigan.
Panama, Nebraska. Funeral serple. false prophets and teachers was played.
It apprarinA to the court that the
o
vices were held Thursday at 12:15
have appeared among them. That
time for preientation of claimaagainst
they appear everywhereneed not
Miss Dorothy Gahagan enter- at the home and at one o’clock from laid eitate should be limited and that
at nil surpriseus. for Christ fore- tained the Koda campfire group at the Beaverdam Christian Reformed a time and place be appointed to re
told that such should he the case. her home Friday evening. A dainty church. Rev. John Beds officiating. ceive.examine and adjuit all claim*
2. Their nature (v. 15).
luncheon was served and a delight- Interment took place in the Beaver- and demands against said deceased by
(1) They are hypocritical.The ful evening was reported bv all. dam cemetery.
and before said court;
o
devil does his most successful Those present were the Misses
For prompt delivery service
It ia Ordered, That creditors of »aid
Mayor Earnest C. Brooks was u
work by masquerading ns nn angel Janet Derks, Marian McCarthy, Andeceasid are required to present _____
of light (II Cor. 11:14. 15). His tonelln Perkoski,Ruth Meengs, Chicago business visitor for u few
claims to said court at said Probate
ministers appear in this way and Olive Van Etta. Bertha Nienhuis, days.
Tyler Van Landegend
Office on or before the
turn people from the narrow to Dorothea Gahagan,Laura Do Witt,
Dr.
D.
Dealer In
the broad way. (2) They are de- Edythe Boeve. Hazel Westrnte. He27th Oij of M»y. A 0 1930
Windmills,Gasoline Engine*
Our new method enables us to deliver ro you clean
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
structlve. This Is suggested by lene Stcketee.and'Mrs. Bruce VoltPumps and Plumbing Suppliet
Office Second Floor, DeFoaw Bldg.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
coal. It sure help* save the wall paper or hou*edecotheir being ravening wolves. It is man.
Phone
49 W. 8th St
Hourat 2S0-5; 7-« P. M.
when
the wolf Is in sheep's cloth:: rations. COSTS
Open Mominga by Appointment
In" that It doe* Its most destrucMrs. Katherine Van Duren, secreall claims and demands against
Phone 4444
tive work. False teachers are doDiekema-Kollen and
tnrv of the local Red Cross, celedeceased.
ing their most deadly work while
brated her seventy-eighthbirthday
Ten Cate
It is Further Ordered. That P
pretendingto he loyal in the Bible
anniversary Sunday with a dinner
Attomeys-at-Law
and Jesus Christ.
L.
at the home of her son. Arthur Van
Office — Over the First State Bank
Hi m nrpy 1 11115 wiiid i«»i »*»axx
3. The unfailing lest (vv. 10-18).
275 Eist 8th
Holland, Mich.
Duron. Those at the family dinner
OSTEOPATHICPHYSICIAN
ceasive week* previous to said day c
“By their fruits ye shall know
included Mrs. Van Duren. Mr. and
Office. 27 West Eighth Street
hearing in the Holland City News,
ErmwBwruaaB'itmiMMMwti w.
them" Every tree hears Its own Mrs. Arthur Van Duren. Mr. and
DR. E. J.
Above Newark Shoe Store
newspaper, printed indcirculated m sai
kind of fruit. One may search the
Mr« Earl Knutson and son Junior
TELEPHONE 2185
countv.
OSTEOPATH
I universe in vain for an exception
of Grand Rapids, and Alfred Van
Hours: 9 to 12 a.m. and 2 to 5 p.m.
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Office at 34 West 8th St
, to the rule It is equally true in
Duren. Mrs. Van Duren received
Judfco of Probtta.
and by appointment
Office Hours: 9-12 A. M. 2-5 P. M.
| the spiritual world— there Is a vimany cards and personal congratuA nr* eopy—
und by appointment
tal connection between the faith
lations and also several presents.
Harriet Swart
j of the heart and the fruit of the
Dep Register of Probate
Mrs. Van Duren has been an active
I life.
worker for the Red Cross for the
CLARE E.
4. Their ultimateend (v. 19).
H. R.
Ail false teachersshall he finally past 20 years.
11996— Exp. Feb. 15
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An excellentprogram was given

tire.

and
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Although God lias Infinite pa- ii the Enitha Reheknh lodge rooms ‘
tience and bears long. He will see last Friday evening for the Rebeto It that tills evil work does not kalis and Odd Fellows.The followling program was given:. Several
go on forever.
IV. The Danger* of Empty Pro- musical selectionsby Esther* and
Dorothy Kamerlingand Roy White,
fession(vv.
^
1. Merely culling Christ Lord will Ed Lenters played the part of a
not answer for doing His will (v. comedian; several readings by Lester Wassenaar.Mr. Houtman and
/
2. On/ may do supernatural L. Mulder entertained the crowd
works and not he saved (vv. 22. with a saw and accordion. Two
readings were given by John Ro23).
Not al' supernatural worlds are sene. n Junior High pupil. Mr.
divine. There Is a sufwrnnturul Hanson, Heath and Nelson sang
world of evil. It is the business many negro songs. Ray Lamb,
of every believer to test the Spirit physical director at Beechwood
school brought Julia and Irene
(I John 4:1. 2).
3. Separationfrom God iv. 23).
Terpstra and Margaret Knoll to enQuo may have been « Sunday tertain the crowd. They performed
school teacher or a minister and manv pleasing athletic stunts. Mr.
have performed many mighty works Lamb did some very difficultstunts
and yet hear from Christ the aw- also. After the program, dancing
ful declaration. “I never knew yoo; was enjoyed by all and refreshdepart from Me."
ments were served.
V. The One and Only Safe Way
0
(vv. 24-29).
Mrs. E. Vande Woude celebrated
1. Hear the stlylngs of Cliriat (v. her birthday with a party at her
24).
home, 47 West 12th street. A dainTo do tills one must give atten- tv luncheonwas served and Mrs.
tion to reading the Word of God.
Vande Woude was the recipient of
2. Do what Christ commands (w. many lovelv gifts. Those present
24-29).
were Mrs. Maggie Devoy, Mrs. RaHearing and doing the teachings eheal McVea. Mrs. Witvliet, Mrs.
of Christ l* building upon solid Mabel Pippel,Mrs. Wm. Wagenaar,
rock. Hearing and not doing Mr*. Henry Rrusse, Miss Anna
Christ’s savings is to build upon the Rchroeder and lUr*. E. Vande
sand.
Woude.

At

of
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may be an imposing monument or it may be a simple
marker, but what ever it is to be, there should be some
token of respect in the form of a Memorial in jery faIt

mily burial plot,
We make and erect memorials of every description.

We

will furnish estimates of the entire

tory terns

made

for

cost.
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Home
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A true copy—

Bank
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n
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St

D.C.,Ph.C.
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ordered, that th*
2Sth d*y *1 Feb., A. D. 1930
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32 E. 8th

Dr. A. Leenhouts

Office hours: 9-10

said tour* his final administration
count, and his petition praying
the allowance thereof and for
assignmentand distribution of
residue of said estate
is
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Herbert E. HarrinRton and
Mrs. Bert De Vries and daughter
Prosecutor C. A. Lokker was a
daughter Lula who have been at Gertrude of New Holland went to business visitor at Grand Rapids
Del Ray Beach. Florida, have gone Holland Thursday because of the Monday.
to St. Petersburg.
serious illness of their niece, Leona
Walter Smith has applied for a
Ruth Steketee,who has been seri- building permit to erect a dwelling
,
R<*v- Clarence P. Dame of TrinCity Inspector Henry Bosch has ity ^\\ bo in charge of Sunday ously ill at the Holland hospital.
on lot 29, Prospect Park addition, at
returned from Saginaw where he morning’ssendees at the Second
Rev. Father D. D. Douglas, rec- an estimated cost of $3,000.
attended the convention of milk in- Reformed church at Zeeland. He is
tor of Grace church, gave an interMrs. Henry Brouwer, 71 years
spectors of Michigan.
exchanging pulpitswith Rev. Rich- estjnK talk on internationalaffairs old, died Monday morning at the
The IGA. nearly 100 strong, ban- ai'd Vnnden Berg, who will occupy ns this relates to the navy negotia- home of her daughter, Mrs. James
quetedat Warm Friend Tavern. The ^e pulpit at
tions.
Nykerk, rural route 6. Mrs. Brougrocers in thi* yicinitjbelonging I two justices of the peace are to. The ticket committeehaving to wer was a former resident of Overto that association
isel. The deceased is survivedby her
* 1 *’
be voted for this year, one to take do with the banquet of the Chamhusband, four sons, John of Overwith their families.
the place of former Mayor Wm. • her of Commerce to be held tomorThe fire alqrm on Mnoday was Brusse, who resigned some time row night have been busy winding isel, Gerrit of Grand Rapids and
Ben and Lawrence of Allegan and
false. There was no fire.
ago, and a second to officenow held \ up affairsare Ray Tarditf.L. U.
four daughters, Mrs. Henry NyAttorney Don Severance was in h> Charles K. Van Duren, who
, Goss, Alex Van Zanten, Andrew
Grand Rapids on legal business mq -erving since his new connec- Klomparens.K. De Free, Milo De kerk and Mrs. Gerrit Van Dyke of
Grand Rapids, and Mrs. James Nytion with the Holland Furnace Co. Vries, William Wagonaar. Vaudic
Tuesday.
kerk and Mrs. Gerrit Nevenzelof
ii.
the
place
of
the
late
Attorney
Vandenberg.
Jacob
Fris,
William
J.
Otto P Kramer, cashier of the
Holland. One sister, Mrs. George
Raymond
Olive.
Henry
Venhuizen,
and
John
Holland City State bunk, and W\Klomparens of Holland also surnand Wichers, cashier of the First
vives. Funeral serviceswill be held
F. H. Gorham "f the North Star j UtpPr“
State bank, were in Grand Rapids
Marine Construction Co. has re- John \ an Tatenhove of the Friday afternoonat her former
on business Tuesday.
i turned with his boat model built in I French Cloak store has returned home in Overiselat one o’clock and
Mrs. J. Osscwaarde.100 West Holland after displaying at the from Chicago where he had gone at :30 at thc Overisel Reformed
IPJi street, Is leaving this week | \*ew York show where it attracted on a buying trip.
church, where Rev. William Pyle
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hello Ann. ..you’re a stranger!”

who

live out-of-town need not he ''strangers,"for

you can chat with them often by Long Distance telephone
at a surprisingly low cost.

F°r

LOO

or

to:

you can call the following points and talk for TH

From Holland

REF MINUTES:

U.r

sut.on.o M.i.on

Detroit,Mich ......................................
$1.00
Ann Arbor, Mich. .................................... 86
Pontiac, Mich ........................................
fa
Toledo, Ohio ......... ..............
S5
Traverse City, Mich. ...............
.90
Dint, Mich .........................................
.85
Lima. Ohio ..............................
95
Madison, Wis .................................
.90
.

.

The
to

rates

The long awaited panes of glass
for the doors and lobby-windows

cc/yy./yyy.

ipel

rived, and are partiallyinstalled.
Mr. Harry Baut, representativeof
the Payne Studios of Patterson,
New Jersey, will be on the campus
for the next two weeks. He will
have to cut and fit more than 225
separate windows. The panes of
frostedand plain glass are rimmed
with lead, which facilitates the fitting process. The basement classrooms of the chapel, the lobby wall
at the rear of the main floor auditorium, and some scattered doors
in the gallery and basement are included in this work.
Mr. Baut just returned from totalling the beautiful windows of
the Union Congregational Church
in Green Bay, Wisconsin. He reports that this building, like the
will read the last rites. Burial will
New Chapel here, is marked by its
be made in thc Overisel cemetery.
expensive windows and fine artisThe executive committee of the try.
men’s organization of Methodist
church have made plans for the TOOTHBRUSH VENERABLE
father and son banquet to be held
AID TO HUMAN WELL-BEING
February 18 at the Methodist
church. E. V. Hartman was elected
The use of some form of tooth
chairman of the committeefor the cleaninginstrument is very ancient.
ensuing year.
A “chow stick," which was twigi

*0090

Make

_

__

year

quoted are Station-te-Station
Day

rates,

t

flcitne 4:30 , u.

Evening Station-fr-Stat»nrates are effective 7. -OO p m. to fl.JO p. m
and Sight Station-to-Station
rates. 8:jO p. m. to 4- JO a. m.
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Pilgrim

Home

cemetery.
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cards at the news

joining this

many

to
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Worm

Epsom

seed and

NEW WAY

I
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bank family you open the way ®

privileges

which

OF

Heavily

IF

we

YOU ARE NOT A DEPOSITOR

will be pleased to

STEP

in

any time and have

a Calk with us.

X
Savings

4 Percent Paid on

.

G.

.1.

DIEKEMA, President

DR.

E. D.

DIMNENT,

Vice

Pres. WYNAND

WICHERS, Cashier
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Six hours later

the liquid iDith

dm

ks

tZZZyTquartsofd/V

, u )
to fowls
Fosag SiltsI as drink to

ii in 2 quarts

1 J mash for each 50
J;d birds Feed this moist

\

of

1

V

remove anu

(

dead Worms

jfCfe^mtligrMing

1
i

Holland,
There

a real pleasure when
pressed for funds. By saving systematicis

it

50c or $20

week— you will have an ample sum to meet the cost
As a inmber of our CHRISTMAS SAVINGS
CLUB, you will set yourself a schedule. Wealthy
people follow this plan. They have separate Christ-

a

of gifts.

mas Savings accounts— they SAVE during

the

year—

their investment accounts intact.

time

j

-

lo join

our 1930 Chriiitmas Savings

Club. W

Everyone can't have
cash on hand to meet
every emergency that
pops up I But how good

You'll be pleased to find

know

LOANS

l

our service so friendly

you can get

and our repayment plan

Up

it

r
;

it

1

to

$300

is to

here

at

any time you
need

itl

\
(

folks who

need money

quickly is our

business.

j

Personal Finance Co.

i

new

standards of

Room

514, Grand Rap'd* Trust Bui dUg. F fib Floor,
S. W. Cor. Mon-oe & lonii Ave.

GRAND

Tel

artistic

beauty.

K A BIDS, MICH.
-5. Opm 8-30 to 5. Sat.
LICENSED BY THE STATE

Dial 6-6-2-

few poultrykeepers realize
V how prevalent are round worms for 20 minutes. Then mix both the
and caeca worms in the chickens in wormseed and the liquid with two
many farm poultry flocks, says the quarts of dry mash and feed the
Blue Valley Creamery Institute. mixture to the birds. Six hours later
Examinationof a thousand chickens dissolve a pound of Epsom salts or
from a typical MississippiValley a pound of bicarbonate of soda in
sectionshowed that nearly half of two quarts of drinking water and
them were infested with large give it to the fowls to drink. The
round worms of the intestine, while object is to remove any dead worms
nearly 75 per cent contained the that might remain in the intestines
small round worm of the caecum, or after the treatment. Following the
blind gut. An effective, simple and salts, thc fowls may he returned at
safe method of using wormseed to once to regular feed. Ten days later
rid the flock of these pests has re- the treatment should be repeated.
cently been discoveredby the Rhode
Wormseed can be secured at
Island AgriculturalCollege.
nearly any drug store. The cost of
To use this new method, the fowls enough to dose 50 to 100 chickens
should first be starved for 24 hours. is very small. In buying wormseed
It is important that all feed and secure one ounce for every 25 birds
water should be withheld from the to be treated. It will pay well to
(birds a full day in order that the treat the flock for round worms and
j entire intestinal tract may
be caeca worms. Birds badly infested
I empty. On the morning following with them die, while fowls infested
J the starvationperiod, for every 50 to a lesser degree often prove to
j birds in thc flock,steep 2 ounces of be poor egg producers.

1

8.50 to

1

Join Any of these Classes

1110. Bill*

Cmnen lojtiuit*.

GOLD STAR MOTHERS. NOT
GOING TO EUROPE. GET CASH
IF BILL WINS.
Gold star mothers who* do not
make a pilgrimage to the
European battlefieldsand ceme-

desire to

teries at the expense of the government, as authorized under present
law, could draw in cash an amount
equal to the cost of the pilgrimage
under a hill introduced by Ren.
Collins,Democrat, Mississippi.In
all, 11,000 mothers in the nation are
eligible, including Mrs. A. Leenhouts mother of the late Willard
G. Loenhouts, after whom the local
Legion Post was named.

Only eighteen weeks to
vacation.

summer

NEWS

office.

Timber From th« Tropic*
It is recognized,says I he Aineri
can Tree association, that the for

Deposit For Fifty Weeks:

50c, $1.00, $5.00, $10.00, $20.00

Bread

Receive in December, 1930

biscuits

$25, $50, $100, $250, $500, $1000.

&

cakes

meet the hiffhest expectations

With Four Per Cent Interest Added

when made

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK I

of

I-H flour
—the cream of

“Ottawa County’s Oldest Bank”

the

Kansas

hard wheat crop. Try

aansas

it.

ctf1.

Sold by leading grocers.

Memories

FOR SALE and FOR RENT
cards for sale at the

ViiluT

est resources of tropicalAmerica
may he a very important factor in
our own domestic timber problem
Some believe that those forests will
he called upon to bridge thc hiatus
that Is hound to exist between the
exhaustion of our wild timber crop
and the harvest time of our man
managed forests. Others hoi lew
that they will form a permanent
source of Umber to replace some
of our own special purpose bard
woods.
All are agreed that. In any ease
we cannot fully and completelyout
line our own forestry problem with
but taking Into considerationall
the factors Hint may Inlluence the
outcome.

.

An

old

letter,

a faded photograph,t

treasured keepsake— links with the past
that

grow more

Soch things

are

precious every year.

worth protecting from the

hazards of time and forgetfulness.

Their place

is in a

1

so convenient.Helping

FRY

OBprrttbL

Q
S

Michigan

|

|

Happy Holidays Next December

is still

conscious of the literatureof the
present day in addition to their
study of the literature of the past.
"Tolerance must Im* developed,
he said, “and we must refrain from
I
criticizinga man or his works
merely because we don’t understand
his viewpoint."Ho reminded the
younger generation of their impor1 tant role as guardians of beauty,
! art, and
great literature, without
which future generations cannot
live and progress. He emphasized
the need of faith, and of inquiry

into
it

-

Surplus

Thc Bank With thc Largest Capital and

A favorable report comes to
hand concerning a man who is a
friend to many upon Hope College
Campus. Dr. Arnold Mulder, formning Editor of the “HollandKvennig Sentinel,”and now a member of the teaching staff at Kalamazoo College, figures in a headline
articlein a recent number of the1
“Index,” the campus paper of his
new school.In a speech at chape!
servicesof the college, Dr. Mulder
called upon the students to become

water for

Mix both the u)orm seed

and

Effective

..
l^I Starve the fowls
..T] Oj, M for 24 hours Then for
the ifp each 50 birds steep 2 oz.

j

BANK

FIRST STATE

Defends Art

Infested k

'maibe ukak unthrifty
emanated and unproductive

$12.50,

here

have you with us so that
you may find by actual experience what it
means to be affiliated with a well established,
well regulated bank.

WORMS

Fowls

fr-A

25c,

broader bus-

i600QOOCOOQOOOC>SCOO«>OQCiOS>SQOOOOOQt
eboof

W0RM1N6 THE POULTRY FLOCK

^ Roundworms ^

and keep

leads to

Hope Alumnus

Salts or Soda

Intestinal

with

|
i

ft

8

iness relations.

office.

POULTRY OF

S
S

£

k

&fThis bank invites you to become a DEPOSITOR of this well founded institution. By

FOR RENT AND FOR SALE

without shooting.

in Treating

NOW-be

Bank

INVITES YOU

i

Advance

ally for fifty weeks, beginning

First State

-

SIMPLE METHOD RIDS

you’re not

with you.

i

I

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

day

It rests

i

Professor D. Ritter, Mr. D. C.
129,273 TREES PLANTED
Sprague and Professor and Mrs.
Saturday afternoon at his home on B. Raymond, guests of Mrs. Durfee,
IN KENT
rural route C after a brief illness. representedHope College. There
Mr. Leys came to this country from were several interestingspeakers. Reforestation activities in Kent
The Netherlands in 1860 and has including the head of the English county this year have resulted in
I lived on the same farm for more departmentat Kalamazoo.One of the planting of 129,275 tms of
i than 48 years. The deceased is surtho members read several of her desirableforest or shade varieties,
vived by five daughters and one son. poems. Songs which had been com- 1 Ninety-eighthoys and girls,
I They are Mrs. J. Den Uyl of this pared by various members were members of reforestation
clubs re: city; Mrs. P. Klostermanof Kala- enjoyed.
reived 92,375 trees which were
j mazoo; Mrs. Jacob Schipper of Holplanted in 19 of the 24 townships
1 land; Mrs. A. C. Kelt of Grand
SAFE FOR ANOTHER YEAR
of the county. The remainder were
Rapids; Miss Cornelia Leys at home
sold by the county agent at nurserand Chris Leys of Grand Rapids.
The season on cottontails ended ies except the blue spruce of which
. Funeral services were held Tues- t with the new year. Most of them 13.000 were planted.
day afternoon at :30 o’clock from | were very tame this year. Many
Last year 25,000 seedlings were
the home and at 2 o'clockat the stories are told of capturing them distributedto boys and girls clubs
Central Avenue Christian Re- by hand. One party, hunting near for reforestationpurposes.
formed church. Rev. L. Veltkamp Saginaw, got 10, eight of them
officiating.Interment took place in

Paid In

Life

you draw your first
whether you
are a Saver or a Spender. If your
route carries you from the Paymaster’s window to that of the Savings Teller you have taken the
first step to found your fortune.

|

MICHIGAN BELL

Your

Moment

week’s pay decides

Meet

old. died

Decisive
In

Hope

j

i

A

with one end beaten to a soft,'
fibrous condition,was used. This

was discarded after being once used
and a new one made for the next
looking for the man who actually application. In the seventeenth
Gerrit Batema has returned to
has achieved some outstanding century a strip of linenclothwas
Freeport. Long Island, where he is
thing which will stand as a memor- used, with some tooth powder. The
connected with the Holland Furnace
earliest record of the use of a toothial forever one would select Rev.
company.
George B. Millar. In 1914 and 1915 brush is in Chinese literaturein
Among those who returned Sat- Mr. Millar caused to be moved to 1600. It did not come into use in
i unlay from a week’s trip through
the downtown center the small England until the latter part of the
eighteenth century.
I Texas. Mexico, and the lower Rio Methodist Episcopal church and
! Grande valley are Mr. and Mrs.
through his efforts the church was
; Charles Van Zylen, Mr. and Mrs. enlarged and built into the beauti- ALLEGAN SAYS “IF HOLLAND
' Gerrit De Weerd. Mr. and Mrs.
ful edifice it is today. Mr. Millar CAN MAKE IT PAY. WHY NOT
John Hulst, Mr. and Mrs. George came to Saugatuck in 1910 to the
ALLEGAN"
! Manting. John Oosting, Mrs. AlberM. K. church and immediatelyit
I ta Van Oort and son Adrian.
was his ambition to move the Allegan Gazette— Holland City
The Holland Fish and Game club church to a more central location. has made the last payment upon
j have not had very good luck in carp
Hr worked hard to that end, call- the hospitalthe town has built and
j seining so far this winter. In the
ing on his friends from other maintainedfrom profits from its
i haul Friday the workers got only
places for the contributionswhich municipal lightingplant. The pavabout 200 pounds, which brings the with the local help enabled him to ment was $62,182.96and the total!
was ? 184, non. The experience of
total up to about 11 tons. Officials
realizehis dream and in 1015 the
have not decided as to whether or new church was dedicated.Mr. Mil- Holland with its lighting plant
which, by the way, is operated by
not to continue operations.
lar not only raised money but he
The National Guard Boxing club helped in every manual way from steam, not water, is the same as
will put on a series of bouts at thc* digging the cellar and aiding the that of Allegan with its water servlocal armory Tuesday, Feb. 2.r>th. carpenters to finishing work on the ice. Annually a large sum of reNegotiations for a re-match be- interior. He is deeply interestedin ceipts from water taxes is turned
tween A1 Wolgast and Frankie the success of Saugatuck’s centen- into the city's general fund and to
that extent relieves from other taxFrisco are under way at the present nial in July.
ation; yet the cost of water service
time. Preliminary bouts are already
in this city is much less than most
being signed up.
College Faculty cities charge. There is no good reaVolney L. Dibbel died last week
son for presumptionthat the pro- J
At Author’s
Thursday at Kissimminee, Florida.
posed light and power plant should
! The body was taken to the Nibbenot afford this city as good profits
: link-Notierfuneral home. Funeral
The Authors’ Associationof as the water system does or its*
services were held Monday after- Michigan met Saturday night in lighting plant does for Holland
i noon in Kalamazoo. The deceased
Grand Rapids. Mrs. W. H. Durfee, City. It all depends upon proper
1 is survived by two sons. V. L. DihMiss N. Meyer, Dr. E. D. Dimnent, business management. The possibel of Holland and a son who lives Dr. J. B. Nykerk, Dr. R. P. Gray, bilitiesexist in each instance.

Donker Leys, 89 years

The fastest service is given when you furnish the desired telephone
number. If you do not know the number, call or dial “Information."

i
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PAVMASTEftag

'

in Detroit.

7:00 p. in.

jjj

your Bank

this

_

_

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Among “Who’s Who" in SaugaMangelson of Muskegon,a daugh- tuck might be cited many inditer. Mrs. Mangelson was formerly viduals interestedin the progress
' Miss Evelyn Cobb of this city.
and welfare of the town, but in

Friends

Last of Chapel Glass

1

I

f0LM'a«
, u
busi- ; A (lalurhter was born Monday at
The H.O.H. ioc.ety will hold a .ness for the local company. The thc Holland hospital to Mr. and
regular meoung on 1-riday evening i boat is now on display in the Peo Mrs Karl Knutson of Grand Rapin the Literan- clrb
j pies Auto Sales on Central avenue. j,|s. ]y|rs Knutson was formerly
' Miss Catherine Van Duren, daughter of our local attorney and Mrs.
I Arthur Van Duren. A son. Paul
Curtis, was also horn Sunday at
I the Holland hospital to Mr. and
! Mrs. Mike Ksscnburg.

"Why,

Payne Studios Send

Safe Deposit Box.

Peoples State Bank
Holland, Mich.

,

|

